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SUMMARY
The Surface Electrical Properties Experiment (SEP) was
flown to the Moon in December 1972 on Apollo 17 and used to
explore a portion of the Taurus-Littrow region.

SEP used a

relatively new technique, termed Radio Frequency Interferometry
(RFI).

Electromagnetic waves were radiated from two orthogonal,

horizontal electric dipole antennas on the surface of the Moon
at frequencies of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 Mhz.
The field strength of the EM waves was measured as a function of distance with a receiver mounted on the Lunar Roving
Vehicle and using three orthogonal, electrically small, loops.
The interference pattern produced by the waves that travelled
above the Moon's surface and those that travelled below the
surface was recorded on magnetic tape.

The tape was returned

to Earth for analysis and interpretation.
Data were obtained during EVA 2 on the traverse from the
SEP-site (near the landing point) towards Station 2 for a distance of about 2 1/2 km.

Unfortunately, data were not obtained

during the remainder of EVA 2 because the SEP receiver overheated.

Neither were data obtained during EVA 3 because a

switch was placed in the standby-position rather than the onposition for the early portion of the EVA and the SEP receiver
then overheated.

Thus our analysis of the electrical structure

of the Taurus-Littrow site is restricted to the vicinity of the
traverse from the SEP-site to Station 2.
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Because the lower frequency waves penetrate deeper into
the Moon than the higher frequency waves, we use the 1 MHz
interference pattern to infer the electrical properties at
depth.

We use the 32MHz pattern to estimate the properties

near the surface.

In one model, the relative dielectric

constant increases from a value of 3 1/2 near the surface to
a value of about 6 - 7 at a depth of 100m and then decreases
slightly.

In another model, a near-surface, sloping interface

between material of slightly differing dielectric constant
satisfies some of the constraints imposed by the observe d data.
We have not yet obtained any model that satisfies most of the
constraints provided by the large quantity of data for the
lunar traverse.
Despite the lack of a model that does satisfy most of the
observed data, we believe that the gross electrical features
of the Taurus-Littrow site are these: (1) the relative dielectric constant increases with depth (from about 3 1/2 at the
surface to 6 - 7 at depth), (2) the dielectric constant is
rather constant over the depth interval of 100 meters to at
least 2 1/2 km, (3) the loss tangent is no larger than 0.05
and possibly as small as 0.002, (4) no significant quantity of
water is present within 2 1/2 km of the Moon's surface at
Taurus-Littrow, (5) electromagnetic scattering at frequences
of 1 - 32 MHz is absent at Taurus-Littrow which implies that
subsurface "boulders" of dimensions in the range of 10 - 300m
and with contrasting dielectric constant, are not present
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within 1 - 2 km of the surface.
In this final report, we include several reprints, preprints, and an initial draft of the first publication of the
SEP results.

These documents provide a rather complete account

of the details of the theory of the RFI technique, of the
terrestrial tests of the technique, and of the present state
of our interpretation of the Apollo 17 data.
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ELECTRICAL STRUCTURE AT TAURUS-LITTROW

This section is a preliminary draft of the initial
manuscript to be submitted to any scientific journal describing the SEP experiment and the scientific results
obtained from the experiment.

This initial draft, prepared

by Strangway, Annan, Redman, Rossiter and Watts, will be
modified before submission to a journal.

The list and

sequence of authors• names have not yet been determined.

(REVISED)
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ELECTRICAL STRUCTURE AT TAURUS-LITTROW

This section is a preliminary draft of a manuscript.
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Introduction
The Surface Electrical Properties (SEP) Experiment was
flown to the Taurus-Littrow region of the moon on Apollo 17.
The experiment used megahert z radio frequencies in order to
determine (i) electrical layering at the landing site, (ii)
the dielectric properties of the surface material in situ,
and (iii) the presence of scattering bodies.
In order to sound into the surface layers a relatively new
technique, called radio frequency interferometry (RFI), had
been developed for the lunar experiment and had been tested
extensively on earth.

A transmitter was set out on the lunar

surface and a receiver was carried on the Lunar Roving Vehicle.
As the Rover moved along its traverse, the received magnetic
field strength and the Rover's position with respect to the
transmitter were recorded.
At any point on the traverse several waves reach the receiver, and these waves interfere, as shown in Figure 1.

The

interference pattern is diagnostic both of the physical properties and of the structure of the upper layers.

Field strength

data for six frequencies and six combinations of receiving and
transmitting antenna orientation, along with position, calibration, and temperature information, were recorded on a magnetic
tape which was returned to earth.
The basis for the interferometry concept and details of
the SEP Experiment have been given elsewhere (Annan, 1973;
Rossiter et al., 1973; Simmons et a1., 1972; Kong, Tsang, and
Simmons, 1974; the SEP Team, 1974).

In the present paper we
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will outline briefly the basis for our interpretation, present
the lunar SEP data, and des c ribe our most recent evaluation of
the results.
Background Mate ri al
Because radio interferometry is a relatively new technique,
most of our background experience with it was built up explicitly
for the lunar experiment .

This study had three main facets:

(i) theoretical evaluation of the EM fields surrounding a dipole
antenna over a dielectric medium:

(ii) experimental work using

an analogue scale model; and, (iii) field work on several different glaciers for full scale experiments.
Although the integral expressions for the EM fields surrounding a dipole over a h alf- space have been known for some
time (e.g. Banos , 1966), their evaluation for layered media with
with completely general e l ectrical properties is far from trivial.

Straight numerical integration is prohibitively expensive

(Tsang, Brown, Kong, and Simmons , 1974)

.

Therefore three com-

plementary approximate methods were used - a geometric optics
approach, the theory of normal modes and f ast Fourier transform
(FFT) techniques.

The geometric optics formulation (Annan,

1970, 1973: Kong, 1972; Tsang et al., 1973) is most accurate
for "optically thick " layers , and becomes invalid for distances
less than about a wavelength.

Theoretical cures are most

easily calculated with the normal mode formulation for thin
layers in which only a few modes propagate.

The use of the

FFT technique (Tsang, Brown, Kong, and Simmons, 1974) allows us
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to calculate theoretical interference patterns for models in
which the electrical properties vary continuously with depth.
In order to check these calculations, and to be able to
study cases too complex for theoretical treatment, a scale
model was constructed in which we used microwave frequencies
(Waller, 1973; Annan et al., 1974).

The model consisted of

a layer of dielectric oil in which a reflecting plate could be
set up in many different orientations.

A typical suite of

model curves for the layered case of a dielectric over a perfect reflector is shown in Figure 2, along with the corresponding
theoretical curves.

The inaccuracy of the geometric optics

solution for thin layers is readily apparent.
Field experience with the RFI technique was gained on trips
to the Gomer and Athabasca Glaciers (Rossiter et al., 1973;
Strangway et al., 1974), and to the Juneau Icefields, using
lunar hardware at various stages of development.

Because most

of the glaciers were known, from independent work, to approximate plane layered media, we were able to match observed data
with curves obtained from the geometric optics formulation for
layered media.

In the analysis of the glacier field data, we

compared, by trial-and-error suites of theoretical curves with
field data.

Attempts at formal inversion are currently under-

way (Watts, 1974).
A typical set of field profiles for the glacier tests and
their corresponding "best-fit" theoretical curves are shown in
Figure 3.

No single frequency or component was uniquely indi-

cative of the parameters (dielectric constant, loss tangent,
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and depth to reflector).

However, if we accepting only para-

meter sets that give consistent, good (but not perfect) fits
for all frequencies, and for both of the maximum-coupled components for which we have theoretical solutions, then we can always find an "acceptable" interpretation.
SEP Ope r a tional History
The SEP experiment was done at the Apollo 17 Taurus-Littrow
landing site.

The transn\itting dipole antennas were deployed

by the astronaut about 150 meters east of the Lunar Module in
a north-south and in an east-west direction (see Figure 4) .
During EVA-II SEP data are recorded as the Rover moved in a
westerly direction away from the SEP transmitter towards Station #2.

The traverse as reconstructed from the SEP-LRV naviga-

tion data is given in Figure 5.
From the SEP transmitter out to a range of 1.7 km the receiver operated normally.

Between the range of 1.7 km and 4.3

km the receiver operated in an acquisition mode, attempting
to acquire a synchronization signal from the transmitter.
this mode only partial data is collected.

In

At a range of 4.3

km, because of the low received field strength, the receiver
obtained a false resynchronizing pulse, causing an incorrect
realignment of the receiver and transmitter timing, and a
subsequent loss of field strength data from that point.
Station #2 the receiver was turned off to aid in cooling.

At
The

receiver was operating again between Stations #4 and #5; however,
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the signal levels were too low to allow a resynchronization
with the transmitter.

At the beginning of the Station #5

stop the receiver was turned off, and, although the receiver
was turned on again at the end of the station stop, because
the internal receiver temperature was above a safe limit a
thermal switch prevented it from operating for the remainder
of EVA-II.
Data were to have been recorded during EVA-III from the
SEP transmitter to Station #6 but the astronauts failed to
turn on the receiver.

Therefore, the data which are used as

a basis for this discussion are those taken from the SEP transmitter west to a range of 4.3 km.
SEP Data and Discussion
The configuration of the SEP transmitting and receiving
antennas is shown in Figure 6.

Electromagnetic waves of six

frequencies, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32

MHz,

are tran smitted se-

quentially by two orthogonal horizontal dipole antennas and
received by three orthogonal selectrically small, loop antennas,
resulting in 36 readings of the field strength during each
measurement cycle.
Positional information from the Rover navigation system
is recorded as increments and decrements of 1° in bearing,
and 100 m in range, and as odometer pulses, each equivalent to
a .49 meter change in position for the right-front and leftrear wheels of the Rover.
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The Rover traverse derived from SEP data is compared in
Table 1 with traverse data produced by the u.s.G.S.

(ALGIT,

197 4 ) and with the traverse reconstruction created from the
Goddard Very Long Baseline Interferometry Data (I. Salzberg,
personal communication, January 1974).

The VLBI data have an

absolute accuracy of approximately 40 m.

The u.s.G.S. traverse

is taken from photographic pans made at station stops, and are
accurate to approximately 10 m for EP-4, LRV-1, and Station 2,
and to about 50 m for LRV-2 and 3.
The three traverses are plotted in Figure 7.
differences are about 500 m at stops LRV-2 and 3.

The maximum
The differen-

ces between USGS and VLBI traverses are larger than expe cted ,
and later adjustments of the data may improve the agreement
among the three sets.

For the first 2 km, all three recons-

tructions are in good agreement.

TABLE 1.

COMPARISON OF EVA-II TRAVERSE STOPS FROM USGS, VLBI
and SEP-LRV NAVIGATION DATA (See Figure 7) •

STATION

RANGE

VLBI

USGS

(Km)

BEARING

SEP-LRV
NAV DATA

VLBI

USGS

SEP-LRV
NAV DATA

.500

.538

.508

80.4

80

83

LRV-1

2.603

2.603

2.645

80.9

78

82

LRV-2

3.750

3.729

3.811

81.4

86

83

LRV-3

4.248

4.253

4.325

80.2

87

82

5.683

79.5

EP-4

HOLE IN
THE WALL 5.638

STN. #2

7.46

7.6

81
68

71

A set of SEP field strength data is shown in Figure 8. Each
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plot contains either the endfire or the broadside components for one
frequency, plotted as a function of range, in free-space wavelengths.

The data are plotted for a maximum distance of 1.7

km or to 20 free-space wavelengths.
For each frequency, six components are measured.
components -

H~endfire,

and

Hy

Three

and Hz broadside are maximum-

coupled for a plane layered geometry, while the other three
are minimum-coupled to the transmitted signal.

For all six

frequencies the maximum-coupled components have an average
level from 5 to 15 dB greater than the minimum-coupled camponents.

These results are in direct contrast to our glacial

observations.

For all our glacier runs the max and n\in compo-

nents were approximately equal in level at 16 and 32 MHz
et al., 1974).

(Strangway,

We attributed this rough equality of signal level

to the presence of random scatterers (e.g.

crevasses) in the

ice with dimensions on the order of a wavelength.

On this basis

then, infer that few scattering bodies are present in the subsurface near the lunar SEP site, with typical s i zes of 10 to 300 m
and contrasting dielectric properties.

Scattering experiments

both in the scale model and on glaciers support this conclusion.
Further confirmation is obtained, by an examination of the
H~

endfire component.

This component has a near-surface wave

so large that it effectively masks any interference.

However,

if near-surface scattering is important, this component becomes
erratic.

As can be seen from Figure 8, this component is rela-

tively smooth at all SEP frequencies.

The residual peaks and
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nulls correlate well with those in the H?-broadside component.
Therefore we believe that these two components are slightly
mixed because the traverse was not completely east-west (i.e.
not directly off the end of the endfire antenna) .
The other two maximum-coupled components

(H~

and Hz

broadside) have been the most important for interpretation (see
Figure 9).

At 16 and 32 MHz the number of peaks and troughs

per free space wavelength of range is fairly low, indicating a
dielectric constant of about 2 to 5.

However, the lower fre-

quencies show somewhat higher beating rates, indicating a dielectric constant of about 6 to 8, and certainly less than 10.
These observations imply that the dielectric constant of the
near-surface material is lower than that of deeper material.
These results are consistent with the dielectric properties of
a soil layer over solid rock, as measured on returned samples
(e.g. Olhoeft et al., 1973).
The loss tangent is estimated from the sharpness of the
peaks and nulls in the two major components and from the average
decay of the field strength with distance.

Our analysis indi-

cates that the average loss tangent of the sub-surface material
to a depth of several hundred meters is less than 0.05 and
possibly as low as 0.002.

The fact that the higher frequencies

have strong signal levels for many tens of wavelengths from
the transmitter, while the lower frequencies die out relatively
quickly, indicates that the loss tangent of the near surface
material is 0.01 or less.

These low loss values confirm that

no liquid water is present in the outer kilometer of the moon.
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Structure is more difficult to determine unambiguously.
By comparing the two major components with suites of theoretical curves for a plane two-layer geometry (i.e. dielectric
layer over a dielectric half-space), no single set of parameters has been found that gives theoretical curves in satisfactory agreement with the data at all frequencies.

Several

perturbations from the two-layer model have therefore been
suggested.
One possible variation is sketched in Figure 10 (a),
showing a thinning layer of soil over rock.

The layer is 20 m

thick near the SEP site, with dielectric constant of 3 to 4 ,
and thins to 15 m a few hundred meters to the west.
material has a dielectric constant of 6 to 7.

The lower

Results from

the Lunar Seismic Profiling Experiment, conducted over the
same region, show good agreement with this model (Watkins and
Kovach, 1973).

The chief basis for this interpretation is

the curve for 2 MHz broadside (Figure 9 (b)), which shows little
interference out to about 4 wavelengths range, but then has
several dramatic peaks.

This behaviour suggests that the layer

is just thick enough near the transmitter that little energy
is transmitted either through the layer or through the subsurface.

However, further from the transmitter the layer becomes

so thin that it is essentially transparent.

Although we have

not obtained theoretical formulations for sloping interfaces,
we have observed interference patterns for sloping glacier
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interfaces and for the microwave model that resemble the lunar
pattern.
Table 2 lists the parameters of a three-layer model,
sketched in Figure 10 (b).

In this model we assume,

(i) that

layer 1 is so thin that it is essentially transparent to all
frequencies but 16 and 32 MHz; and,

(ii) that the boundary

between layers 2 and 3 is too deep to have much effect on the
16 and 32 MHz patterns.

Theoretical curves for this model

are shown for comparison with the data in ngure 9.

Although

the major features of the data are present also in the theoretical curves, the details are not always in good agreement.
This lack of agreement may be due to slight adjustments in
loss tangent (the particular features in most curves are very
dependent on the loss tangent), or due to slight dipping of
the interfaces (as mentioned above) •

TABLE 2.

PARAMETERS FOR 3-LAYER MODEL
(See Figures 9 and lO(b)).
Depth (m)

Layer 1

7 + 1

Layer 2

100 + 10

Layer 3

00

Dielectric constant

Loss tangent

3.8 + 0.2

0.008 + 0.004

7.5 + 0.5

0.035 + 0.025

9 ?

?

Another model that fits reasonably well, the observed data
is shown in Figure 11 and several theoretical curves, obtained
with the FFT formulation of Tsang, Brown, Kong and Simmons (1974)
are shown in Figure 12.
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Conclusions
Despite our present inability to match the lunar SEP
observations with the theoretical curves calculated for various
models, we believe that the gross electrical properties of the
Taurus-Littrow region have been obtained.

At the present stage

of our analysis of the lunar data, we are confident of the
following conclusions:
(1)

The loss tangent of the lunar material in situ is less than

0.05 and possibly as low as 0.002, to depths of 2 to 3 kilometer.
(2)

No liquid water is present at Taurus-Littrow to a depth of

2 to 3 kilometers.
(3)

Electromagnetic scattering is not important at any of the

SEP frequencies.
{4)

Scattering bodies with sizes of 10 to 300 meters are not

present in the vicinity of the traverse from the SEP-site to
Station 2.
{5)

The relative dielectric constant is about 3 1/2 near the

surface and increases with depth to a value of 6 to 8 at about
100 meters.

These values are consistent with the values expected

for lunar soil overlying rock.
(6)

No model consisting of plane layers has been found that

fits the observations accurately.

Some features of a thinning

layer, a three-layer model and continuously increasing dielectric
properties match some of the features of the observed interference
patterns.

PAGE 1-13 IS BLANK.
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(7)

The Rover navigation data recorded on EVA II to Station

2 is in good agreement with VLBI and USGS traverse reconstructions.
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Figure Captions

Fig.

1.

The three main waves used in radio interferometry.

The surface wave travels above the surface of the dielectric
and the subsurface wave travels just below it.

Because these

two waves travel at different velocities, their beat frequency
is a function of the dielectric constant.

Any reflected waves

from a subsurface horizon also influence the interference
pattern.

Fig. 2

Theoretical solutions and scale model data for a

dielectric over a perfect reflector.

The inaccuracy of the

geometric optics approach for thin layers is readily apparent.

Fig. 3.

Typical RFI data for the Athabasca Glacier and a set

of theoretical curves.

Fig. 4.

Photograph of the Taurus-Littrow site with superimposed

information that shows the locations of traverses, major station
stops, SEP transmitter site, and the explosive package (EP-4).
SEP data were collected for a distance of 4 km along the traverse
from SEP-site towards Station 2.

Dig. 5.

Map of the EVA-II traverse, based on LRV navigation

data, from the SEP site to Station 2.
cated by LRV-1, -2, and -3.

The Rover stops are indi-
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Fig. 6

Notation of the field components.

Three orthogonal

magnetic field components are measured for each transmitting
antenna.

One transmitting antenna was approximately broadside

to the traverse, the other was endfire to the traverse.
Fig. 7a,b,c.

EVA-II traverse reconstruction as compiled from

(i) LRV navigation data recorded by SEP; (ii) Goddard Very
Long Baseline Interferometry; and (iii) U.S.G.S. traverse reconstruction from photographic information.

The three indepen-

dent reconstructions compare favorably to a distance of 3 km,
although they disagree more than expected near LRV-2 and 3
(see Table 1) •
Fig. 8 (a-1).

The surface Electrical Properties Experiment

data for all 36 "components".

Each component has been plotted

as a function of free space wavelength, out to 1.7 km or 20
wavelengths (whichever is smaller).

The vertical scale is in

dB, with a reference at -90 dBm, as shown.
labelled at the end of the curve;

H~

The component is

end fire,

H..f

and

Hz

side are maximum coupled; the others, minimum coupled.

broadThe

pattern has been corrected for a 360° turn of the Rover at the
position of the EP-4 deployment.
Fig. 9

Comparison of the theoretical curves (dashed lines)

with observed data (solid lines) for

HI

and

Hz

parameters for this model are given in Table 2.

broadside.

The
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Fig. 10

The model with a sloping interface.

Fig. 11

Model Cll.

Fig. 12

Typical comparison of theoretical curves for Model Cll

with observed date.
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PLANE LAYERED GEOMETRY, VARIOUS DEPTHS TO REFLECTOR
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Abstract. The surface electrical properties experiment is presently planned for Apollo 17. It uses two
orthogonal, electric dipole antennas laid on the surface, each 70 m long (tip-to-tip), to transmit at
frequencies of 1, 2.1, 4, 8.1, 16 and 32.1 MHz. The signals are received by three mutually perpendicular
coils mounted on the lunar Rover which traverses away from the transmitter. Information from the
Rover navigation system is also recorded so that it will be possible to construct profiles at each
frequency as a funct ion of distance from the transmitter and for each transmitter and each receiving
coil. Interferences between waves propagating just above and just below the surface will give a measure
of the dielectric constant and loss tangent of the upper layer. Reflections from either layers or lateral
inhomopneities can also be detected and studied.
One version of the system has been constructed and tested on the Athabasca gl acier. Analysis of
the results shows that at 32 MHz,16 MHz and 8 MHz scattering dominates the results suggesting that
scatterina bodies of 35 m or less in size are numerous. At 4 MHz, the ice was found to have a dielectric
constant of about 3.3 and a loss tanaent of 0.1 0, both values typical for ice. The depth of the ice was
found to be around 265 m, a value typical for this glacier. At 2 MHz and 1 MHz the losses are much
hlaher but the dielectric constant is still clearly determined as 3.3.

1. Introduction
In this paper we describe the general nature of the Surface Electrical Properties
experiment now planned for the Apollo 17 mission. This experiment has been designed
specifically to operate in the lunar environment where there is believed to be essentially
no moisture present. Electromagnetic experiments on the Earth have a long history in
the exploration for minerals, but because of the presence of moisture in the pore
spaces in rocks resistivities greater than about 5 x 104 Q-m are rare. The net result is
that almost all work on the Earth has concentrated on using audio frequencies to get
significant depths of penetration. The response parameter for electromagnetic waves
is given as (e}lw 2 + ia}lw ) 1' 2 where
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s - dielectric constant - faradsfm.
Jl -magnetic permeability- henries/m.
w- rotational frequency ( = 2nf- frequency in Hz)
a- conductivity- mhosfm.
For most Earth applications aJlW~BJ1W 2 so that the problem becomes entirely one of
diffusion and no propagation takes place. In environments where the resistivity is very
high, however, 8Jtc:o 2 ~ aJlW and the problem becomes one of propagation with all the
attendant phenomena of diffraction, interference, etc. Early attempts to penetrate the
Earth at radio frequencies met with little success simply because the penetration
depth (given by .J(2/aJ1W) for the diffusive case and (3 x 108 )/(Tt/.J K tan c5) for the propagation case where K = relative dielectric constant and tan c5 = loss tangent) was too
small. In recent years, experiments on glaciers have shown that it is possible to get
radio-frequency reflections from very great depths (Rinker and Mock, 1967; Harrison,
1970) and radar has been used to map the outline of salt domes (Unterberger et al.,
1970; Holster et al., 1970). The reason for success in penetrating significant distances
in these two media is that they both have very high resistivities, on the order of 1o+ 6 0-m
or more. Lunar soils and rocks have been shown to have very high values of
resistivity and accordingly it would appear that the lunar environment is particularly
suited to depth sounding using radio frequencies (Strangway, 1969; St. Amant and
Strangway, 1970; Katsube and Collet, 1971; Chung et al., 1971).
The properties of typical dielectrics have been reviewed by many workers but for
those of interest to us, the dielectric constant ranges from about 3 for powders to
about 10 for solids. Equally important is the general phenomenon that the loss tangent
is nearly independent of frequency provided there are no relaxations. This was indeed
found to be the case for the lunar samples (Katsube and Collet, 1971; Chung, 1972) so
that the lunar materials behave precisely like those earth rocks which have no hydrous
minerals (St. Amant and Strangway, 1970). The loss tangent may be converted to a
variety of equivalent parameters. Since it is a measure of the imaginary part of
the dielectric constant it is also a measure of the real part of the conductivity
(tan c5a Kco aapp). If there is a finite conductivity, however, this can be converted to an
equivalent penetration depth (.J(2/a•PP· JiW )). For a frequency-independent loss tangent this relation is illustrated in Figure 1. Typically, the lunar rocks have values of
.J(K tan c5)of about0.05 to about0.2and the soils have values less by a factor of about
4 or 5 (see Table I). At 1 MHz the penetration depth in lunar materials is typically a
few kilometers while at 30 MHz it is typically a few hundred meters.
The experimental results to be discussed in this paper were measured on glaciers
which is almost the only environment on Earth in which a suitable analogue experiment
can be conducted. The analogy is not perfect, since ice has a relaxation loss that occurs
in the audio frequency part of the spectrum. The tail of this relaxation spectrum still
affects the loss tangent in the range of frequencies of importance in the Surface Electrical Properties experiment with the result that the loss tangent decreases from 1 MHz to
32 MHz (Evans, 1965) in such a way that the product f· tan c5 is approximately constant.
The precise value is temperature-dependent but typically it has values of around 0.2 to
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Fig. 1. Attenuation distance as a function of frequency from lunar samples and from
remote lunar sensing.
Straight lines show theoretical values for typical dielectrics which. have a loss tangent which is
independent of frequency.
(1) Weaver (1965) - thermal emission and radar observations; (2) Tyler (1968) - bistatic radar ;
(3) Chung et al. (1971)- lunar igneous sample 12002; (4) Collett and Katsube (1971) -lunar breccia
sample 10065; (5) Collett and Katsube (1971)- lunar fines sample 10084; (6) Gold eta/. (1971)lunar fines.

O.S. if the frequency,/, is given in MHz. This effect is illustrated schematically in Figure

1: the attenuation depth in ice is essentially frequency-independent with a value of a
few hundred meters. Ice therefore, is not an optimum analogue for what we expect in
the lunar case, but at least it is fairly transparent over part of the frequency range.
2. Experiment Concept
The concept of the SEP experiment is illustrated in Figure 2. An electric dipole transmitter is laid on the surface and transmits at six frequencies from 1 MHz to 32 MHz.
Energy is propagated in three ways: (a) above the surface with the speed of light in
vacuum, (b) below the surface along the interface with the velocity of light in the
medium and (c) by reflection from layering or other inhomogeneities in the surface.
These various waves interfere with each other as a function of position along the
surface. Interference between the surface and subsurface wave gives a measure of the
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TABLE I
Dielectric properties of lunar samples and of icc

Dielectric 1 MHz
constant lOMHz
30MHz
1 MHz
Loss
lOMHz
tanaent
30MHz

Rocks
10017

10065

12002

12002

Soil
10084

8.8
9.3

7.3
7.3

8.3
8.3

7.8
8.8

0.075
0.021

0.063
0.019

0.051
0.0158

0.056
0.0114

-

~ - --

- -

....._

12070

Ice
(near 0°C)

3.8
3.8

3.0
3.0

0.0175
0.0089

0.025
0.0053

3.2
3.2
3.2
0.3
0.03
0.01

Fia. 2. Sketch illustrating operation of surface electrical properties expel iment and various waves
expected to be transmitted through and above lunar surface.

dielectric constant according to the formulae= ( l + AK) 2 where AK is the interference
frequency. The rate of decay of the interferences gives a measure of the loss tangent.
The receiver is mounted on the Rover and measures the field strength as a function of
range so that the interference frequency can be measured. In addition, reflections from
subsurface features can be detected as they interfere with the other waves. Transmission is done sequentially from a pair of orthogonal dipoles and the receiver consists of
three orthogonal loops to measure the field strength of three independent components.
3. Instrumentation
Detailed descriptions of the experiment hard wave are planned for future papers so we
will give only a brief description of the hardware in this section.
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The transmitter is powered by solar cells and transmits sequentially at 1. 2.1 , 4, 8.1 ,
16 and 32.1 MHz, each transmission at each frequency from one antenna lasting for
101.25 ms. The pair of orthogonal dipoles, each of which is 70 m long (tip-to-tip), are
powered alternately. These dipoles are half-wave dipoles at 2.1, 4, 8.1, 16 and 32.1 MHz.
A pair of wires is used for the experiment and a set of traps and supressors are built
into the wires such that the transmitter 'sees' a half-wave resonant dipole at each of the
frequencies. At 1 MHz the antenna is not a half-wave dipole but loading is used to
compensate this. Precise matching of the antenna impedance with that of the Moon is
difficult because of our ignorance of the exact value of the dielectric constant but we
have designed the antenna for a value of 3.3 which is consistent with the bistatic radar
results of Howard and Tyler (1972). On the ice, the antenna can be adjusted to make the
antenna optimum at each frequency. The power radiated is 3.75 W at 1 MHz and
2.0 W at the other frequencies. The transmission sequence is shown in Figure 3 and
provides about 10 samples per wavelength per component at 2.1, 4, 8.1, 16 and 32.1
MHz and 20 samples per wavelength per component at 1 MHz at a vehicle speed of
8 km h - 1 •

r
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I9 I

\

z1

p

\

\

\

•. w
I 9 I

\

\

z 1RECEIVING ANTENNA

TRANSMITTING ANTENNA

1+--- 202.5 ma----+1
THIS SEQUENCE REPEATED
IN EACH FRAME

Fia. 3. Format: two frames marked OFF are used to monitor the background external noise at
all frequencies and to measure the internal noise. The frame marked cal. is used fo r synchronizing
transmitter and receiver and to record the internal temperature of the receiver.

The receiving antenna consists of three orthogonal coils which are mounted on the
Rover. The reception of each coil is examined for 33 ms and in sequence. The signals
are demodulated in the receiver and are frequency-coded by a voltage controlled
oscillator. This oscillator operates over the frequency range of 300 to 3000Hz, corresponding to a dynamic range in the instrument of - 35 dbm to - 135 dbm. This large
dynamic range allows accurate field strength recording over a broad distance range
from the transmitter. The output of the voltage-controlled oscillator is recorded on a
recoverable tape recorder. With six transmission frequencies, two alternate transmitting
antennas and three receiving antennas we record a total of 36 separate pieces of information.
In the lunar system, navigation data will be recorded in two different ways. On each
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wheel there is a pulse generated every 0.245 m. We will record every second pulse from
two separate wheels, for redundancy and as a check on wheel slippage. This means
that the traverse can be reconstructed in increments of about 0.5 m. These same wheel
pulses and a gyro-stabilized compass provide the basic input to the Rover navigation
computer which displays range, bearing, heading, and distance travelled. The bearing
and heading are computed in increments of 1o and the range and distance travelled
are computed in increments of 100 meters. We will record the bearing every time
it changes by ± 1o (except in the immediate vicinity of the LM) and as a redundant
check we will record the range in 100m increments. The range is computed using
the third slowest wheel, so we will have a separate measure of the wheel slip and
an internal range check at 100 m increments. Finally, since there may be errors that
will accumulate in both the range and bearing measurements we will use the known
stop points to correct the traverse. Since these stops are likely to be in increments of
one or two kilometers, we will have frequent updates to our traverse map. On the
basis of this information we expect to be able to reconstruct the traverse to an accuracy
of about 1% of the range and to reconstruct range differences over a few hundred
meters to about 1 m or better.
For the glacier tests, we have used a simple odometer circuit connected to one of the
drive-wheels which generates signals every 1.5 m. These signals are recorded independently on the tape recorder. These pulses have been used to determine the horizontal
scale so that all the data discussed in this report have been plotted as field strength
versus range.

4. Theoretical Work
We are reporting elsewhere the theory behind this experiment (Annan, 1972; Cooper,
1972; Sinha, l972a, b, c) and have published a paper on some of the most preliminary
glacier results, (Rossiter et al., 1972). We will not, therefore, review all these results in
the present paper. Rather we will only summarize a few points which are pertinent to
the data analysis.
The transmitting antennas are crossed dipoles; in the simplest case the traverses are
run broadside to one dipole and off the end of the other. The geometry is shown in
Figure 2. The fields H: and H" from the broadside antenna are both maximum-coupled
and can be expected to show the interference patterns which are the basis of the
experiment. Studies of the antenna patterns for these components show that the power
above the surface is comparable to the power just below the surface so that significant
interference between these two waves can be expected. In the case of the H.; component off the end of the transmitter, however, power is transmitted above the surface
but very little power is transmitted just below the surface. There is little interference, so
this component is not as useful for determining the dielectric constant and loss tangent.
The other components (H.; and H" broadside and H 1 endfire) are minimum-coupled
to the respective transmitters. These components are consequently useful in looking
for energy scattered by either surface irregularities or subsurface inhomogeneities.
The radiation pattern of a electric field dipole at the interface between free space and
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a semi-infinite dielectric medium contains a single lobe broadside of the antenna and
two lobes end fire of the antenna as shown by Cooper ( 1972). The broadside or Transverse Electric (TE) radiation pattern and the endfire or Transverse Magnetic (TM)
radiation pattern are illustrated in Figure 4 for a dipole over ice. The dipole is co linear
with the X-axis in Cartesian coordinates. The angle between the vertical and the peak
of the lobe is given by sin P=.J (e 0 /a 1 ) where e0 is the dielectric constant of free space
INFINITESIMAL+

H.E.O.

DIELECTRIC CONSTANT • 3.2

.

I

Fia. 4.

Radiation pattern of horizontal electric dipole over ice. The dipole extends along the x-axis.

and a1 is the dielectric constant of the medium. In the case of ice where the ratio e0 /e 1
is given by 1/3.2 this angle is about 34°. The energy radiated downwards into the
medium does not appear at the surface unless there is a reflecting horizon at depth.
The presence of a horizontal reflector at depth d causes energy to appear at the surface
at a distance r ~ 2d tan P. For ice the depth to a reflector is given as d =0. 8 r. In principle it is therefore possible to determine the dielectric constant and the loss tangent
from the near-field interferences of the H, and Hz components from the broadside
antenna. Reflections can be studied by the H, and Hz components from the broadside
antenna and by the H41 component from the endfire antenna.
5. Athabasca Glacier Data
Most of our work to data has been concentrated on the Athabasca glacier in westner
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Canada (Figure 5a). It is a well-studied glacier and is very accessible. Previous studies
based on gravity (Kanasewicb, 1963), seismology and drilling (Paterson and Savage,
1963). and electrical sounding (Keller and Frischknecht, 1961) have been made and a
map of approximate ice thickness is shown in Figure 5b. We have reported on earlier
preliminary results (Rossiter eta/., 1972) and in this paper restrict ourselves to one set
of data taken in the summer of 1971 with the evaluation model of the flight equipment
which was described in this report. The profile discussed is shown in Figure 5b and is
marked by the transmitter at the southern end. The ice thickness is approximately

'
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*See detail map
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Figs. Sa-b. (a) Location map of the Athabasca glacier. (b) Sketch map of the Athabasca glacier,
showing the location of the profile discussed in this report. Contours are the generalized thicknesses
as determined from previous drilling and seismic studies.
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300 m. The line was run from north to south and then repeated south to north with
identical results.
The field strength data for all components at 4 MHz are shown in Figure 6 plotted
as a logarithm of the power versus the distance in wavelengths. The length of the traverse was about seven wavelengths. Of particular interest and typical of all our runs
at 4. 2 and I MHz is the fact that H, and H" from the broadside antenna and H41
from the endftre antenna are large and fairly smoothey varying functions. In particular
the H41 endfire component is quite smooth showing no surface and subsurface
wave interference. H: broadside, however, shows sharp nulls at about 1-!A., 2-!A.
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Fig. 6. Complete set of data at 4 MHz showing H", Ht~~ and H, from both the E-W (broadside)
and the N-S (endftre) antenna. (a) E-W transmitter, H,; (b) E-W transmitter, Ht~~i (c) E-W transmitter,
Hq; (d) N-S transmitter, H,, (e) N-S transmitter; Ht~~i (f) N-S transmitter, H".
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and 3-tl. These nulls are the interferences generated from the surface and subsurface waves as shown in Figure 7. Using the 4 MHz data, comparison with theoretical
curves leads to a dielectric constant of about 3.3 and a loss tangent of 0.1 0.
Evidence in this particular subset of the data for reflected energy is not very strong
but the simple curve is clearly disturbed at a distance of about 5 wavelengths from the
source. We have compared this curve to a variety of theoretical curves and it appears
that a depth of about 3.5 wavelengths for a reflector is indicated as shown in Figure 7b.
This fact suggests a depth to the bottom of the ice of around 265 m. This depth is somewhat less than the predicted depth of about 300 m but the agreement is relatively good
and it is possible that the ice thickness varies locally.
The other components are generaJly weaker and show very little character. This
relation is to be expected for the minimum-coupled components and suggests that
scattering at 4MHz (75 m) is minimal. At higher frequencies scattering becomes more
significant and at 32 MHz and at 16 MHz the main structure is that due to scattering.
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Figs. 7a-b. H, component from E-W antenna. (a) theoretical curves showing effect of varying depth
to the reflector and dielectric constant with a constant loss tangent of 0.10. (b) field data and theoretical curves showing effect of varying loss tangent and dielectric constant for a constant depth of 3.5
wavelengths.
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Fig. 7b.

In Figure 8 a set of data for all three components from theE-W transmitting antenna at
16 MHz is shown. The features to note in this plot are twofold. First, all components
are about equal suggesting that as much energy is scattered into the minimum-coupled
He~~ component as is present in the maximum-coupled H" and Hz components. Second
is the erratic behaviour of the field components, which show a wide range of rapid
variations on a scale that is smaller than a wavelength. We conclude therefore that
scattering is a dominant process at 16 MHz, important at 8 MHz and relatively unimportant at 4 MHz. This observation suggests that the size of scatterers is typically
about equal to the wavelength at 8 MHz which is about 35 m.
This result seems reasonable because this valley glacier is heavily crevassed and the
typical size for the vertical and lateral extent of crevasses could be typically 30m.
These results are comparable to those of Gudmandsen and Christensen (1968) who
had trouble doing airborne radio sounding at 35 MHz over valley glaciers in West
Greenland. They attribute at least part of their difficulties to the presence of crevasses in
the valley glaciers.

6. Conclusions
The radio frequency interference technique developed for the Apollo lunar program
will be useful for measuring the dielectric constant and loss tangent of the upper layers
of the moon in the frequency range from 1 MHz to 32 MHz. It will also be useful for
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Fig. 8. Typical set of data taken a t 16 MHz to illustrate scattering effect of glacier. All components
He, H~ and H~;~ from the E-W transmitter are about equal.
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detecting layering in the range from a few tens of meters to a few kilometers depending
on the nature of the layers and of the electrical properties. In addition, it is likely to
yield information on the presence of scattering bodies. This experiment has been
tested on the Athabasca glacier. Here it was possible to measure the dielectric
constant of ice as 3.3 and the loss tangent at 4 MHz as 0.10 giving a value of 0.4 for
f' tan D. The depth of the ice was estinated to be about 265m, a value in rough agreement with other determinations.
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ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS DUE TO DIPO LE ANTENNAS OVER
STRATIFIED ANISOTROPIC MEDIAt
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~olution s to the problem of radiation of dip ole :tntl·1ut :1s in the prr ~ enn· of :t ~ tratift('d anisotropic
nwdia urc fncilitnlt:d by dcc.nnqw .~.ing a gcnrr;~\ wave rwld in1\l tran ~ \Tl" :' l' 11\~tgnl'!ic (TJ'd) :ntd tr:lllS\'t'l :-it' tlctt.ric (TI~) mode:; . l·:n1ploying the prop:1gatin11 Jnatrir«-'~, \\':t\'l' :ttnpliludc:-; in :11ty rq~ i o n
:m· rdatt~d to thnsr in :IllY otl11·r rq~ions. The rl'lkctiult c~·('lllricnb;, \\lticl1 l'Inbcd all the in(nnn:dion
aiHIIII: the geo111dl'icnl ronligurntioll :111<1 lhl' physical con stituent s nf the n~t•ditll\1 1 HIT t•lklinl'd 111
rl1 •:' l'd form. l11 vkw of tlw general formulation, val'ious spcci :ll cn:-;es :tn~ di~cu~ :; cd.

lNTHODU C IION

The problrm of radiation o£ a dipole soHrcc in tlH' prc.sc nce of stratified mcdi<l ha s hl'<'ll studic(l cxlf'nsi\rp)y with :lpplir.ation to g~ophysical exploration. An excell ent review 011 the l wlf-s p~cc case is
contained in the book hy Sommerfeld (19;19) a.ntl in the monograph by Hnf1 os (1966). Propagat ion and
radbtion in stratified mcdi~t arc trratcd hy \Vait (1970) and \Varcl (1 9()i). " ' uli (194-(i) <t nd Bhat-

tacharya (1963) considered the case of dip oles on a two-layer earth. \\'ait (1951, 1953) solved th e
of electrical a11d magnetic dipoles over a ~ tratificd isotropic medium. The case of an ani sotn.)pic half ~pace \Vas studir.d by Chdacv (1963) and \Vail (1966a) . Praus (1965), Siuha and Bhattacharya (1967), and Sinha (1968, 1969) treated electric and magnetic dipoles over a two -layer ani sotropic earth. \\"ait (1966b) form:1lly solved the case of a horizontal dip0le over a slratifred ani:;otropic
medium. All this work was carried out by means of Sommerfeld's Hcrtzian potential functions, and the
primary interest. is concentrated in the limits of high conductivity. J\fagnetic properties arc almost
(' nt.irely neglected, mainly becau~c such model studies assume principal appli ca tion ~: to the earth,
\\'here the pcrmeability is nearly equal to that of vacuum, and the electric conductivity dominates at
h)\\' ftcqu~ncks. Jn l'VClll~ of olhl'r cdcstial bodies, such as the mo on, wh n c the lack of moisture
rt•ndcrs very lo\\' conductivity to the medium, a study of rontrilmtiotlS due to all dn:tric and magnetic

probh~ 1n

tH· uperlit~s

is importa11t.

b dc\'Olrd to the ca~e of radiation o( vario11s dipl)lc sources in the prc:;cncc of a st.rntiltrd
anisotropic t1H'dium. The anisntropic llledium is uninxial and po~:s c:o;~l':-' boll1 tcn ~o r pnmittivitic:; and
Jlcr·mca.bilitil':-; . The principal HX(' S Hl'l~ all pcrpcndiclllnr to the boudarics separating different media.
Solotion:; to tlw problem are facilitated by dccottlp lhi ng a general wave field into TJ\1 and TE mod(·s,
employing the collCl'pt. of propagation matric<'S, and expressing the rdlection cocfllcicnts in term s
of continuous fractions. The primary excitation is separated entirely from C011tributions due to the
m<:dium. The reflection coefficients depend on the gt·omctric configurations <L':i well as the physical
properties of the stratified medium.
In studying the theory of electromagnetic wave propagatiou, it has been apprcciateu l1oth classi.ca1ly
and quantum mcchanica1ly (Kong, 1970) that introduction of a potential function is not ncce:,;sary and
sometimes complicates the algebra, especially when ani sotropic media arc involvtd. Wilh rccognitinn
of the fact that. outside any source two scalar functions are sufficient to determi11e all fidd quantit ics,
two components of the field vectors can be chosen as the fundamental scalar fu net ion::;. I 11 our case,
Thi ~• p~pcr

t Manuscript received by the Editor March 10, 1972; revi:;cd manuscript July 12, 1072.
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the preferred field components for Tl\1 and TE decomposition are clearly tho~;e along the principal
:1xis and normal to boundaries of strati11cation. With the aiu of propagation matrices (Kong, 1971),
wave a.n1plitud<'s in any region arc easily calculated in terms of lht) SC in any other region. \Vriting
in the form of continuous fraction~, we obtain a. closcd·form soluti~>n for the rcllcction coeflldents. All
ticld (Qmponcnt~ are ~~ .xpr cssc d in terms ot int<.·grals which arc ready for direct numerical evaluation.
I\ di~cus~inn is given for the various special cases.
TllANSVEKSli Jit.liCl'IUC AND MAGNETIC WAV.t\S

Govcrni11g equations for l'lectromngu<'lit.: lidds in
so\ltTl' free cq untion~.

(La)

t\

region

out~ide

any source arc the Maxwell's

and

(1 b)

where in ( Ia.), ~ is the fH'l'ltH 'I\bi lity ttiiS\ll" of ll~<! lllC(lia. The l.{'Jisor ~ in ( 1b) t:onlain::; information
nbout the dielectric Coll:.; lanl and the conductivity of the medium. E'"' (/ l·it", where~' is the permittivity lt:llsnr, and t'' is relat ed lo the conduc.tivily tensor~ by~'' =--= a/<tJ . Ti111c harmonic excilatinns with
time dt:·pcndcncc exp ( -- i<.vt) have been a~;sumcc.l. The tensors~ and ;L can be represented by hermitian
matricc~. ln our case, \\'e consider media which arc uniaxially anisotropic, where

=

and

(2a)

(2b)

j.J.=

We employ cylindrical CO\Jrdinatcs, and the plane transverse to the z a.xis is characterized by p and ,P.
Longitudinal electric anti m:t.gnetic components Ez and liz a.rc used to derive TE and T:M waves. The
wave equations to be sati:sf1cd by R, and 11: arc immediately derived fron1 equations (1) and (2). If we
take the z component of (tb) in view of~ given by (2a), employ (la) to eliminate transverse magnetic
field compont'll tg, and usc the fact that V ·E = (1-a)a.E:/Dr., the equation for Ez is
2

(

\Vc n.l:;o obtnin

llu~

V,

2

()
+ a. ·--azz
+ I~ l a)

E, = 0.

(3a)

Jl, ::.:.: 0.

(Jb)

wavt! equati1lU forTI,:
(

()'l
v,:l +· b ··--·
+· k 2b)
l)z2

In cquati{li\S (3a) and (,)b),

(4)

(Sa)

(Sb)

aml

and
(6)
is the transverse Laplaci:lll operator expressed in cylindrical coordin:ttc::;. It is seen from equations (3)
that R, and ll, arc decoupled, which would not be true if theE and j}. tensors possess off.Jiagonal element:;. A unique dcl:omposition of the total wave into a transvcrsc·magnetic-tiel<l (T\£) mode derivable
from Et and a t.ratJSVL'rse-clcctric·ficld (TE) mode derivable from If, is, therefore, plausible. \Vc note
that a pair of vector wave equations can be dcrivcLl from (1) and (2):

and

+ /~ E +(aV' H + /~ H ·+ (b -

V2E

2

2

2

+ (a l)k 11rz + (b -l)klR:~
2

l)V(iJli./<Jz) ::::: 0

(7a)

l)V'(Dll:/Dz)

(7b)

=--:

0.
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l:.quati,,n (7n) i~ the vcc!ln waw equation h1r the ckctric f\, •\,}; oi T~l wan's \\'hnc IT, ~ ·0, and (71>) is
th(' W!l\'t' t'C)\lation fort he 11\:t~ndic flchh of TE v, ,1\T:-;, whrrl' /·:,.- 0. Th~· F, C\.ltllpnn('lll 11ft he two \ 'lT I t•r
t'quatinns ('I) r.;ive~ ri ~c t11 t•qua t i<'ll (3).
Sn\utinns of /•:, and Jl, ll, lh1· \\'HV<' cqlt;\lit) ll (3; in rylindrkal <'iltll'ditt;\(v:-; an• well knm\' 11 . :\ ~; a
CniiS<'<l\lcll<-T of Lhe 1\la~wcll cqllalions (1), all tmu:;vnsc-dcctric- and tnagrH·tic li<'ld cnmportertls ran
be <'XPl'l'~S('<l in lrrms of the lon gitudina.l components F~ and 1!, wltith, rcspccti\'('ly, rharactni zc tlte
T~l and the TE waves. In P\11' problems we a n· intcrcstnl in wave snlutinns wltich arl~ out g,,ing in
(I direction ;tnd tmvding or sbmding in z direction . Thcn·forr, w~· (1htain, fot a l"rxl~ d scparati<JJt con !'lant n,

(~a)

(X b)
0
. wp.

1, -

k2p

(C {J-

"'(m)
'•

I

+D

)Jl{l)( f~pP
I
) s;r.t:•( )
'
q>

:J (m)
fJ 1 ; .
%

k- (Cc--•k,. ,,,) ' + Dct"'.

. wp.

- .. t

(rn)

.·. J1

(1)'

')ll"

II

'l'J-:

(l~,p)S,

(¢)

(8c)

p

0
and

(8d)

where superscripts Tl'vf and TE denote, respectively, Tl\1 and TE waves. We note that H the intcgrands for Ec and JI, arc denoted, respectively, by Ez(kp) anrl llr(l~,.) such that

then the intcgrands of the transverse components
rdations:

E,(k,)TM

1

= -,;; Vt{cJE:(kp)/uzL
(I

~rc

related to E,(kp) and /1 , (1,,) by the follo\\'ing

ll,(k,)TM

(~Ja)
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nnd
!l,(k,)1'r:

c·:

where

ii1 vt{all,(/.·,)/a ~ l,
,
\, =

a

1

a

+ </>-P -ap· •
up

i>- --

£net tha.t T!\f waw:.; an! extra0rdinary waves in the medium is signified in equation (8) by the
superscript (e) on the i-tlircdrrl propagation cnn:;tant k~r>, which "a.tisfic.>s the dispersion relation

Tht~

(r)

!~,

= (k·., - k'l/a) 112.

(

lOa )

TE waves arc derived from II, nnd satisfy the di~pl~rsion relation

(tOb)
where the superscript (m) indicates the ciTect of magnetic ani~nlropy. In (8), the tirst element of the
column matrices denotes the pcomponent, the second element lhc</> component, and the third dement
the i comp,mcnt. 'J'h,~ ITankd fun.ctions l/~1) of the llrst kind and nth order represent outgoing waves in
,, Jircction due to our choice of the titnc dependence exp (- ir.d). s,l(¢) ~tands for sinusoidal functions
of (p. Primes on ll!,l) (J,·pp) and Sn(</>) denote diiTcrcntiation with respect to the arguments. The /~p
dcpcndcnt functi,)ns ll, H, C, and D arc tn be determined by the appropriate boundary conditions.
PltiMAR \"EXCITATION

The cxplidt solutions to the problem of dipole radiation over a stratified medium depends on field
excitations of the source and the geometrical conli~uration and physical constituents of the medium.
In the ab~t.'ncc of the stratitlcd medium, the solution of electromagnetic fields in an isotropic medium
due to :t. dipole antrnna, which \\'C rdcr to~~ the primary excitation, is wdl knO\vn (Adler et a.l, 1960).
The :;olntion is u~unlly writtt'n in ::-phcrical coordinates. It cnn be lran:-;formed into cylindrical coorclinntcs and rcprcsrnt{!ll by .1 fankcl functions in the integral form. Writing in the general form, we have

(11)

and

>0
z < o'

;~

(12)

where /<: 0 and If u c:haractcrL~«.: the strudmt~ and exdtalitm of the dipole. All field components follow
from equation (8) with H ~., /) '" 0, A ·cd·:o, C '""= ll o for z ,:-~0, and A=---= C =~" 0, 8 "'"' RQ, /.)---=IT 0 for :-; ~ 0,
For the elementary dipoles under con:-.ideration, we obtain (.\ppendix t):

1) VCl'tical electric dipole:

H ""

0, s?:.lf (tf>) • ~ l 1

( t.5a)
2) Horb:ontal electric dipnle alon~~

lfo ,..~

0.

(Ub)

x din.-rt.ion,
2

Eo ::::.: :.1:

and

. llk,

'· .
0

t ·-···· · · ~ <..:
87TU.'t

TM

sl

=-'cos <p

and

( 14a)
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Ilk

2

li (I = i ___ _!_

-sin¢.

8rrk~

(1 ~b)

.3) Vertical magncticdipolc: u ~~- o, 51~· 1 \¢)::" 1,

llo

= ··- 1

3

!AI.·"

4) Horizontal magnetic dipolt'

al~)ug

Eo:-::: 0.

and

(1Sa)

8rr/?,

(15b)

:\ dirr.ction,
'/',\(

sl = cos <I>
'1'1·:

S1

= --

(16a)

and

sinf/1.

(16b)

ln {'qllatiun ~ (1~) (lei) I i~ ll1c· current tlwt. drive:-; the dipok, lis the cquivak11t knglh <)f the electric
dipok, nnd A i~ tlw nrra 11f tht' runc•ll lnop l.hnl constitutes the nwgndic dipnk. llorii'.ul\tal dipoles
rnn lw (1htnilwd simply by a rnl.;1ti~H1 uf coordinates, which amotmts to changi•q; cos</' lo !:'ill</> nnd sinq)
t.o ·-· l:tl~cJ>. \\'r. note that :1 vntical t•kdrit.: dipole excites thr TM wave only aud a vertical magnetic
dipnk exrites thr 'J'E wavr only, holl1 involve Hankel functions of zero order; \\'hcreas horizonta l
dipoles (•xicill' both T 1\l and TE waves and require Hankel functions of the f1rst order. An arbitrarily
oriented dipole can be treated a$ a linear combination of three dipoks along the x, )\and z axes.
llii'OI.E ANTENNAS OVEJl S1'1tATU'IED ANJSO'l'HOl'IC MEDIA

Gconwtric configuration nf the problem is shown in Figure 1. There arc 11 slab regions, and the ln.st
rq:!;ion is numbered t instead of 11+1, fpr the sake of simplification. ln each region labeled i, solutions
of dcct.romagnctic fic.ld Cl,nlponcnts t;1kc the form of equation (8) with all quantities subscripted by i.
In the Oth region \Vht~ rc \\'c ha\'c the antennas, Ao =-~ Eo and Co=llo, which arc known from (13)--(16)
for the tlm·c types of antennas under consideration . The last region, namely region t, is scmiinfinite,
nnd we do not expect rrflect.cd \\'aves, therefore, B 1 ==lJ, ':'·"O.
Hounda.ry condition s at all inlrrfan·s require all tangential clcclrumagnct.ic fi eld components be
continu~~us Ior all p and </> (;\ppeudix 2). Solutions can be facilitated by introducing propagation
mntricl·s (l'ong, 1971). Tl~t · \tp\\':nd pwpagation matrix for '.1'1\1 \\'HVl'~ fr(lm the (i+ l)Lh region lo the:
r'th rq~ion i~ dcfint•!l to be
i t-1

(•)

it I

1(((+),.

f( ·l' )i.

( ( ,_ ) i

2 ( ( ·-- ) ·i

((

f (

it-1

where
1'
E( +)
--- q

+)'

\•' )

.

,

(.' ( __, _)

iH

{r
j

l

)

-1-),. c( -- )i

(rl

k~:;)
= (Ep
----· -·-~- --- ·'

(17)

(18)

k(t)

Eq

'

Qt

(e)

c( :l);

= cxp

[

± ~~~ (i-+- lJ~(d,
.

(t)

-

d i -t-1)

)

,

and

(19)

(20)
Matching boundary conditions at z~ "- -Ji,

\\'C

obtain

(ahi·i) =

i+l

Afi

(a

itt)

"i -1-l

,

(21)
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where

a,

HEGION 0

and

z =- d
z=-d

fl- 1• 11

REGION I

.

1

ao

z=-dn

IJ.t•~t

REGION .t
Geom~:tric

(2la)

Note tha.t, with R.·n r <knoting rcOcclion cocnicients and 1'7'"' denoting transmission cocllicicu ts,
\VC can write

1

/J.n,t:n

REGION n

(fl)

A 1 cxp (tk,, d 1)

(22b)

°

z :::-dl-1
_ z=-d

RE~I_9NJ.__

Fto. 1.

=-=

=-.:

Eo exp [ikt{e)d 0 ],

bo = R

and

a,

conliguration of the problem.

=--=

'I'M .

(2Ja)
(e)

Eo cxp [-ill: do],

,TM ,

1

[.

(e)

]

Eo cxp ·tkz dt .

(2Jb)

(23c)

b, "'' 0, because tlH!rt! is no rc.tlcctcd wa.ve in lhc last region. The paramell'r d, in (23c) is introduced
for conwllicncc; it do('s nnt correspond to any dist:tnce and is alwa.y~ mullipled by e( - )~:> to yield
t'Xp [U·~;]cl,,]. The dd1nilion of the propagation malrix is n usdul one. Once wave amplitudes in any
r~: gion1~t·c knuwn, I hose in the regions :tboVt! this one arc all clctcrminl'd by (21 ). Thus the prop;tga.tion
tnlllrix (l7) propagule ~ \\ave ;lluplilutks upward. w~~ can al~o detine a propagation matrix 1\·t : .H which
propagn. tt~ :' w:wr aulplit.nrlc~; downward.
Al~o,

,

AL1-1

(t( +) '
= --•

t

(c!)

i+lc(-) i

2

(24a)

<e>

t( - - )i·t·Ic(+ );

and

(24b)
lt is easily shown that

(25)
Following a paralll'l analysis of the above, we define a downward prop:tgn.tion matrix

N~+l

forTE

wav~:-;.

i

(m)

fJ.(·-·)il-.le(--) . )
i

(CiH) _ . (C'd; )
i

d~~l

-- Ni-11

(m)

fL(+)i·lte( -1-)i

and

(26a)

.

An upward propagation matrix N~f·l is dclined as tl11~ inverse of N; 1_ 1 :
it 1

N,

(I"' (-I·);il-lc( +)
=1

i 1-\

(tn)

i

(m)

2 JL(-), c( -1·),

i-t-1

(m)

il-l

(m)

fJ.(- ); e(--); )

JL(-1--)i c(-)i

and

(lia)

(27b)
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In (26) and (27),

(28)

(291>)

(j

(111)

and

ki:

I

•

(HI)

= C,· cxp ~~·i,
(

::::0

2

2/

]
d, _,

)•1/2

ki - k b

.

(2<la)

(29c)

Also co= If 0, d0 - R2'R If o, c1 ~ t 7'HJ1 o, anu d, = 0. We note l hat for vertical magnetic or elect ric dipolc:s,
only the TJ\1 wnve~ or the TE wave!', rrspcctivcly, nrc cxcilcrl. Tn the crtsc of either a horizontal
cl~ctric dipol<' or n horiz()ntal magnetic dipole, both TJ\f and TE waves arc cxritcd .
REFLECTION COHHCWNTS

In the interferometry mtthod, our primary inten~~l is the rdlcctcd wave f1eld s. From the preceding
section, we hnve established that when the wa\'e amplitudf's in region 0 are km)\\'n, snlntions in any
othr.r rq~ion can he determined by using the downward propagation matrices (J. ·l) and (?.6). In this
section we derive :t formula for the reflection cocAicicnts which is expressed in contimwus fractions.
We ob~l~rvc from equation (23) that b,/a. 1 =0, nnd bo/ao gives rise to the rl'flC'ction cocllicients J<.TM.
And fr(ll'\1 (21) un cxprtsl'iion for bi/lli in trrms of bi 1 J/a,_1 1 can be established ea sily . ln view of (17),
(21)givrf'

(30)
Making

tl::.c

of (30),

TM

R

\\'P

obtain a fmmula in continuous fraction for the rdlcction cocOicient RTM.
1

=

1

1

1

1

t:(-1-)o{
t:(+)o/E(-)o --· t:(-)o/E(+)oj
exp (i2k, do) ·~·(=.:-)~ 1 -~-----·- ---E( +)1~(.:-)I -- --·--··
(c)

+ • • · + exp (121..~,.. (d,.
•

(o)

E(--),.'
]}
-- dn--1)) - ·- -- · · ·
.
t:(+ ):~

In the snmc way we obtain the rdkr.tion coefficient for 'J'E wa vcs.

R7• 1~ = cxp (iu~;m>d 0) ~ +~ {1 -~~~~2~~~=-~-\=--~-~=?-o.!~~~ ~~~
1

1-'(-)o

1

1

1

1

~-L(+)o/~-L(-)o

Definitions of t:(±)!+l and~-L(±)!+ arc given in (18) and (28). The subscript.11- on R7'M and R 7'1~ denotes
the number of layers involved.
1
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SUMMARY

\Vith the rdlcction coct1icicnts determined in the last section, we can now summarize the f~.wmulas
for aU field quantities in region 0, where interference patterns arc calculated. \\'c have decomposed
total wave tidd~ into a summation of the T~T and TE Wa\'c modes.

(JJ)

= HT-'1 + H'fE,

H

and

The TM and TE solutions arc:
1) For ~ wrlkn1 electric dipole,
' ., (11)]
r'k P'[ :t e·'= ''k ' (•)' -1 - }~ 'I' ·,, /·.r·
·• ' II o(l)'(kPP)
I

0

(35a)

0
(3Sb)
0
and

Er 1~

= H 7'F. = 0.

2) For a vertical magnetic dipole,

0

2

. kp

. (111)
(c±tk, ,

-t- - ···k(tn)

+

,

,

. (m)

RrF.c•k•

. (1)'

•)Fl

0

(k p)
p

(36a)

/l

0

H'l' I~

J

•oo

::..!

00

dkp

(
-;

J.l)

'8-:;.·

. 2

·. (171)

lk 11 (± et'k•

1

+

•

• . (111)

Rn·e•k,

(I)'

•)flu

0

a

kp (e.1:''·
1 (111)
---"'
I
kill

+ j>T•' C .,,(m)_)//(1)(
\

1 1
"

r.

0

•

(36b)
1
}.(

'

and E7'.\f •..,, H'r.\f = 0.

(l~pp)

p

p

)

3) For a horizontal electric dipo\r along-~ direction,

.r() (
·

•

H'I'M

=

·-oo

.

(•·)

. (.:)

..

. (··)

(1 )'

tk, k·,) (ci.•k• ' ---- R' ·"t.:,' k, •)//1

It )
dkp i -··-

( ")

/~l

. (•)

- -· ... (c ';•kz
p

871"C'-'E'

~

. (r)

r

,

.

(c \

J(l .lf e,!.· :

-

'

. (r )

(k"p) cos <P

( 1)

z)Jft
(1)

kp(+_el:•kz z- R1Me•k z z)J/1 (k:,p)

J. dkfl ([J
---H7r
-.:r.

•

(/~p p) Sin

<jl

(Jia)

COS cJ>

(37b)

-- 00

(}
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0

x directi~'ll,

4) For a horizonlalmagnclic dipole along

., ( :. J:co·,
_,_.k<.,> ~-,
_L J1'}' .,<e>)
.
( '· c''''
llto>'c f.:,.p ) Slllc/>

1t~p

ETM

=

J

<Y.>

-oo

t!

i.
. (t:)
- (±r.:bk, 1
lAwp.)
dkp - --··.;-···-p
(

k: .

81r

+
(e)

- - (...) (e±'"• '
k •e
.

1

-- t .......... .

k;r) p

. (.,)

(c:~tk.

, kp
. (,)
1-- -;· (chk. •
k~fl

'

. (r.)

RTJ·, ctkz

+R

'-+-

,, ,

(1)

~)JI 1

(k,.p) COS c/>

. (c)

. (1)

, (38a)

•

·c'"• •)II 1 (1.-,,p) sm cj>

11

, . . (c )
(l)
R 1 J·,c,,.• •)llt (/.: p) cos
P

+ RT Rc'"•.

(<!)

(I)'

')Ill

•

(l,,,p) sm

<P

cJ>

,

(3~b)

0

E7'&

=

J

QI)

-oo

J..lwu)

dkp £ · ----~- -- -(

87r

HTE

=

I

. (m)

p

, ,

. (m)

'-I--R1I~c~"·

-kp(J:c:l:ik~m),

(1)

•)/11 U·,.p)coscj>

+ R7' J;t:idm)r)Hil)' (l:pp) cos c/>

, (38c)

0

tk, kP(-r.:bk, •+R 11·c'k• •)l/ 1 (k(lp)ros¢
•

and

1

--(:!: c±tk,

(m)

. (m)

(m)

dkp - --oo
87r
QQ

(/")

, kz
. (m)
-t--(-e±'k, 11
p

kp( ± eil"· '
2

• (m)

"

.

. (m)

+R71·c'"'

. , . . (m)

+ RT F-e'':,

• . (m)

. (1)'

(1)

•

•)H1 (k,.p)smcf>

• (38d)

(1)

•)I/ 1 (kpp) cos cp

DISCUSSIONS

The problem of radiation of various dipole antennas over a !'tratifi<'d anisotropic medium has been
solved. In view of the general formalism presented, we can make the following observations:
1) All medium properties such a:::. the constitutive paramrters and the geometrical configuration
are absorbed into the rcOcction cocnicients RTM aud Rn, which ~1rc readily computed by equations
(31) and (32). Clearly, when all rc~ions poRse:::.s the same constitutive parameters, namely when there
is no stratification, RTM = R7'11' = 0.
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2) Sill\~t' the nllisotri'PY in 1wrnlittivity :IPI't':II'S ,mly i11 c( ·1: ), :tnd thl' ani sotropy in pt'l'lllt'ilbility
i11 Jt( J ), il i~ seen £ro11\ (J l) - (J·I) that N1'M dtl('~ 11nt clqwnd ('1\ thr. 1WI~~ndk anisotropy,
atnl N_rn d1Jct1 not depend on the clcctrk ani :;ul n_,py. Both 1{1'!11 and f(l't·: are seen to be even fundions
of k,.
3) It is obvious from (35) -·(.38) that a vertical dcctric dipole excites 'r:M \Ya.vcs only, and a vertical
magnctk dipok excites 'l'E wa.ves only, wh ereas both horizontal electric and maf;nl'lic dipoles excite
both 'l'~[ nr11\ Tl·~ \Vn\·cs. lu the case when permeability is isutropir, th<! T1f waves are extraordinary
wave$, and the TE wavc!'i nrc ort.liunry wave$. A tumstilc antenna, which consists of two dipoles
perpcndiculur to each other and driven 90 degrees out of phase, :tl:'o excites both '1'1\f and 'J'E waves.
4) 'l'he above formulation can be compared with the potential approach for the various cases that
exist. In the case of 110 stratified medium, the results arc checked hy using the identities

nppcars only

(39)

and
(40)
where r' ""' p'L!--z'l in spherical coordinate$. \Vc define the number of layers of a stratifi ed medium equal
to the number o( boumlark:-;. The medium below the tzth boundary is called the tth layer.
S) The onc-bycr case (or half sp<tcc) has been studied exten sively. \\'e obtain from (31) a.nd (32)
TM

R

l

E(- )o
<•>
= -- exp (i2k, do)
f( + )~
.

(41a)

and

In the case of a perfectly conducting half space, e =E3-~ oo. Equation (41) gives RTM = l and grr: = -1.
6) Observe that all contributions due to all layers below the f1rst are lumped into the reflection
coetlicicnt Rn-lt such that

nnd
T }<;

R,.

(m)

= exp [i2/~~

+

l

~L( )o (
do]-·(- -- ~ 1
~' - )o

(43)

The defmitions for R~·::_r1 and 1<~!: 1 follow diicctly from (31) and (32).
7) The integral:; as presented in (JS) -·-(38) can be programmed dircclly with a computer or analyzed
analytically. Asymptotic evaluations of the integrals and numerical results for the ekclromagnetic
field quantities under various circumstances constitute topics of subsequent papers.
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APPENDIX 1

ln this appendix we derive equation (14) from well-kno\\'n pot<'ntia.l solutions for the dipole. Siu1ilar
derivation, comparatively simpler, applies to equations (1~~), (lS), and (Hi). The vector potf'ntial
solution for the hori1.ontal electric dipole is

A = A (p cos

cp - <!>sin cJ>), where .1

IC

·-- eikr /

47r

r.

The electromagnetic flcld5 arc obtained fron1

H =

v X A and E

1

i -~ {V ( V · A)
Cl'E

+ k2 A} .

l!l'ing the identity (Somnwrfdcl, J9:l9)

The field

compon(~nts

all can he written in the integral form. For the z componmt,

H.= -sin cp tiA/&p

and

1
E, = i--· cos
WE

cJ>

iflA/opclz.

The results arc equations (14a.) and (14b).
APPENDIX 2

In this appendix, propagation matrices arc derived from the boundary conditions. Con sider the

boundary at z= -di, the continuity of tangential electric fields and the continuity of tangential rnag-nctic ftclds yields, for the TJ\1 wave~,
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and

(Al)

(A2)
For the TE

\V[I.ves

(A.1)

and

(A4)
The

rc<~ s on that\\'<' can lrl:at the 'f 'j\ [ anc I TE cases separately is that 1) for the vertical dipole case,only
'J'J\[ or Tl·: is excit«.:d;
for the horizontal dipole case, ~\.I though the total tangcntia.l1idd components
1
c~.~n si s l of both T i\f and T E \\'aves, lhc codlicicnts of 1/~ ) and lli1>' separate TM and T E cases.
We now illustrate the derivation for the ttpward propagation matrix JL! + 1 for 'L'l\[ cases. From (A 1)

·n

and (A :n it is straight-forward to solve for .:C· cxp il~~~'di and
U s in~; the dctinition (L'.) for eli and bi, we have

ni cxp

- ik!~>di, in terms of

AiH

and

a.nd Bi-1- 1•

(AS)

(A6)
Introducing delinitions (U)) and (19), we can write

and

(A 7)
(AS)

In view of the ddiniLion fur propn.gat:inn matrix (17), (A7) (L!ld ( :\~)are immediately cast into the
form (2 t). 'L'hc dcriv ;Ltion for the downward propagation matrix in volves a solution for A;.J.l, Bq.t in
term~ of Ai and Hi; the result i~ cquatio11s (2 ·la) and (24b). Simila r procedure applied to (A3) and (A4)
yidcl:-; propagation matriccs forTE waves.
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RADIO INTERFEROMETRY DEPTH SOUNDING:
PART I-THEORETICAL DISCUSSIONt

A. P. ANNAN*
Radio interferometry is a technique for measuring in-situ electrical properties and for detecting subsurface changes in electrical properties of
geologic regions with very low electrical conductivity. Ice-covered terrestrial regions and the
lunar surface are typical environments where this
method can be applied. The field strengths about
a transmitting antenna placc·d on the surface of
such o.n environment exhibit interference maxima
and minima which are characteristic of the ~ub
surface dcctrkal proJwrtits.
This paper (Part 1) examines the theoretical
wave nature of the clcctromagnl'tic fields about
various types of dipole sources placed on the surface of a low-loss dielectric half-space and two-

layer earth. Approximate expressions for the fields
have been found using both normal mode analysis
and the saddle-point method of integration. The
solutions yield a number of important results for
the radio interferometry depth-sounding method.
The half-space solutions show that the interface
modifies the directionality of the antenna . In
addition, a regular interference pattern is prl'scnt
in the surface fields about the source. Tht' introduction of a subsurface bounda.ry mnrlifil's the
surfn.ce fi1·lds with the interkn·mT pat tt·rn show ing a wide range of possible behaviors. These the oretical results provide a basis for interpreting
the experimental results described in Part I l.

INTRODUC'riON

lunar surface material has similar electrical properties.
Since electromagnetic methods commonly used
in geophysics are designed for conductive earth
problems, a method of depth sounding in a dominantly dielectric earth pw.;cnted a very different
problem. One possible method of detecting the
presence of a boundary at depth in a dielectric is
the radio interferometry technique, first suggested
by Stern in t 927 (reported by Evans, 1963) as a
method to measure the thickness of glaciers. The
only reported application of the t\'chnique is the
work of El-Said (1956), who attempted to sound
the depth of the water table in the Egyptian descrt. Although he successfully measured some interference maxima and minima, his method of
interpretation of the data is open to question in
light of the present work.

The stimulus for this work was the interest in
the measurement of lunar electrical properties in
situ and the detection of subsurface layering, if
any, by electromagnetic methods. Unlike most
regions of the earth's surface, which are conduc ..
tive largely due to the presence of water, the lunar
surface is believed to be very dry and, therefore,
to have a. very low electrical c< nductivity (Strangway, 1969; Ward and Dey, 1971). Extensive experimental work on the electrical properties of
dry geologic materials by Saint-Amant and
Strangway (1970) indicates 1hat thege materials
are low-loss dielectrics having dielectric constants
in the range 3 to 15 and loss ta.ngents considerably
less than 1, in the Mhz frequ t ncy range. Analysis
of the electrical properties of lunar samples by
Katsube and Collett (1971) indicates that the

t Presented at the 39th Annual SEG International Meetin~. September 18, 1969. Manuscript received h)' the
Editor April6, 1972; revised man script received September 22, 1972.
• University of Toronto, Toront 181, Ontario, Canada.
@ 1973 Society of Exploration Geophysicists. All right reserved.
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'I'he radio interferometry technique is conceptually quite simple. The essential features of the
method are illustrated in Figure 1. A radio-frequency source placed on the surface of a dielectric
earth radiates energy both into the air (or free
space) above the earth a.nd downward into the
earth. Any subsurface contrast in electrical properties at depth will reAult in some energy being
reflected back to the surface. As a result, there
will be interference maxima and minima in the
field strengths about the source due to waves
traveling different paths. The spatial positions of
the maxima and minima are characteristic of the

electrical properties of the cnrt.h and can be used
as a method of inferring the earth's ekclrica.l
properties at depth.
The problem chosen for study in t.he theoretical
work was that of the wave nature of the fields
ubout various point-dipole sources placed on the
surface of a two-layer earth. The mathematical
solution to this type of boundary-value problem
is found in numerous references. The general
problem of electromagnetic wavct; in stratified
media is extensively covered by Wait (19i0),
Brekhovskikh (1960), Budden (1961), Norton
(1937), and Ott (1941, 1943). Although the soluAir

Transmitter

Dielectric

(a)

Transmitter-receiver separation

(b)

Fro. 1. (a) Transmitter-receiver configuration for radio interferometry, showing a direct wave and a reflected
wave. (b) Schematic sketch of typical field-strength maxima and minima as the transmitter-receiver separation
increases.
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tion to the boundary-value problem can be found
analytically, the integral expressions for fields
cannot be evaluated exactly. In the radiation
zone, approximate solutions to the integrals can
be obtained by use of the theory of complex variables and special methods of contour integration.
The preceding references, plus numerous others,
discuss these techniques in detail. Since much of
the detailed work in the mathematical development of these solutions is contained in tht~ above
refcn~nce~, the discu!-lsion of tht• Holutions that fol low will be primarily aimed at the radio int~.:r
feronwtry application rtl.thcr than the n\ILthctmttical nu\nipulntions required to obtain them.
THEORETICAL bOUNDARY•VALUR PROhLHM

Although the various solutions of the boundaryvalue problem for horizontal and Vl~ rtical electric
and magnetic dipole sources over a two-layer
earth appear in th e litern.turc, a complett~ and
consistent tabulation of the solutions does not.
Therefore, the boundary-value problem is outlined here, and a unified notation is used to ex~
press th e solutions. This consistent notation is of
considerable help in later discussions of th<~ solutions.

The geometry and coordinate systems used in
the boundary-value problem arc shown in Figure
2. A point~dipole source is located at a height h
on the z-axis above a two-layer earth, where the
earth's surface is in the ~:-y~plane at s= 0, and the
subsurface boundary is at z= -d. The region
z ~ 0 is taken as air or free space. The region
-d ~z <0 is a low-loss dielectric slab, and the
region z <-dis a half-space of arbitrary electrical
properties. These regions arc denoted 0, 1, and 2,
respectively. K, and M, are the complex dielectric
constant and relative permeability of each region,
respectively. For consideration of vertical dipole
sources, the dipole moments are taken aligned
with the z-axis; for the horimntal dipole sources,
the dipole moments are taken aligned parallel to
the x-axis.
The solutions are most conveniently written
and discussed using the dcclric and magnetic
Hertz vector potential notation. <>n the assumption of a time dependence e- ·iwl and linear constitutive equations in Maxwell's equations, one obtains the following expressions for the electric and
magnetic fields in terms of the Hertz vectors. For
electric dipole sources, the electric Hertz vector
satisfies the Helmholtz equation,

Sourc
Z-h------------------Region

Ko

Mo = 1

FlO. 2. Geometry of the boundary-value problem for a two-layer earth, showing notation used.
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Keo

(1)

with the electric and magnetic fields defined by
E

1!1!

k 11 ll

+ v v ·n,

(2)

and

n

H - - iwKeoV X

(3)

where k is the propagation constant. wv'R. MEoJJo
and Eo, IJ.o denote the permittivity and permeability of free space throughout. P is the electric dipole moment density distribution. Similarly, for
magnetic dipole sources, the results for the magnetic Hertz vector are

This choice of scaling parameter makes all the
following integral solutions dimensionless.
As shown by Sommerfeld (1909) for a halfspace earth, and extended to a multilayered earth
by Wait (1970), the Hertz vectors for the vertical
dipole sources have only a z-component, while for
the horizontal dipole sources, the Hertz vectors
have both x- and z-components. The vertical dipole sources have solutions of the form
0

llz =

+ --1

eikoR
~~
·

2W

R

-A.

Po

-oo

ao(f-)e-Po<ZHl FI~(A.p)dA.,

(10)

and

H = k 2n
E

+ v v ·n,

= iwMJJ.oV

n,

X

(5)
(6)

where M is the magnetic dipole moment density
distribution.
The dipole sources are taken as "unit" point
dipole sources located in the region s ~0. The
electric dipole moment density distribution is

P = 411"Eoo(R)e;,

(7)

where 8j is a unit vector in the z-direction for
a vertical electric dipole source and in the
x-direction for the horizontal dipole source. o(R)
is the three-dimensional delta function, and
R= [x 2 +y 2+(z-h) 2 ] 1' 2 • Similarly for the magnetic dipole sources,

(8)
In the following discussions, no distinction between the electric and magnetic Hertz vectors is
made. When we refer to electric dipole sources,
the electric Hertz vector is implied; for magnetic
dipole sources, the magnetic Hertz vector is implied. In addition, the free-space wavelength is
taken as the scaling parameter for all length measurements. In other words, a distance, denoted p,
is in free-space wavelengths, and the true length
is W p, where W is the free-space wavelength:

211"

W=---1 2
w(EoJJ.o)

'

(9)

and

foo

2
1
liz = --2W

-oo

A.
- -·-- aa(A)

Po

(12)

• eP2Z+( P2- l'1 ld - f'uh [/~(Ap)dA.

A. is the separation constant of the differential
equation, and Pi= (A. 2 - k~) 1 ' 2 , with the sign of the
root being chosen such that the solution satisf1es
the radiation condition. In the above form, after
scaling by W, A. is a dimensionless parameter, and
kj= 21r(KiMi) 1' 2 is the relative propagation constant of each region. Th e aj(,\) are unknown functions of A which are found by satisfying the
boundary conditions that tangential E and H be
continuous at z=O and z= -d.
For horizontal dipole sources, the solutions for
the Hertz vector take the form
0

e'koR

x

WR

II=--

+-

1

2W

f

( 13)

oo

-oo

--- bo(A.)e- Po(Z+hl H~(A.p)dA.,
A.

Po

and
0

llz

= -cos- tP
2W

f

00

-oo

2

A.
-·
co(A.)

Po

. e-Po(Z+/1) JJ~~)d>'

(14)
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corresponds to setting both z and h equal to 0 in
the preceding expressions for the Hertz vectors.
In th e following discussions, h is always set equal
to O, and, in most instances, z is assumed to be
close to 0. The solutions ure discussed in two
pttrts; the half-space solutions and the two-layer
earth solutions. The half-space solutions for the
Hertz vectors are obtained by setting K 1 = K 2 and
M1=-M2 in expressions (10) through (18). The
half-space solution is of considerable interest since
the fields about the source show interference
maxima and minima without a subsurface reflector present. It also provides a base level for
detection of reflections from depth.

for region 0;

. e-- l'ultJJ~('Ap)d'A 1

and

for region 1 ; and

n:

=

-~

2W

f ~ ~·-~

Po

561

ba(>-.)

(17)

. ePsZ+(P~~ Plld- l'ohH~(f.p)d'A,

APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS

l1 a~{-spacc earth

The solution of the half-space problem is treated

by numerous authors, and the wave nature of the

and

(18)
for region 2.
The param eters A and P, arc the same as for the
vertical dipole solutions, and the coefficients b1(t.)
and cl'A) are found by satisfying the condition
that tangential E and H be continuous at the
boundaries.
The boundary conditions for the Hcrtr. vectors
and the resulting expressions for a1(t.), b1(t.), and
c;(f.) are tabulated in Appendix A. The expressions for aJ(A), b;(f.), and c1('A) arc written in terms
of the TE and TM Fresnel plane-wave reflection
and transmission coefficients. Using this notation,
the similarity of all the solutions is clearly emphasized and makes general discussion of the solutions possible rather than dealing with each source
separately.
In discussing the approximate evaluation of the
above integral expressions, extensive usc is made
of the plane-wave spectrum concept, since the
wave nature of the problem is most clearly understood using this approach. A brief outline of the
plane-wave spectrum notation used and approximate evaluation of integrals by the saddle-point
method is given in Appendix B.
For radio interferometry applications, the
fields at the earth's surface for the source placed
at the earth's surface arc of primary interest; this

fields is well defined. In the following discussions,
the results of Ott (1941) and Brekhovskikh (19(>0)
arc followed quite closely, and detailed discussions
of various aspects of the solutions can be found in
these references. Tht~ wave nature of the fields
about the source is illustrated in Figure 3. The
wavefronts denoted A and B arc spherical waves
in the air and earth regions; wave C in the air is
an inhomogeneous wave, and wave[) in the earth
has numerous names, the most common being
head, flank, or lateral wave. Waves C and D exist
only in a limited spatial region, which is defined
as those points whose position vectors make an
angle greater than a c with the z-axis. The angle ac
is related to the critical c.tngle of the boundary and
is defined in Appendix B.
All the dipole sources exhibit the same wave
nature. To demonstrate how the waves are derived from the integral expressions, the vertical
magnetic dipole source is used for illustration. In
the air, the Hertz vector is given by

(19)
• eikoZ co8

BolJoUeop sin 8o)d8o,

and in the earth by

(20)
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FIG. 3. Wavefronts about a dipole source on the surface of a half~st>ace earth. A and B are spherical wave~
in the air and earth, respectively, wave Cis an inhomogeneous wave m air, and Dis the head wave in the earth.

With the aid of the Hankel transfor.m identity
(Sommerfeld, 1949),

iko

,~oR

-- •WR
2W

f sin8o

and
etlotR {

1

(21)

o

• sikoiZ I (1011 'oll~(kop

llz = - - Tto(a)

WR

sin fJo)dfJo'

"
- -1:- [T10(a)

and the relation R,; = T.;-1 for the Fresnel coefficients, equation (19) becomes

llzo = -iko

2W

f

c

sin fJoTot(fJo)

(22)

Using the saddle-point .method as discussed in
Appendix B1 the appro xi .mate solutions of the
integral expressions (20) and (22) are
0

llz

eikoR {

= -· -·
WR

.

Tot(a)

II
- - ~ (Tot(a)
2koR

+ cot aTot(a))

o
Io
and

I

•

=

(23)
}

1

2klR

,
l}
+ cot aT1o(a)

(24)

,

where R=(p 2+Z 2) 1' 2, and a=tan- 1 p/ IZI. Expressions (23) and (24) correspond to the spherical waves A and B in Figure 3. The bracketed
terms on th e righ t may be interpreted as the
modification to the directionality of the source
due to the presence of the boundary.
The waves C and D are generated by crossing
the branch points of To 1 and T 10 to obtain the
saddle-point solutions (23) and (24) for angles
a>ac. As outlined in Appendix B, the contribution of the branch point can be approximately
evaluated by th e method of steepest descent as
long as a is not close to the branch point. For
a >ac the expressions

<!

2tkt77ot0 - cot a tan 8ol)

2
2 4
-3 / 2 \klp-(kl - kO ) Z

(k~- k~)Wp

e

2

'

(25)
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likul1w( 1

col

I'

u tan 01u)

(ki -

must be a.drlrd to (2.~) and (14) in order that the
solutions he correct. Expression (25) is readily
idcntific(\lls the inhomogeneous wave C, and (26)
torrl·sponds to the latcru.l wave D.
The asymptotic solutions have the form of the
~l'ometrical optics solution plus second-order correction terms. For a perfectly dielectric l'arth,
expressions (24) and (2o) become infinite as a
approaches a r. The singular behavior arises from
t.hc sccond ~ order terms which depend on the
deriva tives of Tlo(O,). The f1r~t -- order term which
is tlH~ geometrical optics solution n·mains
bounded. ln this particular case, the angle ar
is the critical angle of T~n(O,) . As a result, the saddlt point and branch point coincide at a =ar, and
thL· n.pproximatc methods mwd to evaluate the
intq~rals nrc no longer valid. Thl' conical surfact
about tlw s ~ axis, dcfitH·d hy c-x = r{, is the rc~ion
where I he latL·ml and spht•ricul wavrs ttH'r~e together. In this re1.don the two waVt's cannot lw
ronsidcrerl scpamtcly; the combined effect of the
saddle point and branch point must be evaluated.
Dl'tailcd ttnalysis of this rt'Kion for integrals similar to expression (20) is givL·n by Brekhovskikh
(19o0), who obtains an asymptotic solution with
the gcoml'trical optics solution, as the leading
term plus a connection term which falls off as
(k 1R)--&1 4 instead of (k 1R)- 2 • This result indicates
that the geometrical optics solution still describes
the fields adequately for a"'O:c when (k 1R)- 1' 1 «1.
The corrt~ ction terms given in (24) and (26), however, arc not valid when a is close to a c.
The fields at the earth's surface are of primary
interest and are obtained by setting z = 0 and
a =Tr/ 2 in (2 3), (24), (25), and (26). The solutions
given are valid for this regi(\n provided the contrast in material properties is not extremely large.
In the case of large contrasts, as occur in conductive earth problems, the transmission and reflection coefficients have a pole near Oo=Tr/ 2. The
pole is located atOo=Tr-On, whereOn is the Brewster angle. The role of this pole in radio wave
propagation over a conductive earth has been the
subject of a trt~mendous amount of discussion
since Sommerfeld (1909, 1<.>49) equated the contribution of this pole to the Zcnneck surface wave.
Numerous people (Norton, 1937; Ott, 1943; Van

/(~)

:.1
'J I
:11:1. iA'n!' - i \A' I A·o ) 1.

wp2

('

-·

-

--

(26)

-·

der Wacrden, 1951; Brekhovskikh, 1<J60; and
Wait, 1<.>70) have considered the problem since
then usinK the modified saddk-point technique to
evaluate the integrals for a. ........ Tr/ 2. While a true
surface wave is not excited, the pole enhances the
fields ncar the source in such a manner that they
fall off approximately as (kR)·--•. At large distances from the source, the fields are those determined by the normal saddle-point method which
have a (kR) - 2 fall off. The transition between the
ranges is determined by the proximity of On to
Tr/ 2. In the radio interferometry application, the
earth properties of interest are those of a low -loss
dielectric which is assumed to have only moderate
contrasts with the free-space properties. Th e pole
in this case is well away from rr/ 2 and docs not
aiTect the preceding solutions .
In the particular situation of an earth where
Mu = M1, tht• Het·tz vector for a vertical magnt:tic
dipole can lw evaluated t•xactly for z = h = O. The
result is

(27)

as shown by Wait (1951 ). This provides a check
on the approximate solution. The approximate
solution, obtained by adding (23) and (25) or (24)
and (26) for a=Tr/ 2, is

which is the same as (2 7) if third-order terms are
neglected.
The integral expressions for the Hertz vectors
for the other dipole sources can be treated in the
same manner as for the vertical magnetic oipole.
For ZC"-'0, in the air, they have the form

+ (cosq,)

tl

c

(1- cot a tan 010)

- 3/ 2

(29)
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The Gi(a) for the various sources arc tabulated in
Table 1. The electric and magnetic fidds can be
obtained by differentiation of the preceding solutionl-1; the particular form of the integrals encountered permits interchange of the integration and
differentiation steps.
The half-space solutions dcmonstrntcd that
interference patterns will be observed in the fteld
strengths even when there is no subsurface reflector. This is readily seen from equation (28).
The fields at the earth's surface nre composed of
two propagating components with one having the
phase velocity of the air, and the other the velocity of the earth. Another important feature of the
half-space solutions is that the .fields ncar the
boundary fall off as the inverse square of the radial
distance from the source at distances greater than
two or three wavelengths from the source.
A convenient method of interpreting the solu-

tions is to Cl}U<tlc the radiation pattern of the
sourct on the boundary to the first-order term in
the preceding solutions. This technique demonstrates how the boundary modifies the rlircctionality of the source. The radiation pattern is sharply
peaked in lhc direct ion of the critical angle into
the earth. A sketch of llw radiation pattern for a
vertical dipole sourcl' is shown in Figure 4. This
din!ctionality of the source is important whl'll reflections from a subsurface boundary are considered.

Two-layer carllt
The analysis of the integral expressions for the
two-layer earth problem is carried ou t in two different ways. The depth of the subsurface boundary and the electromagnetic losses of the first
layer determine which approach is more useful.
The primary method of analysis is to treat the
first layer of the earth as a leaky waveguid e and
use normal mode analysis. In certain cases the
mode analysis is cumbersome, and these cases

Table 1. Coefficients Gi(a) for half-space earth solutions for various dipole sources.

Source

Herll'.
Vector

Vertical
Magnetic
Dipole

Magnetic

Vertical
Electric
Dipole

Electric

n;

n;

Magnetic

Horizontal

n~

n

c~

0

- i(G~' (a)

+ G~(c:x) cot o:)

0

- i(G~' (a)

+ cr (c:11) col o·)

-i(G['(a)

+ G~(c:x) cola)

-i(G~'(a)

+ 3G~(a) cot a -

-i(G~'(a)

+ G~(a) cot a)

-i(G['(a)

+ 3Gi(a) cot a -

0

Sot(a)

2iki7JOI

2ikt~Ol

k~- k~

Magnetic
Dipole

Magnetic

("Yot -

II~
Electric

Horizontal

n~

l)Tol(a)Sot(c:x)
2Po(a)

0

2GI(a))

Electric

Dipole

Electric

("Yol -

n~

Definition:

l)Tot(a)So,(c:x)
2Po(a)

=-Gt'( a ) -dG,(Bo)

dfJo

I
60-a

---------

2G 1(a))

2ik~(€to

+ 7Jto)
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0

4. Sketch showing how a dielectric boundary modifies the directionality of a vertical dipole source placed o
the boundary. (a) No boundary present. (b) Boundary at Z=O.

yidd more useful results when the integrals are
solved approximatdy using the saddle-point
method of integration.
The various dipole sources may nil he treated
in the same nl.anncr. 'For the purpose of illustralin~ the method of analysis, the horizontal electric
dipole source solutions arc used as an t>xamplc .
The :r- and :-components of the electric Hertz
vector in the air for this source arc given by equations (lJ) and (14) where the coeHicienls bo and
c0 arc listed in Table A-2.
For normal mode analy~is, equation ( U) is rewritten using th e integral identity [equation (21)].
The components of the Hcrtr. vector are given by

0

Ilz

=

ik~

f

cos cP - --·

2lV

• eiA·o

c

sin 2 81m to(Ot) co (Ot)

(31)

ll<>~ Bo?. H:(ktP sin 01)d0t.

where the integration variable is 01, as defin ed in
Appendix H. The singularities of the coeflicit·nts
ho and l'o determine the nature of tht solutions to
equations (30) and (31).
The expressions

1'nto(l

+ bo)

'7 .o1'tn(l

+ Rt2f3)

1 - RtoR,12f1

(32)

and

1

mtoCo= - ·
2po

. [ ('Yo ~=-12~~~~-~ -~-~_.2-..!!~~!!_)_Sot ~~ X I!!_~
and

(

( 1- X 1oX •~m 1- R1oR12f3)
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_ (~~~_ :_ l_)._~~~~~~s•:A"Yot1'nt'Yu!_:_~-J/3]
(l- X toX 12/3) ( t- R,oRt'l{j)

(.H)

n-0

have branch points at the two critical an~les of
the two boundaries in qul•stion. J n addition,
equation (32) has an infinite sd of simpll~ pules,
and (33) has a doubly infinite set of poles on each
Riemann surface. These poles an• determined hy
the normal mode equations,

o.

0()

L

(34)

and
Equations 04) and (35) an· the TE and TM normal mode equa.tion:o;, respectively. Both arc transcendental equations with infinite sds of roots. The
relation between the normal modes and rnultiplt.·
reflections is readily obtained by cxpandin~ tht·
denominators uf equations (32) and (3.i) into
infinite geometric series. Fur example,

(/~toRt~ti)". (.'h)

The positions of the poles and branch points in
t.hc complex plam· ddcrminc the wave nature of
the solutions to equations (30) and (31) . The normal mode solutions arc ohtain{·d by deforming the
contour of integration C to C', as schematically
illustrated in Figure 5. The integral from - (11'/ 2)
+ ioo to;r/ 2+ioo, and from ;r/ 2+ i oo to ;r/2- i oo
is identically zero. Along the first part of C' the
integral is zero since the inte~rand is zero. Along
the second part of the contour C' the integral is
zero due to the asymmetry of the integrand about
() 1 =;r/ 2. This result is common in mode analysis
and has a wide range of applications as discussed
in detail by Brckhovskikh (I 9(>0). The integral
along Cis t'qual to the rcsidtu·s of the poles crossed
in deforming the contour to C', plus the integrals
along contours(\ and c ~ which run from +ioo
around the branch points and back to + i oo. The
components of thl' llt'rtz vector arc givl'n by

•n/2

n/2

c

\:
c
c

t
Fto. 5. Complex 91-plane showing how integration contour C i~ modified to C' in order to obtain normal mode
solutions. Branch points denoted by solid circles and th<" poks l•y square.;.
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Table 2. Residues of poles for norm11l tnoc.le
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- ----~--- [~,o..~to(B, )S,2(8, hotTot(B, ht2T,2(8, )[3(8,)]
2Po(8f)

n~
nnd

n~

2: (T E pole residues)
+ /1 + le,

(3 7)

:E (TE pole residues)
+ 21ri :E (T M pole residues)
+ Ia + /4,

(38)

= 21ri

= 21ri

where

/2

= -ikl

2W

fc,

• e'koZ co•

I a=

[

sin 11 tmto(Ot) 1 + bo(Ot) J

(40)

lloH~(ktP sin 8t)d8t'

'k 2

cos~ ~f
2W

Ct

sin 2 Otmto(Ot)co(Ot)

(41)

·e"'oz co• 9oH!(klp sin 8t)d8t,
I4 =

'k2

cos~!__:

2W

f

Ot

sin 2 Olmto(Ot)co(fh)

•e4koZ COl lloH!(ktP sin

o.)Jo •.

(42)

The solutions (37) and (38) are completely general and valid provided a branch point and a pole,
or aTE and T M pole, do not coincide. In the first
situation, the pole and branch -point contributions
must be considered together rather than separately, as indicated. In the other situation, (38)
must include the rc~iduc of a second-order pole
ratht~r than the residues of two simple poles, as
indicated. Since these situations rarely occur, they
are not discussed further here.
The expressions for the rc~idue s in (37) and
(38) are tabulated in Tabl e 2. Approximate solutions to the branch cut integrals may be obtained
by steepest-descent integration as discussed in
Appendix B. The solutions arc the second-order
lateral and inhomogeneous waves generated at the
boundaries. The approximate solutions are listed
in Table 3 .
The behavior of the fields at the earth's surface
is very dependent on the position of the singular
points in the complex 81 plane, which points are,
in turn, determined by the material properties of
the earth and the layer thickness d. The important
features of the solutions are the radial dependences and the initial amplitudes of the various
terms in the solutions. All the residues contain
Hankel functions, which, for radial distances
greater than one or two wavelengths, have the
form
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illhle

steepest-descent solutions to branch-cut integrah for
analy~tis of th~ horitt>ntal electric dipole.

~. Approximate

nortnlll mode
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(43)
where (J~ is a pole defined by equations (34) and
(35). The branch cut contributions, It and Ia,
fall off as p- ·2 with no exponential attenuation,
while /2 and /4 fall off asp- ~ and are exponentially
attenuated when the earth is lossy. The amplitudes of the modes arc largest for those poles in
the vicinity of OtcO· This effect is related to the
modified directionality of the source as discussed
for the half-space fields. When the earth has a
finite loss all terms in the solution except [ 1 and
the first term of ! :1 have amplitudes which decay
exponentially with increasing loss or increasing d.
The positions of the poles in the complex 01
plane for three idealized models are illustrated
schematically in Figure 6 . The earth consists of a
perfect dielectric slab over a half-space, which is
a perfect conductor in case (a), a perfect dielectric
with K2>K1 in case (b), and a perfect dielectric

=

tan -1 l2d
·; ·

I

with K2<K1 in case (c). In all cases M o= M1 = M2
is assumed since perm ca bilities of bulk earth materials vary little fr om the free-space value. The
poles lie on the lines I RtoR,2[31 = 1 and I XtoX12/31
= 1, with the density of distribution of the poles
on these lines controlled by the slab thickness d.
Ford small, the poles arc widely spaced with most
of them lying high up the lines ncar the imaginary
01 axis. For increasing d, the poles move down the
lines toward O, =7r/ 2 and arc more closely packed.
Unattenuated modes occur only when the fJ')_ lie
on or close to the real O, axis. In case (a), the pole
contours lie on the real axis for f1; 0 ~0 1 ~7T / 2; unattenuated modes can be excited when Ot exceeds
the critical angle of the free-space-earth interface.
(n case (c), the slab forms a didcctric waveguide
when
is greater than the critical angles of both
boundaries. For both (a) and (c), the modes with
real less than the largest critical angle arc highly
dampcci due to energy leaking out. of the slab. In

o.

or
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FIG. 6. Sketches of complex 0,-plane showing positions of branch points and pole lines for 3 simple two-layer earth
cases; case (a), dielectric slab over a perfect conductor; case (b), dielectric slab over dielectric half-space with
Kt>Kt; case (c) dielectric slab over a dielectric half-space with K2<K,. The dashed lines are contours where
IR10Ru/J I= 1; the dotted lines are contours where IX,oXd~ I= 1; the branch points are denoted by solid circles.
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CIUit'

th),

"'' u nut lt·mwt t•d modt•

Cllll

t•xi:-;t, ~inn·

tiH' ~lllh illlo
tlw low ~r lmlf" ~pace. The dlt·cl uf a tiuill' lo~~ i11
tlw slab move~ the pole contour~ up away from
the real axis, and all modes have a finite attenua-

tllt'I'~Y i~ Colllii\\Htlly llll\\'itl~ olll nf

tion. These models demonst rate the general po~i
tion and behavior of the singular points in the
co mpl ex plane. More detailed studies arc given
by Wait (1970), Brekhovskikh (1960), and Bud-

(l961).

dt~n

The normal mode approach is most useful when
the distance from the source is greater than the
depth of the boundary d and when the earth has
a very low loss . 1n a lossy dielectric, the complex
di(•lectric constant is K'(l i tan 6), where K' is
the real dielectric constant and tan is the loss
tangl~nt; and the attenuation distance in freespace wavelengths for ll plane wave is

+

Tht· I h·rtz VtTtor cnmpont•nts cnn tiH·n ht· writ ·
ll'lll\.1'1
()

Jl .t' = /.1

+ /,~,

( 49)

a lid

(50)
where L, and L3 arc the half-space earth solutions
discussed earlier, and L~ and L 4, given by

L2

= ·-.ikt
.··2vV

f

r.

1

sin 01m b0 (e)
1
w

(51)

a

and

(44)

(52)

when tan ~ «1. When d approaches the attenua-

tion distance, the solutions begin to approach
those of a lossy dielectric half-spact. An alternate
approach to evaluating the fields when the distance from the source is less t ba nd, or \vhen d?.. D,
is desirable, sine<.~ the normal mode approach is
cumbersome in these cases.
The integrals can be approximately evaluated
by the saddle-point method of integration when
multiple reflections arc not strong. The fields can
then be expressed as the half-space solution plLs
a. contribution from tht~ subsurface boundary . By
regrouping the coefficients bo and c0 in the form

bo = Ro1
1

SotToi

2

Po

Co= - ('Y!H- 1)

(53)
in the integrands may be regrouped using the
asymptotic expansion of the Hankel function in
the manner discu ssed in Appendix B. L 2 and L 4
then contain the expression

(45)
1

----~~- +coN

IJ'

(46)

in the integrand, where Rt~= (p 2 +4d 2)1/2 and
a,1= tan-·1 (p/2d). Jn this form ad is the saddle
point of the integrand and is the geometric optics
direction of a ray reflected from the subsurface
boundary. The saddle-point solutions of L 2 and
L4, outlined in Appendix B, arc

and

c~

1
+ bof3,

describe the effect of tht subsurface boundary.
L2 and L4 can be approximately evaluated by
the saddle-point method, which results in the geometric optics solution. Since z is assumed close to
zero throughout, the expression

= _1_ [('Yol -

2Po

l)So1To1[T~~~~-~~,-1~~ 1 :~ ~-~~~--±._?~~1___~~~2!~~~-~~~1 :~~~1
(1- RtoRI2f3)(1- X1oX1~{3)

- ~~f--It.~;~m::"~~~r~fJ

(48)
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L2

~

e''nRd [

;- H·R,

P((V_rl) ~ -

i
U•,Rr~

(/'"(a.~)

(55)

+ 1''(,,,) cot .,,) J.

1tnd
eik1 N,J

/_, • - cost;/> sin a,1 ---

-

n·R,

· [Q(cx.,) - ___i

((>"(atJ)

21-:tR,

+ 3 cot a,Q'(a,,) -

2Q(a,,))].

where

p = tltJo(at~)b~(lYr~)eikol(l

'YI\1

~i .. 2 ur~l 1 i ~

(S 7)

and

Q = mto(a,,)c!(a,;)eiku7. Ct

-r1n

Hill~ «r1l 1 / ~

-rr/2

(58)
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Exprc~sion~ (55) and (Sh) can he interpreted as
having rcplu.ced the !'\Uhsurfacc boundary by an
imagt· source at twice tin· depth. The image source

has a radiation pattern which dcp{~llds on the rclkction and trunsmi~~ion coclllciC"nts of the boundaries and th c lu.yer thick twss.
In obtainin,l.( the saddk-point solution, th e cfkct of the poll's a11d branch points has been
ncglcctt~ d; surh neglect. is justified when the
boundary is deep and the earth has a significant
loss. This is illustrated in Figure 7. To obtain the
saddle-point contribution, the intc~ration contour
C must be deformed into the saddle-point contour
I'. The position of 1' in the complex 01 plane is

dctermirwd by a..t, which, in turn, is determined by
the ratio of the radial distance to the depth of the
boundary, p/ 2d. In order that a ~iven pole or
branch point be crossed when C is deformed to I',
a,1 must exceed a certain value which is d etermined by equation (B-11), which defines the contour I'. Since p= 2d tan atl, the radial distance
from the source at which the singular p oint is

n/2

c

ooo

ao

FrG. 7. Complex 8,-planc showing deformation of contour C to saddle-point contour 1'. Solid circles= branch points'
squares= TJ~ poles, and open circles= TM poles.
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in obtainir1g r is rkt1nerl. \Vhen the singuhtr point is a pole, the contribution to the inte~r<tl
after crossing the pole is 1t residue or n form similar
to thosl' in Table 2. When the pok is not on the
rcallh axis, the residue is exponentially attenuated
with incrcns in~ mdinl rlistnnce. The value of pat
which the pok must be considered in determining
the inte~ral is also rlcfincd, and is usually much
greater than the attenuation distance of the mode.
As a n•sult, tht~ residue of the pole is extremely
small and is negligible comparC'd to the saddle~
point contribution. For cnsl'S when some poles lie
on or near the rclli 8t axis, It tixed radial distance
from the source must be cxcc<·(kd before their effect needs to be considered. Beyond thh~ distance,
the normal mode approach is more convenient for
expressing the solutions.
The branch ~ point contributions yidcl inhomo~
gcneous and lateral wavt~s generated at or reflected
from th~ subsurface boundary. As in the case
of th e poles, 1:1. finite distance from the source must
be exceeded before these contributions need to be
considered. For the earth models where the saddlepoint method is useful, these contributions, which
are second-order effects, arc negligible. When
these sccond~order waves arc significant in the
determination of the field strengths at the earth's
surface, the normal mode approach is the better
method for computing the fields.
The two-layer earth solutions cover a wide
range of possible responses. The important results
are as fullowil:
cross~d

1. When the first layer of the earth is very
thin and the ~ccond layer is a low-loss medium, tht• flrst layer is undl'lcctable. Theresponse of the earth h; the same as that t)f a
half-space composed of the second lnycr of
the earth.
2. When the first layer of the earth is on
the order of one wavelength thick, the sur~
face fields become extremely complex. The
fields exhibit a p- 1/ 2 fall-off out to the attenua~
tion distance of the least attenuated mode
which is strongly excited. Beyond this di stance, the contribution of the modes becomes
negligible and the second-order lateral and
inhomogeneous waves, with no radial exponential attenuation, determine the field
strengths which then fall off as p- 2• When
modes with low attenuation are excited, they

arc generally ft•w in number. Since each
propagates radially with a different phase
velocity, the ftelds will show a regular periodic beating as the various modes move in~
and out ~ of - phase.
3. When the first layer of the earth is lossy
and several wavelengths deep, the geometric
optics solution is more useful than the normal
mode approach. The expression for the fields
is the half~space solution plus a contribution
from the reflecting boundary. This is the type
of solution used by EI-Said (19$6). In ElSaid's analysis, the waves propagating along
the surface were not: correctly expressed, and
the modification in directionality o( the
source due to the air-earth intcrfacP was not
considered. This form of solution is particularly useful for a quick computation of the
strength of reflections from subsurface
boundaries and of the effect on surface fields
of changes in electrical properties.
4. The saddle~point solution is useful for
determining the radial distance from the
source at which the various contributions of
the singularities of the integrand becomr important. Since the saddle-point contour is
positioned in the complex plane by the ratio
p/ 2d, a ratio p/2 d can be defined for each
singularity. For normal modes, the radial
distance defined by this ratio may be interpreted as the distance from the source required for a given mode to develop. For the
branch points, this ratio defines the critical
distances from the source, where lateral
waves and inhonwgeneous waves from the
subsurface boundary r<'ach the surface.
DISCtJSSION

The radio interferometry technique provides a
method of determining electrical properties in
situ and of detecting subsurface stratification of
the electrical properties in environments which
are moderately transparent to electromagnetic
waves. The theoretical analysis of the two-layer
earth problem defines the behavior of the fields at
the earth's surface and provides a basis for understanding experimental results reported by Rossiter et al (1973) in Part IT The various solutions
derived here are also useful for computing rough
estimates of the interference patterns in the fields
at the earth's surface, provided the asymptotic
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of t lw l':tprcssions i~ ,L(iwn due re:-;pect.
Ext\.mpks of the~e u.rc given in Part II.
TlH· half-space solution:-~ provhk a method of
determining the dcctrical proper lies for a halfspace. Any strong departures from the half-space
wave nature (i.e., a regular interference pattern
and a p- ~ distance dependence) inrlicate that reflections from depth are important. When the
reflections from depth arc due to a horizontal
boundary in electrical properties, the behavior of
the fields varies considerably. For example, when
normal modes are excited, the fields fall off as
p- 112 with regular beating in the field strengths
with distance from the source.
The treatment. of a two-layer earth with plane
boundaries, homogeneous media, and point
source~ is a considerable simplification of most
rt•td environments. These simple nwdt'h; and the
u.pprmdnH\.tt' :-;o\utions oblailll'd do, lwwcwr, pro~
vide insight into the field hdHtvior in tht• radio
interferometry application. M cthods to a.ccumt.cly
compute field ~trengths for these models are currently under investigation. The etiect of rough
and dipping boundaries on the solutions is extremely important. Also, tht presence of scattering by inhomogeneities in the earth can drastically alter the fields at the earth's surface. These
problems are virtually impossible to treat in a
general manner theoretically. Scale model experiments seem to be the most feasible method of
studying these problems. This work is presently
in progress.
The free-space wavelength provides the most
nntur~·

usdul unit of knKlh wlH·n disru~:-;in,L( and plotting
radio intcrfcronwtry data . Scak model rnn~truc 
tion i:-; lntsl'd ()!} kl'l'pinK all dinll'n:-;ion:-; t lw :-;anw
on the wavelength scale and havin,L( the same loss
tangent. In the analysis of 6t·ld data, plotting
distances on a wavclcnKth scale makes compari·son of data taken at rlifferenl frequencies straightforward. If the electrical properties arc not frequency dependent, running the experiment using
several different frequencies can effectively vary
the clepth of a subsurface interface from a fraction
of a wavelength to many wavelengths.
APPENDIX A: COEFFICIENTS AND PARAMETERS

The coefficients in the integral expressions for
the Hertz vectors for the various dipole sources
are obtained by satisfying the bounrlary conditions at z=O and z= -d. Without a con~istent
notation, the coefiicirnts arc t•xln~ mdy cnmplicall~d expressions, which losl' the symmetry o(
equations (1) through (6) and nrc dilllcult. to
interpret physically. In this section, the solutions
for the coefficients are tabulated, and the notation
used throughout the body of the text is defined.
ln Table A-1, the boundary conditions for the
Hertz vectors are listed. In Table A-2, the expressions for the a1(;\), b1(;\), and c1(:\) arc listed for
each dipole source. Examination of these solutions
shows the symmetry between the electric and
magnetic dipole sources. Interchanging the roles
of/\, ancl Mi, one can readily obtain the solution
for a magnetic dipole source from that of an
equivalent electric dipole source, ancl vice versa

Table A-1. Boundary conditions for Hertz vectors for various dipole sources.
Vertical Mu.gnetic Dipole
(VMD)

Vertical Electric Dipole
(VED)

Magnetic

Electric

Horizontal Magnetic Dipole
(HMD)

Magnetic

Horizontal Electric Dipole
(HED)

Electric

i

i+l

V·D = V·Il

;

V·ll

=

V·II

'i·l

az

az

az

az
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Table A-2(a). Coefficients di(:\), hi(~), and Ci(:\)
for vertical dipole source.
Two-layer
rarth

Rot+ Rui'J

Verticl\1
M&gnetic

Itt

-~

~- -----

-

~-

~

tlotTo•R•~fJ

Dipole

--·----- ---------·

1

Rot

'?ot1'ot
NtoRufl

---·---·

1

Half -space

N,oRufl

~

0

?lot Tot')uT u
----"""~---- -........-- -~

1 - R10RutJ

~

Vertical

-

Xo1

+ Xu(:J

Xot

~o.Sot
........ __.. __......_____.._

1 - XtoXu(:J

The angle Oo is used in the region Z ~0, 81 in the
region -d 5:Z SO,andO:t in the region Z:::; -d. The
above transformation h; just an expression of
Snell's law. A plane~waw incident from tht region
Z> 0 on the earth's surface at an angle Oo to the
lHI.xb is refracted into medium 1 at an angle 81,
and to the s-axis and into medium 2 at an angle
82, as illustrated in Figure B-1. The reader is
referred to Clcmmow (1966) for details.
The expressions for the Hertz vectors in equations (10) through (18) transform as follows,
where the n~ for a vertical dipole has been chosen
as an example:
o

llz

Electric

Dipole

much more apparent wht•n the plane-wave
spectrum notation is used. The form of the planewave spcctrutn used throu~hout is obtained by
ddining three complex angles, 8o, 8,, 82, and transforming the integration variable by setting

0

The various parameters used in the solutions are
listed in Table A-;t
The expressions Xi,., ~)'ij, R,h and Tii are the
Fresnel plane-wave reflection and transmission
coefficients. The subscript notation ij has the following meaning: subscript i denotes the medium
from which the plane wave is incident on the plane
boundary between media i andj. For example, the
subscripts 01 mean a plane-wave incident from
the air on the boundary between the air and the
first layer of the earth. The Xii and Sii are the
reflection and transmission coefficients respectively for a T M plane wave; the Rii and Sii are
the reflection and transmission coeflicients for a
TE plane wave.
APPENDIX 8! PLANE·WAVE SPECTRUM AND
EVALUATION 01• INTEGRALS

The physical meanin~ of the integral expressions for the various Hertz vector solutions is

eikoR

iku

WR

2W

= ----- + • eiko cos

-·

f

e

sin 8oao(Oo)

llo <Z+h> H~(kop sin

(B-2)

Oo)d00 •

The integration contour C runs from -7T'/2+ i oo
to -'lr/2 along the real Oo axis to 7r/ 2 atlll then to
7r/2-ioo, as illustrated in Figure B-2. For the
angles O,, the contour Cis obtained from equation
(B-1). The P, transform to -ik1 cosOi, where the
negative sign is chosen in order to satisfy the ra<liation condition. Substi t uting for l't in the Fresnel
coefficients of Table A-3 results in the more familiar form

where the TM reflection coefficient is shown as
an example.
The integral expressions can be approximately
evaluated by manipulating the integration contour C in the complex 0 plane. The approach is to
replace the Hankel function hy its asymptotic
expansion, which is valid when the argument is
considerably greater than unity .
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Table A·2(b). Coefficients a.-(>.). h.-(>.), and c,(>.) for hori&ontal dipole sources.
'l'wo·layer earth
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Trthlv A·3. Prtranwtcr!l used and

fu!lmcl cuetlidentl'l.
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FIG. B-1. lllustmlion of inte~ration variables 8o, 81,
and 82 and Snell's law.
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FIG. B-2. Complex 8-planc showing contour C, ~addle- point contours I' and
oc and branch cut (chain line).
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Substitution. into the integrals, such as that in
equation (B ~ 2), results in an expression of the
form

(B-6)
in the integrand, which can be written as

/2

=

--·f
ik~

2W

·elkZ

c
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sin 2 OA(O)

(B-13)

co• 6 lJ~(/lp sin fJ)d8.

The solutions to the second order are given by

(B-7)
where R m (p 1 +Z2)ll 11 , and R and a are just the
length and direction of the geometric-optics raypath. An integral with exponential of the form
(B ~ 7) is amenable to the saddle-point method
integration, where 8=a is the saddle point. By
dt>forming C to the contour of most rapid descent
away from the saddle point r one obtains an
asymptotic series in the parameter (kR)- 1 for the
integral. The leading term in the series is the
geometric-optics solution to the problem.
The saddle-point contour r is defined from the
argument of the exponential in expression (B-7).
Along the contour r,

ikR cos (8 - a) = ikR - kRs 2 ,

(B-8)

where

s 2 = - sin (8' - a) sinh 8",
and

8=
The contour

r

(J'

+ ifJ" .

(B-9)

(B-10)

is then given by the equation

cos (8' - a) sinh 8" = 1

(B-11)

and is illustrated in Figure B-2.
An excellent evaluation of the particular types
of integrals that appear in the text is given by
Brekhovskikh (1960), and the reader is referred
to this reference for more detailed discussion. In
the rest of the discussion, solutions to the integrals
valid to the second order in kR:-' 1 are used. This
involves using the second-order terms in the
Hankel-function expansion and then taking the
asymptotic solution to the integrals to the second
order. The integrals in the text have two forms:

/1

and

=

-f
ik

2W

c

·e•kz

co•

sin fJA(O)
8H~(kp sin O)dfJ,

(B-12)

(B-14)

{ A"(a)+ A'(a) cot a]}
and
[{~. -ik

{

e•k~t {
i
sin a - - A(a)- - -··
~VR
2/eR

(B-15)

A"(a)+3cotaA'(a)-2A(a) ]} .

Solutions (B-14) and (B-15) are valid as long as
A (8) is a slowly varying function of 0 near the
saddle point a. This assumption is valid provided
A (0) does not have a singular point near a. In the
expressions for the various A (0) appearing in the
text, branch points and poles of A((}) are of the
utmost importance in the solutions. The branch
points of A (fJ) are the critical angles of the
boundaries in the problem. The critical angles
enter all the A (8) through the relation

cos (Ji

= ±

[1 - "Yii sin 2 e,]'' 2

(B-16)

in all the Fresnel coeffi cients subscripted ij.
The radical splits the complex 8-plane into two
Riemann sheets with branch points at

(B-17)
For the two-layer earth there arc two boundaries
which give two critical angles and result in a foursheeted 8-plane. In the half-space earth problem,
the complex 8-plane is two-sheeted. The convention followed throughout is that of taking the
positive square root. The surface defined in this
manner is referred to as the upper Riemann surface. For one to evaluate the integrals, the branch
cuts from the branch points must be defined. The
convention used here is the same as that of Ott
and Brekhovskikh, who define the branch lines as
those contours along which the imaginary part of
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rqunthll\ ( H-1r1) is t.cru. 'l'h<' lmuwh lim· i" llw

dmln lin1' in Figure H-,!.
The bmnch poiHis mt~:;t be

1:tht1 itHo

account

(B -20)

for ~addk~ point at1gks greater than c.{. As illul'tratcd in Figure B-2, for a >a'', in order to ddorm

c

contour

into

r,

the branch point

er

must be

cro:5sul. A modiilt·d intcgmtion contour to take
Or into account i:-; sltow11 in Figure B-3. A'?. lon14 as
a ntH! ,;r art well sepn,ralcd, the saddle-point and
hrat1ch ~ point contributions can be l' Valuatcd
~ c paratdy. 'r' hc contribution of the branch point
L1 a sccollll-ordcr effect (Ott, I'J-11) as long as

where the contour H runs from i oo to ()c on the
left of the branch cut and from oc back to i oo
along the right of the branch cut. For approximate evaluation, In is rewritten

and an approximate evaluation of the
contribution can be obtained using
the method of steepest descent. In general, ac is
obtained by substitutin~ ()=()c in equation (B-11).
In the particular case of two perfect dielectric
materials, i and j, forming the boundary,

a ~ Oc

brnnch ~ point

,.

at.;

where the Hankel function has been replaced by
the first term of its asymptotic expansion. The
superscripts + and - on A (O.i) denote the sign of
the radical in equation (B-H>) taken in A (0.), and
the contour B' runs from {)~1 to ioo. The contour
B' is deformed into the steepest-descent contour,
B", away from 0~1 • The path of steepest descent
is defined by

= sin- 1 ('~i)
k~- ,

and

The stc<!pcst~desccnt evaluation of the branchpoint contribution is sumn1arized as follows: The
branch cut integral has the form

Im ikiR cos (0,- a) = constant

(B-22)

and is illustrated by the dotted line in Figure B-3.
On the assumption that kiR » 1, so that only

Im e
\
\
\

\
\

\

r

\

\

FIG. B-l Complex 9-plane showing modification of saddle-point contour r to contour B in order to account for
branch-point contribution, and path of steepest descent (dolled line).
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angl es very dose to ft;, 1 cont ribu tc significantly to
the intt~gral, 0~, can be set equal to O~J in all expressions in the integrand except for the radical. ln
general,

A +(8,) - A~ (8,) = F(8,) cos fJj,

(B -29)

(B-23)
Rearranging equations (B-24) ancl (B-28), one
finally obtains

and the integral is approximately
-ik~+ l

I H = ~----·-·

2TV

e ·-t(2n + l)ll'/4

(B-30)

(B-24)

For lowwloss media, 8i) is dose to the real axis for
k1<f~i or close to th<~ 7r/ 2 line for ki<kj in the
complex 8t: plane. The method of solution of the
integral in equation (B -24) is slightly different in
the two situations, but the results are identical.
Here, the 8~1 will be assumed close to the real axis.
The approximate solution is valid for fli1near the
1r/2 line.
Along the steepest-descent contour near flih

where u is much less than unity. Then,

cos (J . ~
1

-

(k.

2 - k~ 1/4
- --~
) '
k~

.

e- ur/ 4 y'2u

)

(B-26)

The integral in equation (B-24) becomes

ie-<•~<y2 (k,' ~ k:) '"•"'"

.f

B"

oo• (6/;-•l

1

y'u

Now, the integral

e- k;U ein

(a-1/~j ) udu.
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RADIO INTERFEROMETRY DEPTH SOUNDING:
PART II-EXPERIMENTAL RESULTSt

r A M 1-: s

b Av1D
1\t'\
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In ~uth highly rc:-~istivc gcolo~ic cllvironnwnts
icc shcl'll'l, !'lalt layers, and the moon's ~urfacc,

I

model and from lield tests 011 two ~laciers nrc
i11tcrprctcd on the basis of the I henrctiral results
of Part l. If the upper layer is thick, the pattern
is wry simple and the diekclric constant of th e
layer can be easily determined. An upper hound
on the loss tangent can be estimated. For thin
layers, the depth can be ddcrmincd if the loss
tangent is less than about 0. to, and a crude estimate of scattering can be made.

radio waves penetrate with little attenuation.

The field st.rengths about n. transmitting anknna
placed on the surface of such an environment l'X-

hibit intcrfl•rence maxima and minima which arc
indicative of the in-situ electrical properties and
tht• presence of subsurface layering.
Experimental results from an analog scale

Theoretical back~round to the method and a
general introduction to this series of paperc;; is
presented in Part I by Annan (1973, p. 557). In
preparation for interpretation of lunar data, we
have tested the method both in the laboratory
with analo~ scale models using wavelengths in the
<.·entimd.cr range and in the fi<'ld on glaciers using
wavt•ll·n~ths about thL· sanw as will he used on the
moon. These results a.n· pres<'n!ed hl'rc.

INTRODUCTION

The attenuation of electroma.~nctic waves prop-

agating through terrestrial rocks is extremely
high due to the moisture content; as a result, EM
methods in the radio-frequency range have not
found general use in exploring the l'arth. A ftw
highly resistive geologic environments, such as
in' shl'ets (Evans, 196,~, lW1S, IW11; Jiracck, 1967)
and dry su.lt larers (Unterberger et al, 1970;
Bolser ct al, 1972), arc sutliciently dry to be
transparent to radio waws. The uppermost layl'rs of the moon are also v~ry n~sistivc (Strangway, 1969; Saint~ Amnnt and Strangway, 1970),
and typical attenuation distances (or skin depths)
for lunar material arc shown in Figure 1.
In these materials, EM waves propagate with
little attenuation and arc useful, in theory, for
depth sounding. The Surface Electrical Properties Experiment, which was developed for Apollo
17, uses such a method to mea:;ure the electrical
properties of the moon and to search for layt~ring.
The method is based on the interference pattern
generated between various radio waves.

INTERFF.ROMin'RY TF.CHNIQtTE

Radio-frequency interferometry (RFl) is describ(•d simply as follows: A transmitter and associated antenna on the dielectric surface ~enerate
RF waves which arc received and amplified at
som<' dist.a.nce. Several waves reach the receiver
·--·e.g., A, B, and C shown in Figure 2. Because
the various waves travel different distances and/
or at diffl~rent velocities, they interfere with each
other. The interference pattern can be gl~neratcd
in one of two different ways. Either frequency or
distance can be varied, holding the other constant.
Frequencies of 500 kh1. to SO Mhz and distances

t Presented at the 40th Annual International SEG Meclin~, November 9, 1970, New Orlean!'., Louisiana. Manuscript received hy the Editor Apri16, 1972; revised manuscript received November 22, 1972.
• University of Toronto, Toronto 18 I, Ontario, Canada.

t MassachuRelts Institute of Technolo~y,

Camhrid~e,

Massachusetts 02139.

§Presently on leave to NASA Manned Spacecraft Center, Houston, Texas 77058.
@ 1973 Society of 'Exploration Geophysicists. All rights reserved .
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~S.E.P....,.

E

FIG . 1. Attenuation distance in lunar surface mall·riul: 1. Weaver (1965) - thermal ('mission; 2. Tyler (196R) -histnlic radar; 3. Chung et al (1971) -- igneous sample 12002,58; 4. Katsuhc and Collet\ (IIJ71) breccia sample
10065; 5. Katsuhc and Collett (197\) ----fines sample lOOM; 6. Gold eta) (1971) -- fmcs, various densities. The frequency range to he used in the Surface Electrical Prorwrtics Experiment on Apollo 17 is marked 'S.E.P.'

of a few meters to a few kilometers arc characteristic. However, it is not feasible now to build a
tuned sweep-frequency ant enna that gives interpretable results over our frequency band of interest; thus, we restrict ourselves to the variation
of distance of a few f1xcd frequencies.
Two criteria must be met for the RFI method to
efTectivcly detect and determine depth of a subsurface boundary. First, the dielectric medium

must have a loss tangent less than about 0.1, or
the amplitude of the waves that travel in the
medium will be too low to interfere well with the
direct wave- i.e., the medium probed must he
transparent at th e frequency used. Second, there
must exist a contrast in electrical or magnetic
properties below the surface in order to reflect
energy.
Several waves are generated which are im-
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AIR OR VACUUM
Xmiller

RCVR

REFLECTOR
FtG . 2. The basic int erfero metry concept. The interference of the direct waves A and B
and the reflected waves C is measured at the receiver.

portant ncar the source. Their gcomdric relations
arc illustntted in Figure 3. Two spherical wavt's,
A and C, trnvd directly between the transmitlt·r
and the n•ct·ivcr. Wave C travels in the uppt·r
medium (nir or vacuum), and wavl~ A, in the
earth. Since these waves have rlitTcrcnt velocities,
they will interfere with each other. This interference gives a measure of the didectric constant
of the lower medium, since the greater the difference in th e velocities of these two waves, the
greater will be the interference frequency.
The flank, head, or lat eral wave B and the
spherical wave A give the transmitting antenna
a highly directional radiation pattern. The lateral
wave satisfies the boundary conditions imposed
hy wave C at the interface, since the horizontal
phase velocity of B in the earth is the same as that

of wave C in the upper nwdium. To have the same
horizontal phase velocity, wave B propagates
downward at an angle {:J as shown in Figure 3.
This angle is the angle of total internal reflection
lwtwecn the two media familiar to seismologists,
defined hy

sin 11

where the critical angle 11 is the angle between the
negative z-axis anrl the direction of propagation
of wave B, and Eo and Et are the dielectric constants of the upper and lower media, respectively
(assuming nonmagnetic media). The ainplitudes
of A and Hare largest in the direction 11. 'I his feature is important in RFI depth sounding since
energy is preferentially transmitted downward
at an angle 11.
The spherical wave A, traveling in the lower
medium, also has a COii1plementary wave which
matches the boundary conditions. An inhomogeneous wave D is produced at the surface; this
wavt propagates radially from the source with
the velocity of A, but decays exponentially with
height above the surface. This wave is significant
11('ar the boundary, hut its l!ffect decreases as the
receiver moves away from the surface.
A "crit iced distance" r,. is dcfmt·d as

rr = 2d tan {3,
i'H;. J. Wavcfrontsalthcair -di elcc tric (::: = 0) l>ound arv. pi~ 1he radial direc tion from the sourct·. Medium I

i~ ·air or vacuum (f"' f.J•:), and medium IT is a dicl (•c\ric
(£ 1, Itt ) . .. 1 is a s~rherical wave pro pa~a ting radially in

n

medium 11; is a head wave propa ;.~a ling downward at
the critical angle; (.' is a spherical wave propagating
radially in medium 1; and /)is an inhomo~t:IH'OU ~ wave
propagating radially in medium 1, hut attenuating ex
poncnlially with height .

(1)

(2)

wher<" d is the depth to a plane horizontal rl!fhctor. Three general regions exist: t hl! near-field,
where the transmit ter-rccciver distance is much
less than r,.; tlw region ncar the critical distance,
where the bulk of the reflect ed energy arriws;
and the far-f1cld, well beyond r,.. In the near-field
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till' illlt'rartion hct\\' 1'1'11 tilr two spherical wave~
t\ and C dominate~ and can 1)(' used to nwasure
tlu: dielectric constant of thl' upper layer. J\s the
transmittcr-n·cl'iver dista11ce approaches'"' sevrral diiTcrcnt waws with roughly comparable
magnitudes arrive and produce a very confusing
inlcrfcr<'nCl~ patt~·rn. In thl' far -li<·hl, multiple
rl'llect ions arc important, and only the normal
modrs of the systt'm propagate with low attenuation.
From data obtainrd in I lw I hrec regions, I hrcc
pieces of informal ion ran he dckrmined. The
didcctric tolls/an/. is relatl'd simply to the spatial
fn·qm•ncy in the ncar -field . The dcp/11 to an interface can bt' rou~hly estimated from tht' dielectric
constant and tht critical distance. Third the
shapt' of tlH· c urvt• and till' numhn of far-field
peaks arc indkuti\'1.' of tlw loss /f/1/~t'lll of the
uppt•r layer .
Two diiTetTlll ro11tigur;1 I ions of l'quipnwnt have
bct•nus{'d in our tests; tl:llll!'ly, horizontall'lcctric
dipole sourcrs \\'it h magn!'l ic dipole rccl'ivers for
field work, and a \'ertiral tnagndic dipole source
with an ckclric dipole rereivt·r for early analog
scale-model studies. Both horizontal electric and
vertical magnetic dipoles produce horizontally
poln.rizcd wan~s. Since the E-fidd polarization is
then pcqwndicular to lht• plane of incidence, the
rctkction codlicit·nt docs not go through the
Brewster angle null, which is ;tssociatcd only with
waws pola.ri1.cd in the plane of incidence on the
assumption uf nonnmgnct ic materials.
The gt•tter:tl conti .u :uration and notation used
art• shown in Figure -l for the electric dipole. The
dipole is on the surface, extends along the .r-axis,
and traverses arc run orthogonal to it. For this
configuration, approximate tlworl'lical solutions
for components liz twrtical magnetic field), liP
(radial magnetic fidd), and H<J. (tangential electric
11cld) havt~ been found. The other components
arc negligible for the case o( infinite horiwntal
plane boundaries. Nonmagnetic materials have
been assumed throughout so that J..l.o=J..I.t=f.£2·
Three cases involving infinite plane horizontal
layers have been studied theoretically:
(a) the half-space;
(b) the two-layer earth with a perfect rdkclor
at some depth; i.e., either tz ··~ oo or tan (JT .... oo so
that the reflection coeflicient of the lown boun dary is always unity ;
(c) the general two -layer earth in which tt ~t~
and tan Ot~t.an Dz. For the experimental results,

t!H· mnterirtl propntil':-i :m· :-;urh that only m:-;cs
(a) and (b) need lo lw considtrcd. Theoretical
computations arc compared with both scalemodel and glacier field data. First, howtver, a
brief description of the scale model and the fteld
tests will be giwn.
ANAI.OG SCALE MODEL

Scaling o( an t:>lectromagnet ic model is particularly simple wlH:n the conductivity is negligible·
The wavelength is inversely proportional to the
frequency used, and all other relations remain
invariant. In our scale model, we used microwave
frequencies with free-space wavelengths of 3 to 5
em. By scaling all data in terms of wavelengths,
model, field, and theoretical results can readily
be compared.
The first scale modd consisted of a klystron
source at I 0 ()hz feeding a vertical magnetic slot
antenna, a small diode receiver, a traversing
syst•.:m, and an automatic recording arrangement.
The dielectric used was dry, pure quartz sand
(IClO mesh), and the reflector was an aluminum
plate. The plate and sand were contained in a
plywood box with sides that sloped out at about
-t-5 degrees. The box was approximately 30 wavelengths long and 15 wavelengths wide, at the bottom. The setup is shown schematically in Figure

z

FH; . 4. General configuration nf a horizontal electric
dipole over a two-layer earth . fi is the real dielectric
constant, /J.i is the permeability, and tan o, il; the loss
tangent of the ith layer.
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X - V recorder

Small motot and

potent! ometcr

Wood
enclosure

FH: . :;, The twalo~ scale model. The transmitter was composed of a klystron tube radiating at 10 <~H;~, into a rcctun~ulnr wave~uide. A vertical magnetic ~lot antenna was formed by a slit at the end of the waveguide . The transmit·
ter could he raised or lowered. Si~tuds were tcceivl'd hy a small diode which couid traverse for about 20wavclengths
at any hei~ht. The dielectric usrd was quattl. sand and the reflector was a flat aluminum plate . Received si)!;nal

strength versus receiver position was n·cordcd directly on an X · V recorder.

A later vcr ~·don of the ~cak model using transformer oil as a liquid dil'kcl ric has also proved
very successful. The transmitll'r and receiwr
Wt'rl' small l'll·ctric dipole~, operatt·d at (, (;h~,,
and lhl' modl'l wa.s containt'd in a tank lim·d \Vitlt
microwave absorbing material.
The validity of our expcrinwntal arrangeml·nt
was initially tested by comparing modtl result~
with tlworetica.l prediction~ for a wry ~impk
case. Till' transmitter and rcceivn were both
placed at height It above the aluminum plate
without the sand .
From Part I, the EM radiation from a vertical
ma.~nctic dipole at height II over a magnetically
uniform half - ~pacc is described completely by the
vertical magnetic Hcrti'. vector, ,given by

R = fr~

~.

1r:

=

+ (z --

lt)~p

r,

(4)

and

Tht' tangt'nl ial ckctric lield

Eq,

= - IWIJ.

1':,~

is then

c17r:

or

eikor (

iw!J. [ --~ -

~)

iko

(6)

z :2: 0, (3)

where k0 is the wavenumber, l<n 1 is the retlerlion
cndlicicnt at the boundary (z = 0), R is tltc direct
distance to the n·ccivcr, and N' is the distanct'
traveled by the retlccted wave. If the boundary i~
a perfect rdlcctor, R0 , = -I . For the receiver at
height It:

Then,
l~(r, It)

eikor (

1)

= /1 [ - ; - i - ,.

(7)
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where A= - iw#-£(47r 2 / X~ ) and is an arbitrary sealin~ factor for n unit mn~nl'lic dipole, r is the transmitll'r-rccl'iver separation in wavel engths, It is
th e tra nsmitter-receiver heigh t abov e th e refl ecting pink in wa velength s, and X is th e wavelength
in free-space.
Typical comparisons b etween theory and experiment are shown in F igure(,, The agreement in
the position of the p eaks is very good. Although
the ampli t ud es are on an arbitrary scale and are
therefore not directly comparabl e, the ratio between ea ch theoretica l and experim ental peak is
approximately constant. Experimental d eviations
from th eoretical solutions arc not large and are
prim a rily due to refl ections between the transmitter and eith er the receiver or the sides of the
box. The good a greement between calculated and
measured curves was taken as the main proof
tha t the experimenta l arrangement was satisfactor y to measure interference b etween various
waves.

ohm-m havl' been nwasurccl consistently (e.g .,

19h7 ; Krlkr and Frischknecht,
lW11). A few gl a ciers have been ca.rdully mapped
and are a ccessible for tldd tests . W c sclcclt'd two

Ri.ithli :; b e r~cr,

GLACIER HELD TESTS

!utroduction•
Icc is one of t he few t crresl rial rocks with u niforml y high resisti v ity . R esistivities of l()i• to 10 7

on which to t est the R F1 techniqu e.
The dielectric properties of icc and snow have
been reviewed by Evans (IW>S). Th e dielectric
properti es of glacial icc and snow have been
studied in situ by Watt and Maxwell (lW>O) and
by Walford (1968). Two paramet ers arc important
-the dielectric constant and the loss tangent.
Ice has a relaxation in th e audio-frequenc y range,
but unlike many dielectric materials has no ne
near th e radio frequencies. Hence, while th e value
of its dielectric constant is fr equency ind ependent
in the radio frequ encies, th e valu e of its loss tangent is roughly inversely proportional to frequency and is strongly temperature d ep endent.
From 1 to 30 Mhz, th e va lue of th e dielectric
constant is 3.20 ± 0 .05 and is fairl y independent of
frequ ency, impuri t ies, or tempera t ure. Over th e
same fr equencies, .f- ta n 5""'0 .25 at 0°C, but
J·tan 0""'0.10 at -10°C, wh ere / is the fr equency
in Mhz. Although the effects of impurities, crack s,
air bubbles, and fr ee wa ter on the loss tangent arc
not well understood, the valu es for losses in gla
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FIG. 6. T ypical theoretical and ex perimental curve~ for calibration of th e sca le mod el. Dashed line is lh eorl'~lical
and solid line is scale model. C urves for a depth of :~ wavelengths are on t he left , and for 5 wavel engt hs, on the nght.
No dielectric is present. Scaling is diiTcrent for each of the four curves.
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Cro:-~s- ~ection

lkm
of the Gorncr Glacier, from Swiss seismic data.

cicr ice are not appreciably rliffercnt from those in
pure icc.
Thl' inverse- freqtH~ncy dependence of the loss
langrnt in iCl~ implies that thr attenuation of an
EM wa\'c in icc is directly proportional to the
ab~olute di~tn.n Cl', not to the numbl'r of wavelengths that t.lw wuvc travels. Thcrdon·, the
maximum sounding depth in icc free of !:'Caltering
bodks is virtually independent of the frtquenc~r
u~t·d hy any radio or radar technique in the frc qm·twy range from 0. t to nearly t 000 M hz.

The Gomer Glat:ier
The Gorncr Glacier, located in southern Swit-

:t.crland, has been extensively drilled and mapped

seismically for the Swiss llydrnelect ric System,
and a longitudinal section of the glacier is shown
in Figure 7. It is a deep glacier; the depth in the
test area to the postulated watcr-tahlr is ahout
400 m and the depth to bedrock is SOO m. It is
effectivdy a half-space for the interferometry
technique.
Equipmrnt used on the tests, run in September,
19(>9, wa.s hoth simple and portable. The transmit tcr was a General Radin 1330/\ bridge oscillator, which fed the transmitting antenna through
a ferrite core t to 1 balun. Two types of transmitting antennas were used: an untuned hori;r.on tal electric dipole and a small (X / 10 diameter)
loop as a vertical magnetic dipole. Output. power
was less than ! watt. The receiver was fed by
either a 5-m electric dipole or a Singer single-turn
1-m diameter loop, with simple broad-band
matching to the SO-ohm input impedance of a
Galaxy RSJO communications receiver. The receiver output was read from a Hewlett - Packard
427 A portable voltmeter and recorded manually.
Field procedure consisted of recording field
strength about every i wavelength along tra-

verses away from the transmitter. Frequencies of
1, 2 .t., 7, and 10 Mlu~ were used. E.p, llz, and liP
components were measured for both horizontal
dcctric and vertical magnetic transmitting antennas.

Tl1c :lthahasca Glaci(!r
The Athabasca (ilacier, located in Alberta,
Canada, has also been studied extensively: a gravity survey has been conducted by Kanasewich
( t963),scismic and drilling studies have been made
by Paterson and Savage (19h3), and EM and
resistivity soundings have been run by Keller and
Frischknecht (1961). A depth contour map, reconstructed from Pater::;on and Savage and showing our traverse line, is given in Figure 8. The
thickness of the icc along the traverse varies from
about 130 m to 280 m.
The Athahasca Glacier tests, run in March,
t 070 used a crystal-controll ed transmitter that
was operated at frequencies of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 24
Mhz. Output power was a bout one watt. It fed a
ribbon-wire tuned horizontal electric dipole antenna through a balun feed network. The antenna consisted of several number-22 wires, each
cut to the resonant length for a single frequency,
lying beside each other on the icc surface. Each
wire was cut to the resonant length of one of the
frequencies in free space and connected in parallel
to the balun feed. Each wire had to then be cut to
between 7S and 90 percent of its length in order
to reflect minimum power back to the transmitter.
This antenna was experimental, and several
problems may have been associated with its usc.
The amount of clipping needed to retune the
wires after they had been placed on the icc was
insufticicnt to account for the dielectric contrast
between ice and air . We ft.~d that each wire was
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Fill. X. Contour nmn of the i\thahasca (;lacier, drawn from tiH' seismic and drilling data of Paterson and

Suv&~~c (1()().~) . Bon·hol~·s. with d!';1ths in llHit'rs, are shown . Our intl'rferonwtr.\· travt·rse line is marked 000 m to

1500 Ill .

n·activdy coupkd to the other wir~·s, which then
radiated erwrgy. Th~·rdore, the longer wires were
dTectivcly long anl\'nnas (gn~ater than a half
wavdcngth) for tiH~ higher fn~quencics and could
have radiated significantly otT the orthogonal
direction. Tlw antmna was probably not well
coupled either to the subsurface or to the travcr~e
direction, and spurious rdll'rt ions could have been
r~·cciVl'd from th~~ sides of t h~· glacier.
The receiver and tlw licld procedure were similar to those used on the <;orner Clacier with the
following diiT~·n·ncl.·s: :\smaller ~-m-diamctcr loop
was used for I() and 32 M h~:. Readings were taken
every ,\ wavekngth, to a distance of 20 wavcll·ngths or until the signal was too low to detect.
Most. traverses wt·re run from N E to SW, although a few were run from SW t.o N E with the
transmitter di~;placcd to tlw SW t'tl<l of the traverst· line. Both II: and 11,, components were
taken, as wdl as one E~. traverse.
RESULTS

The ha(f-spacc
If the boundary hctwcl'JJ the first and second

layers is not important, tl1e only waves which
reach the receiver arc the direct. wavt•s through
the air (or vacuum) and th<" dielectric. This case

ts simple to sol\'1' theort'lirally, and suit(·s of
curves have been rornpikd for the 1•:,1., 111,, and //z
components (see, for exampk, Figure<)). There is
very good agrt'l'tlWnt bet ween t IH"ory and experi mental n~sults from the (~orncr (;lacier. Figure 10
shows a typical n:perimental curve and a series of
t heorctical curves for various d iclectric constants.
The interference peaks and troughs align best
with those calculated for €1 == 3.2. By comparison
with curves like those in Figure 9, we have estimated tlw loss tangent to he less than 0.07 at
10 Mh~:.
One interesting feature of both the theoretical
and <'Xpcrimental half-space curves is that res ults
for the H: and R", components are identical, but
the peaks and troughs of the II, component arc
shifted 1 'A away from the t.ra nsmitlcr (sec Figure
II). This relation between the interference patterns in liz, Eq,, and 11,. provides a basis on which
to detect departures of the Jiclds from the halfspace response which could he due to subsurface
reflections or scattering from surface or subsurface irregularities.
Therefore, in a half-spare, R Fl can easily he
used to detcrmin(' I he dielectric constant. of I he
upper layn if \o\'e know the positions of the peaks
and troughs . Theurdical results indicate that the
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FJG. 9 . Tht·orcticul half-space curves for a dideclric constant of 3.2 and various loss tangents. l'caks and null s,
ar(! less distinct for higher loss tangents, hut their positions do not change .

of the lay<' r does not chang<' the position of
the peaks, but as the loss decreases, both the
sharpness of the nulls and the number of observable peak s increases. By measuring several
components it may be possible to determine if the
measurements have been affcct<'d by random scat-

lo~~

tering.

Two-layer earth:

Pc~(cct

rr.flalor

Calculations for the two-layer model arc more

complex. Exact t heon•t ical solutions have not been
obtain ed, but after performing I he mathematical
manipulations discussed in Part I, approximate
numerical ::;olutions have been compiled and
plotted. Typical suites of curves arc shown in
Figure 12 to illustrate the effect of changes in
dit·lect ric constant, thick rwss, and loss t.angen \,
of the frrst layer. Although the effects of these
parameters are not fully separable, in g<•ncral, th e
frequl'ncy of the initial peaks and troughs is indi-
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FIG. 10. Several theoretical half-space curves and an
experimental curve from the Gomer Glacier al 10 Mhz
(H, component). The experimental curve has peaks and
trou~hs that correspond to l he I heorctical curve for a
dideclric constant of 3.2.

catiVl' of the diekct•·ic constant: the position of
the main energy peak is determined by the thickness and tiH~ dklcctric constant; and I he sharpm·ss of the pattern changes with the loss tangent.
For this example, the dependence on loss tangent
is particularly noticeable for loss tangents in the
range .01 to .OS.
A suite of analog scale-model patterns and the
corresponding th eoretical curves are shown in
Figure 13. The dielectric oil had a measured dielectric constant of 2.16 and a loss tangent of
0.0022. In general, for thicknesses greater than 2
or 3 wavelengths the agreement in both position
and amplitude of the peaks and nulls is good. For
thinner layers the agreement is poorer, probably
because the theoretical solutions become less ac-

curn.t<' (sl't' Ptnl 1). I >iiTt·n·•H't•s hct wt·t·n expni mcntal nnd tht·url'l ind n·sults in tIll' IH'ill' lit·ld
may also lw Ctltl s cd hy lilt· tll('ot'l'tir:tl apprnxim;l
tions. They miKh t also l.w caused hy spurintls
reflections in the experimental tank from wires
connecting th e transmitting anll'nna to its source.
The other major di::-;crepancy bet ween the two
solutions is a.t the critical angle where the approximations made in the th eory arcmost significant. However, the good agreement between theoretical and scalc-rnodcl results has given us confidence in both.
The results from the Athabasca Glacier are
complicated by the fact that I he thick ness of the
glacier incrca,scs along th e traverse with a slope
of approximaiL·ly I: 10. Since the general theory
for this geometry is extremely dilllcult, a nd has
not been workt•d out in detail, v\'t• used theoretical
curves for several thicknesses near the nwan Iraverse thick ness for comparison . Such a comparison is not altogl'thcr accurat e, since the effec1s o f
a thickening layer depend on both t he thi c kn ess
and the rate of changt· of thickness.
Comparisons were made between data measured on the At.habasca (~lacier and many suites
of theoretical curves. It was found that I he family
of theoretical curves for the known parameters
of the glacier, when compared with th e experi mental data a s a whole, tilted better than any
other set, although there was some ambiguity.
Several examples arc sh o wn in Figure 14. The
experimental data were run through a simple
1, 1, 1 running average filler before plotting. This
filtering enhanced the m a in features of the curves
by reducing small ra ndom variations. The agreement between theoretical and experimental data
is far from perfect. I Iowewr, if it is n·cognized
that because the thirkn<'ss of the icl' is increasing
along the traverse, soml' moveout of the measured
peaks is to he expected, and a consistent pic I ure
emerges.
Figure 14 shows data obtained al 2, 4, X, and
24 Mhz on the Athabasca (;lacier, along with
three theoretical curves with depths bracketing
those along the traverse. As the frequency increases, the thickness of the icc, measured in
wavelengths, also increases, so that quite different
curves arc found for each frequency. At 2 Mhz
the curves arc smooth and regular and t.he agreement between theory and experiment is quite
good. At 4 Mhz the patterns arc more complex,
and although these arc similar features, the the-
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THEORETICAL •• ·-

GORNER GLACIER
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Fto. 11. Theoretical hnlf·spa.ce curves and results from the Gomer Glacier. Source is a hori:r.onta.l electric dipole
10 Mhz. Theoretical curves are for dicleclric constant of 3.2 and a loss tangent of 0.03. Peaks and troughs for the
Hp component are shifted away from the transmitter one-half wavelength.

Ill

oretica.l curves rlo not correspond exactly to the
experimental. At 8 Mhz the curves are complex,
hut the agreement is bett\.·r, especially the large
peak at about 7 wavelengths distance. At 24 Mhz
there are many peaks and troughs in both curves.
We feel the lack of correlation between theory
and experiment is largely dut.~ to many randomly
scn.ttcred reflections in the l'Xperinwntal curve.
At 24 Mhz the wavelength of 12.S m is the same
size as many crevasses nnrl surface roughtw::;s
fcntures.
ln l'!ummary, ns the thickn('S:" of t.lw dielectric

htyer increases, the intafcrence patterns change
from curves with a f~w well -defined peaks to

curves with high spatial frequencies and no large
peaks. These features are 5ecn in both theoretical
and experimental results. The fact that both JTP
and Hz components arc basically similar, although
they difft·r in their fine structur(', increases our
confidence in the match between theory and experiment.

ko

where Ao is the free-space wavelength; and if the
/~1,

(9)
then the beat fn!quency wawnumbPr k is

Ilk

=

27T'

-

kt - l~u = - ( v' f1
Ao

-

1).

( 10)

The spatial interfen·ncc wavelength>.,, is then

(11)
Therefore,

INTERPRETATION

This parameter is easy to obtain directly from
the data, since, as shown above, the direct air
and subsurface waves int('ract ncar the source
to give a pattern dependent only on this parameter . If the air wave has a wavenumber l<o,

(8)

Ao

subsurface wave has wavenumber

Et

Diclatrir wnstant

27r

= -,

= (

"A
~
"A,,

+ 1):t

( 12)

and can be obtained directly from the data . For
ice, "A,,r-v 1.27Ao.
/,oss la ngcnt

The loss tangent. can he estimated in a qualitative way from the sharpness of the patterns in the
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Fig. 12a. Theoretical interference curves for //, component over a two-layer cart h. Dependence on dielectric
constant is shown. I>epth=4.00() ~. LTl =0.0200, K 1 =varying.
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Fig. 12b. Theoretical interference curves for //,component over a two-layer earth. Dependence on thickness is
shown. Depth= varying;, LTt =0.0200. K 1 =., _000.
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Fro. 12c. Theoretical interference curves for II, component over a two-layer earth. Dependence on loss
tangent is shown. Dcpth=4.000X, LTt =varying, Kl =3 .000.
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FIG . l2d. Theore ti cal intt~ rfc re n cc curves fo r 1/, component over a two -laye r t~arth . I> cp('ndcnce on loss ta ngent
is shown . Dcp th=4.000 X, LTI = va ry in~ , K 1 =3 .000 .
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FIG. 13. Analo~ scale-model curves (solid line, F9) and corres;>onding lhcorelical curves (dashed line, 11:, K = 2. 16,
tan~= .0022) for various thicknesses of the upper layer. !•;q, and II, an· identical in this configuration . Dielectric
constant (K) and loss tangent (tan o) were measured independently.
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FIG . 14. Th~oretical curves and Athahasca Glacier results at (a) 2, (b) 4, (c) 8, and (d) 24 Mhz. (a) dashed/
dotted line, t.heoretical/1,, K == 3.2, tan 15 = 0.08; solid line, experimental Athahasca Glacier, /1" 2 Mh1.. (h) dashed/
dotted line, theoretical 1/p, K = 3.2, tan 15=0.04; solid line, experimental Athahasca Glacier, 1/p, 4 Mh1. . (c)
dashed/dotted line, theoretical lip, K = 3.2, tan 6=0.02; solid line. experimental Athahasca Glacier, 1/p, 8 Mh1..
(d) dashed/dotted line, theoretical ll,, K = 3.2, tan 6 =1Ul07; solid line, experimental Athahasca Glacker, lip,
24 Mh1.. Distance in meters (wavelen~ths).

near field. ln the near field the two direct waves
add to form peaks and subtract lo form nulls. If
the waves are about the same size, the peaks and
nulls will be sharp, but if one wave is much larger
than the other, there will be little interference.
As the amplitude of the subsurface wave decreases below the amplitude of the air wave, the

pattern becomes less sharp. An envelope formed
by joining the peaks and hy joining the nulls of
the interference pattern becomes thinner at a
rate determined by the loss tangent of the meciium.
In the Gorner Glacier data, the loss tangent
was estimated to be less than 0 .7/ f (Min), well
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within the published valut' ft1r icc. Ln the Athabascn data, reflections appear to disturb the two
direct wav<.~s too greatly to be able to ust· this
simplified approach.

Deptlt
An estimate of the dit·lectric constant and the
critical distance from the field data can be used to
estimate the depth. However, an assumption
about the dip of the reflector must be made. The
method fails if either the dielectric constant or the
tritknl distttncc cannot be estimated accurately .
Sr:attf'riug

One of the tnltjor unknowns in the application
of the RFl tt•chttiqut· i:-~ the cficct of irregularities
in the medium. It is reasonahk tq bdicve that the
effects of irn·gular surfaces, inhomogt~twit.ies
within the didcctric, and objects near lht• an tennas could nil Jwrturb the measured data. One
possible way to remove small random effects is to
appropriately filter the data, anci a simple running-average filter was used to enhance the pt·rtincnt features of the Athabasca Glacier data.
An estimate of scattering is important to understand geologic structure. During the Athabasca
trials the ll!P component, which should theoretically be null for plane horizontal layers, was observeci to he significant (though weaker than the
other components). Therefon~ , //tb provided a
IIH'a!'urcmcnt of the sral It-ring, which was consid emblc nt the higher frtqucncks. The similarity of
nll the components mtttsured on the Gorner (;la cier on the other hand implied that scattering \\'as
not si~nificant up to 10 1\,lhz .
CONCtt IS IONS

1. The RFl technique is a practical tncthod
with which to sturly layering in low -loss dielectrics
(tan8<0.1).
2. Three parameters of the upper layer can lw
estimated from the data: the dielectric constant,
the loss tangent, and an estimate of the thickness
to a reflector. Measurements of E = 3.2 and
j·tan ~=0.7 (/in Mhz) for icc are in agreement
with known results.
3. The method is an inexpensive way to sound
ice sheets less than a few hundred meters thick,
and could be used to study low-loss layers on the
moon.
4. Further work is requirerl to refine and quantify the interpretational procedure, to extend it to

more compkx ge\lmdries , and to undnstnnd
better the etlccts of random sratkrcrs.
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Interference patterns for em fields due to a. subsurface reflector below a layered lossy
dielectric arc calculated with the geometrical optics approximation for use in interpreting data
to be collected on t.he moon by Apollo 17 as well as data currently being obtained on terrestrial glaciers. The radiating antenna lies on the surface. All six field components are calculated and studied. For the endfire solutions the peak of the first reflected wave is found
to be different from that of the broadside ones. To facilitate a physical discussion, we plotted
the radiation patterns due to the antenna on the surface. We find that, although the maximum
broadside power goes into the first medium at the critical angle, the maximum endfire power
enters the first medium at the angle sin-1 [2n11/(1 + n') )11ll, where 1/n is the index of refraction of the first medium.
The surface electrical properties experiment

will be used on Apollo 17 to detect. subsurface

layering and to measure both dielectric constant
and loss tangent of the lunnr subsurface [Simmons et al., 1972]. In this hmar experiment.
n. horizontal electric dipole that trn.nsmits at
discrete radio frequeneies is laid on the lunnr
surface, and the electromagnetic fiE'ld amplitudes nre measurffi contimtously, aR n funet.ion
of distance, with a receiver and tn.pe rf'cordcr
mounted on the astronaut's lunar roving vehicle. Ideally they will travel along the direetion of the u.ntenna and also perpendicula.r to
the direction of the antenna. In actual practice
a pair of crossed orthogonal <iipoles radiate
sequentially at frequencies of 1, 2.1, 4, 8.1, 16,
an<i 32.1 MHz. The time window during which
energy at any given frequency is radiated from
either of the antennas is sufficiently long (several thousand cycles minimum), so that the
experiment is essentially that of continuous
wave interferometry experiment. The presence
of various waves produces an interference pattern. The peaks and troughs of the pattern
contain information about. the subsurface propCopyright @ 1973 by the American Geophysical Union.

erties of the moon. To interpret such data, we
present here the results of theoretical studies.
Additional details of the lunar experiment are
given by Simmons et al. [1972] and Rossiter
et al. r1972]. Applications of the technique to
the study of terrestrial glaciers nrc described
by Strangway et al. [19721.
WP take as our model stratified media. Antenna radi~ttion in the presence of stratified
media hn~ been st.udiPd for many decades
r Baii.os, 1966; Brekhovskikh, 1960; Sommerfeld, 1949]. Some theoretical investigations
specifically related to this experiment have been
undertaken already. Annan [1970] applied the
:-;addle point method and used the geometrical
optics approximation to solve for the vertical
component of the magnetic field on the surface
of a half-space dielectric and also a two-layer
medium. Kong [1972] abandoned the conventional use of potential functions and obtained
closed-form expressions for the reflection coefficients that embody all information about the
stratified medium. The symmetry of the reflection coefficients makes the evaluation of the
integrals comparatively easy. In this paper we
employ his formulation to determine all six field
components. Specifically, the problem considered

12R7
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here is that of a two-layer medium. We describe in some detail the steepest descent. path
based on the saddle point method.
Consider an electric dipole transmitting antenna. lying on the surface of a stratified medium. We use cylindrical coordinates (p, rp, z)
with the z axis perpendicular to the boundaries
of stratification. The dipole points in the direction of ,p = 0. The total electromngnetic fields
are decomposed into TM and TE components.
Above the stratified medium the solutions are

l:
f_:

H™

[t•- 1/
R

Sot

J

1/Sot- Sot
Su exp (i2ktad)
(4)

+

+ 11-•k;.

~J.;k;.

(5)

_ Etk;, - e,k;.
e,·k;a
e;k,.,

( 6)

11-ik,, 11-ik; ,

ij

-

S

+

ii -

where e, and II-• are the permittivity and the
permeability of the ith medium, respectively,
and k,, denotes the z component of the wave
vector k, in region i.

[Kong, 1972]
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where k, and k. are, respectively, the p component
and the z component of the wave vector k,
H 1 o> is the first-order Hankel function of first
kind, w is the angular frequency, Il is the source
strength, 11- is the permeability, and E is the
permittivity. Both the permeability and the
permittivity can be complex. In (1 ), R™ is the
reflection coefficient for TM waves, and in (2),
RTB is the reflection coefficient for TE waves.
For the two-layer case with the interface located
at z = - d, the reflection coefficients, calculated
from (31) and (32) of Kong [1972], are
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-(1/k,p)(1
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1/Rol + Rl'J exp (i2k,.d)
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+
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the intcgrands of ( 1) and (2), we write
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At this point we have obtained mathemati-
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cnlly the solution to om problem. However, in
ordrr to npply the solution to n model wit.h
numeri~~Al values assigned to the vnrious physical propert.irs, we must, evnlunte the various
expressions. In the next section we study the
nsyn1ptotic solutions of the nbove integrals by
using the ~mddle point. ml?t hod under the geometrical OI)tics npt1roxima.tions. And then in the
following see.tion we ilhtst.rnte the solutions with
plots of the interfEirence pntterns for a set of
possible values of physical properties of the
moon.

The convergence of the seri<>s is Rssured be-

cause nlon~ the originnl path of integration the
denominators of (7) and (8) are 1 + A, where
A is a complex number with magnitude less
t hnn 1 for all k~.
The first term in the power series expansion
gives rise to the half-space solution, which consists of the first two kinds of waves. Mathematically, the direct wave eorresponds to the
saddle point contribution, and the lRteral wave
corresponds to the branch point contribution
due to ku. The summation term gives rise to
all reflections from the subsurface. At each
observation point the number of reflections from
the bottom layer can be determined by exercising ray optics. Each optical path can be traced
back to an image source.
Now we consider the solution to the halfspace problem. The contribution due to a
saddle point at () for a typical integral takes
the following form:

AsYMPTOTIC EvALUATION oF INTEGRALs

In the geometrical optics approximation the
interference pattern is determined by three
waves: ( 1) the direct wave from the antenna,
(2) the lateral wave excited by the antenna
along the surface, and (3) the wave reflected
in the subsurface following ray optics paths
(Figure 1). We first expand the denominators
in (7) n.nd (8) in power serieA:

1 + RrB = Xo,[l +

t

m oa l

X,oRtom-IRu"'

J

· oxp (i2k,,md)
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=
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/

/

/

/

/

(13)

(14)

=

where we have used the transformations kp
lc sin () and k.
k cos 9. Here () and r are
rderred to the spherical coordinate system with
the origin at the A.ntenna; () is the angle between the radius vector and z axis Rnd corresponds to the observation angle. Note that near

1

J

~ eik,, H <0 (kpp)

+
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Fig. 1. Geometrical configuration of the problem. The three waves under geometrical
approximation are also illustrated.
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the ~mfnro 0 ~ 71' /2 . All fil,ld romponl"n1~ nrt'
rnlculn.h'd up to st'l;ond ordor in ,,~Q :trrording
t.o (1) nnd (2) by w~iug (14). Th~ result.s are
list.Pd in Appendix 1. For (} = rr /2 the dominant
terms are all of the order r-8 •
Nenr the surface thr contribution due to the
brnnch point at, k11 is nlso of order r-Dand cannot bo neglected. The integration around the
branch point gives rise to the lateral wave.
Assume n genernl form for F (kp) in (13) to be

m, n, p

~ 0

The branch point contribution I b of the integral
is
k m+l ·»- 2
I" = - i2 b _ L r .!:r=;;
P

'(1

+ i seo 9c
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372

(16)
p = 0

+ i ~ec 0
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cot 0) 372
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=
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t

m•l

fao

dkp

-co

~.£..
k1a

k1. X X R m-1 ik,•R m
·k
ot 10 10
e
12
p

(18)

The integral is now in the form of ( 13) , where
2md plays the same role as z before. We again
apply (14) to (18), and the solution is

8 \

P2
L

1

Ho(l)(kpp)ei2kumdD(kp)

u

L

(17)

where a
(kt9 - kD) 118 • For p > 1 the contribution is of order higher than p- 2 and is safely
neglected .
As was stated in the beginning, only the
waves that follow geometricnl optics paths are
considered. The solutions are of the order of
1/r. The integrals to be evaluated are

a

e-u+ ikl()

. (1

e ~ ot+ ik, p

u

u

Fig. 2. The complex plnne illustrating singularities and contours for the case of conducting
subsurface.
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u

L

L

u

kp = k, sin am

+

where R,. = [p 9
(2md) ~ ] 11 a and am =
tan.- 1 (p/2md). 'rhese results hold for k1d
1

>>

and d >> z. All field components are evaluated to
the order of 1/r in Appendix 1.
When the observation angle of the mth image
source a·"'
tan - l (p/2md) exceeds the critical
angle, branch cut contributions need to be included. Tho branch cut is evaluated by deforming to a steepest path t hrough the branch
point. In geometrical optics n11proximation contributions due to the branch points are usually
neglected. In deforming the branch cuts to the
steepest descent path through the branch point
nnd before deciding that the final contribution
due to th~ latter is negligible, we must show
thttt the deformation is vn.lid. If the deformation is invalid, two alternative approaches can
be taken. One alternative is to choose another
path, and the other is to choose a different
branch cut. When a,. is used in the integrals
or, rather, in the coefficients before the exponent ial in the integrals, we must remember that in
those coefficients two terms (k. and kaa) nre
double valued, and the proper one of those two
values must be taken.

=

Two-LAYER INTERFERENCE PATTERN

We now eonsider the interference patterns.
Our formulation includes different medium constituents fo r nll lnyers. We shnll illust rate here
two cases in which the first la.y('r is slightly
conductive and t he second layer is ( 1) a good
conductor and (2) a good dielectri c. Other cases
can be treated in a similar way. Details of the
complex plane are shown in Figures 2 and 3.
Plots of numerical results for all six field components are shown in Figures 4-6. In these
figures the H components have been normalized
by the relation
2

H = (Jl/41rA )Hnorm

whereas theE components have been normalized
by the relation

E = i(Ilwp./41rA)Enorm

Fig. 3. The complex plane illustra ting singularities and contours for the case of a uiclec:tr·ic

subsurf n.ce.

Case 1: Second layer is good conductor. Various
singularities and contours are shown in Figure 2.
The task is to determine reflections from the
bottom layer, which combines with the wellknown half-space solution to form the interference pattern. We note the following points.
(1) The transformation kP = k1 sin () is used. On
the branch cuts the imagi nary parts of k, and
k2. are equal to zero. They are shown as B 1 and
B2 in the diagram. Notice tlmt B, the branch
cut of ktr, has been stretched. (2) Here C is the
original path of integration k/' = 0; r is the
steepest descent path passing through the saddle
point am. Here BS1 is the steepest descent path
passing through the branch point 01 = sin- 1 (k/kt)
corresponding to that of k,; BS2 is the steepest
descent passing through the braneh point ,02 =
sin- 1 (k2/k1) corresponding to that of k2,. (3) On
the diagram the regions marked U are those
regions in which Im kt, > 0, and those marked L
are the regions for Im k1, < 0. (4) In the U
regions the integrand eikpt 2iks •md vanishes at
infinity. Any deformation that requires the path
at infinity to be in the U regions is valid. Therefore the path Bt can be detoured to BS1, and B2
to BS2. (5) The contributions due to BSt and
BS2 are smaller than that due to r and are
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Fig. 4. Interference pattern for
neglected in the geometrical optics approximation. (6) For a"' < e.', a"' occurs on the lower
sheet of k,, but for a"' > e/, a"' occurs on the
upper sheet of k,. Therefore, when passing
through the saddle point, the double-valued
functions k, a.tld k11 are chosen in the following
way. For a 111 < e1', Im k, < 0 and lm k2, > 0,
and for a ... > e.', Im k, > 0 and Im k2, > 0.
(7) In evaluating e1 = sin-1(k/k,) = e.'+ iet''
and e.
sin-l (ks/kt) = es'
iel', both e."
and 8a" are negative. If the media are nonmagnetic, these two Sommerfeld poles occur at

=

+

sin
sin

ep,
ep,

+ kl2) 1/2
2
112
k2/(kt + k2

k/(k2

2

)

Point P2 is marked on the diagram. Its effect can
be neglected if am is not near 71'/2. A sufficient
condition is that d 2 2.5X. In the practical
situation, p ~ 20X, and so am ~ 77°. (9) The
effect of the pole P. can be neglected. When
am ~ flt', am lies on the lower sheet, whereas Op,
lies on the upper sheet. When am > e/, the

_
0 .0

20.0

__

4.0

__

8.0

12.0

16 .0

20.0

DISTANCE IN FREE SPACE WAVELENGTHS

t1

=3.3, LT =0.005, ea = 500 i.

analysis is slightly more complicated. When we
detour the original path C to the saddle point
path r, we need to consider two other contributions, one being dur. to the branch cut B 1 and
the other being th r~ residue of the pole P •. In
evaluating B. we detour it to BS,, and, on the
detour, P. is again passed, and its contribution
is exactly the negative of the previous residue.
The net effect is that we only have the contribution due to BS1 left, and it is neglected in the
geometrical optics approximation.
Ca.se 2: Subsurface is good dielectric. The
various singularities and contours are shown
in Figure 3. We note the following. ( 1) This
case contrasts with the previous one in that 02
is at a different location. (2) The branch cut
Im k2.
0 cannot be detoured to BS2 because the detour involves passing through the L
regions at infinity. We thus choose another
branch cut such that Re k2.
0 (B3). The
upper sheet that we choose is such that Im k.
> 0 and Re k 2 • > 0. (3) Now Ba can be de-

=

=
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Fig. 6. Interference pattern for
toured to BSu, and BS. is neglected in the geometrical optics approximation. The pole Pa is a
virtual pole in the upper sheet. The pole P1 is
treated in the same way as in the conductive
case. (4) Finally, the choice of the doublevalued functions is as follows. For a"' < fJ/,
lm k, < 0 and Re k»- > 0, for a"' > fJ/,
lm k, > 0 and Re!c•• > 0.
The two-layer interference patterns obtained
with the above prescriptions are plotted in
Figure 4 for the conducting case and in Figure 5
for the dielectric case. For the first layer we
choose f.'
3.3Eo and loss tangents 0.005. These
values are poS'3ible for the moon [Simmons
et al., 1972]. They are also typical of terrestrial
glaciers [Strangway et al., 1972]. The interface between the two layers is taken to be four
free-space wavelengths below the surface.

=

DISCUSSION

The interference patterns may be best understood by separating the contributions of the
various waves. Thus we depict in Figures 7-8

~

=

3.3, LT

= 0.006, ._ ==

80.

two typical field components H. and E. separated into the half-space solutions and the waves
reflected from the first boundary. We note that
H., Hp, and E. are the field components measured broadside (i.e., cp
71'/2 ), whereas E.,
Ep, and H. are those measured endfire (i.e.,
cp
0). The maximums of the first reflected
waves for H. and E. occur at different locations.
To explain this difference, we consider the
radiation pattern due to the dipole lying on the
lunar surface. Under the geometrical optics approximation the maximum of the wave reflected
from the subsurface corresponds to the angle of
t.he Poynting power that is radiated into the
first layer. The power radiation pattern of the
horizontal electrical dipole at the interface is
shown in Figures 9-10, both broadside and end71'/2 the maxifire [LaTorraca, 1972]. For cJ>
mum power occurs at the critical angle sin- 1
(k/kt), and k1 is assumed to be real. But, for
cp
0, we find that the maximum occurs at an
angle sin-1 [2n8/(1 + n•)r'•, where n
k/k1.
We note the following. (1) If k1 contains an

=

=

=

=

=
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imaginary part, however small, the radiation is
null in the lower half space because, by definition, the radiation pattern is measured at infinite distances, and the Im k1 gives rise to an
exponential attenuation with distance, and the
power vanishes at infinity. (2) At the interface
of free space and a dielectric medium with
permittivity 3!o•, the amount of power that
radiates into the free space is calculated t o be
approximately 12% of the total power radiated
by the antenna. (3) In the direction of maximum power not all field components have to be
maximum. (4) Figure 10 shows that the null of
the endfire radiation pattern occurs precisely
at the critical angle. (5) A change of permeability from JJ.o to p. > JJ.o merely changes the
magnitude of kv. If p. becomes complex, the
positions of the various singularities change,
and the integrals must be reevaluated on the
new complex plane. (6) A small loss tangent
has small effect on the position of peaks and

€lSI

troughs but changes the amplitudes of the field
components drast ically. (7) The results obtained by choosir1g a different branch cut with
Re k,
0 agree with t hose due to the branch
cut 1m k ,
0. This is shown in Appendix 3.
The validity of our calculations can also be
verified by carrying out exact solutions of the
integrals. Tsang [1971] obtained such solutions
by numerical integration with a computer. The
computation is extremely time consuming, and
we show a single comparison. In Figure 11 the
exact solution may be compared with the
asymptotic solution under the geometrical optics
approximation. The calculation is done at a
receiver elevation 6 meters above the surface
in order to ensure fast convergence. It can be
seen that the geometrical approximation is not
good near peaks in the interference curves.
Mathematically, the peaks are those regions
where the saddle point am approaches the
branch point 01. The saddle point method

=

=
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crumbles. Using Watson's lemma (Appendix 2),
the criterion for the validity of t he saddle point
method is found to be
k 1R"'(sin 81 - sin
n - 1

a"'t >> 1

This condition can be Mhieved either by making
kt more conductive so that 01 has a bigger
imaginary part or by making R... bigger. But
both of these procedures will lead to a decay
of the curves and thus decretum the interference
effects ; they are largely und('Sirable.
One final point requires discussion. In the
geometrical optics approximation BS1 and BS.,

H/

11

•

-

1)

1l
e'AI' [
(
"' 7
sin fJ ik - ; Xot(9)
4

the bmneh point steepest descent path contributions, have been neglected. These contributions correspond physically to the reflections of
the lateral waves from the bottom layer. Thus
we have implicitly assumed that the energy
nrriving at the upper surface of layer 1 due to
the reflected lateral waves is small. For a better
approximation, these effects should be included.
APPENDIX

1

In tho vicinity of the surface (i.e., z << d, p)
tho Hix electromagnetic field components are as
follows.

+ 23r cos 8Xot'(9) +

9
2r Xo1 "(8)

8 in

J

sin</>
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·2=500 j
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Fig. 7. The reflected H. compared with the half-space solution, conducting case.
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where P(fJ) = k cos (} .¥ot(O), Q(O) = k cos
OYto(O), and Q1(0)
k~ C08~ OYa,(O). At
z << p, the terms Xot(O) n.nd Q(O) are much
smaller than their derivatives, Xo/(0), Xo/'(0),
Q'(O), nnd Q"(O).
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Watson's lemma states thnt for an integral
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Fig. 12. The choice of the bm.nch cut, Re k, = 0 yields re:sults identical to choosing the branch
cut lm k. = 0. Here r is the l:laddle poinL steepest descent contour, and 1'2 is the braneh point
steepest descent contour. L. connects 00 nnd a. I'' :'>\.arts from O" - oo to fJ = a . L 2 starts from
0 = a to O" - - oo. Thus L. = 1'2 + I'', and I' = I'' + D2.
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is of the fonn
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where B. is the sidl:' of br:\llrh cut with /m k,
> 0 and JJ_ is tho l'ide of brnnch c.ut. with
lm k, < 0.
To evalunte the int.egral, the path B_ is det.our~d to n path that consists of two pnrts.
The first part. L1 is from t.he branch point to
the saddle point, nnd thr srcond part L~ is from
the saddle point to infinity down the steepE:'st
dt'scf.'nt. path (Figure 12).
By Cauchy's tht'orem
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ELECTROMAGNETIC PROBING OF THE MOON

INTRODUCTION
Last December on the Moon, two astronauts set out equipment
for a very simple EM experiment: a transmitter with a half-wave
electric dipole antenna. They attached to the Rover a receiver with
a loop antenna and a magnetic tape recorder. They then proceeded
to measure field strength as a function of distance from the transmitter. From those data, we expected to learn something interesting about the electrical properties of the Moon. Today, I would
like to tell you about this experiment--about the theoretical work
that we have done so that we could interpret the interference
patterns, about the results of field testing both the experiment and
equipment on earth before the Apollo 17 mission, and finally, about
our present interpretation of the lunar data.
THE CONCEPT

Slide
The experiment is extremely simple in concept. This FIRST
1
SLIDE shows the essentials. A horizontal electric half - wa ve
resonant dipole is laid directly on the surface and radiates continuously. The amplitude of the radiation field is measured with
a small loop and a calibrated receiver. The data are recorded on
magnetic tape. We analyze the data in terms of continuous radiation
but actually use switched CW at the frequencies shown on the slide.
NEXT SLIDE please.
2
A very simple conceptual picture of the wave propagation is
shown in this slide. One wave travels above the surface, a second
wave travels below.
In the vicinity of the interface, these two
waves interfere and produce a distinctive inter f erence pattern. The
characteristics of the pattern depend uniquely en the frequency and
the electrical properties of the medium. A t h ird wave may exist.
If
a reflector is present in the subsurface, then a reflected wave,
labeled nc" in this slide, interferes with the other two waves and
complicates the pattern. The NEXT SLIDE shows two theoretical
interference patterns for a layer over a half space. The usual
features of such patterns are these: a rather rapidly decreasing
!unction of distance with superimposed peaks and troughs. The
exact details of the peaks and troughs and the rate of decrease with
d istance depends on the properties of the materials, as well as the
presence, number, and depths of reflecting horizons.
These two curves illustrate nicely the effect of loss tangent
of the material. The upper curve is for a loss tangent of 0.01, the
lower curve for 0.05. Note that the vertical scale is in Db.
So
there really is quite a large difference between the pattern for
different values of the loss tangent for a given geometry. The
NEXT SLIDE shows additional features that are typical of such inter~
ference patterns. Note on this slide that I have used linear scales.

3

4
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The high-spatial-frequency wiggles in the early part of the pattern
are related to the permittivity of the upper layer.
In fact, from
the spatial beat frequency, we can calculate the dielectric constant of the upper layer. The prominent peak at about five A is
caused by the reflected wave. The later parts of the pattern are not
simple functions of the dielectric constant and depth to reflectors:However, they are very sensitive to small variations in depths and
properties. For simple geometries, the origin of the peaks and
troughs can be readily identified. So let's look briefly at the
theoretical basis of the experiment.
THEORY
The calculation of the field produced by a dipole on the
interface between semi-infinite media of differing properties is
truly a classic problem in electromagnetic theory. Many in the
audience have contributed significantly to the development of the
present day solutions.
I am sure that most of you have e x ami ned the
solutions in various farms.
If not recently, then at least i n your
classroom days. The history of solutions to this problem g oe s back
to a 1909 paper by A. Sommerfeld and is replete with mistake s.
Indeed, because of the mistakes made by so many prominent sc ient i s t s
and engineers in solving the simple half-space problem , i t ha s b een
with some considerable trepidation that we have extended solutions
to our particular problem.
To put the solution in integral form is reasonably straight
f orward. NEXT SLIDE, please. We use cylindrical coordinates.
The transmitting antenna is located at the origin and we calculate
t he three components of the field at any point (p, ¢, z) .
I show
h ere the integral for one component only as illustration.
kp - transverse wave propagation : ector
Il - moment of the antenna
kz - a-component of wave vector
RTE - reflection coefficient
Hl(l) -Hankel function of the lst kind
The reflection coefficient is a function of the properties of
various layers and their depths.
The exponential term exp(ikzz)
accounts for the receiver height.
In integral form, the solution
is elegant and almost certainly free of errors, however, I find it
difficult to compare this integr~diectly with data. Of course, it's
in the evaluation of the integral that one is likely to make mistakes.
I have always suspected that's why theoreticians lose interest in
problems when they get the solution in integral form.
So we have
used several different schemes to solve the integrals for our
particular problem. First, we have solved the integrals numerically

5
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with Simpson's Rule which unfortunatley used rather large amounts of
computer time. This direct method has provided a very good standard
by wh ich to compare other solutions. A second approach to solving
the integrals used the geometrical optics approximation (GOA) . In
the GOA, we can readily identify the origin of the contributions to
the total field.
In this NEXT SLIDE, I have plotted the relative
amplitudes of the individual contributions to the solution for the
Hz field for a particular case. The half-space solution which shows
the many c haracteristic wiggles is identical to the solution that
was produced by Sommerfeld in his correct 1926 vers ion, and has
been reproduced by many other authors. An excellent dkscussion
of the half-space case is given in the monograph b y Ba nos. NOte
especially the relati v e amplitudes of the first reflection, second
reflection, third reflection, and so on.
It is from such plots as
this that we can understand the failure of the radiation fi elds to
d ecrease monotonically with distance. The contri butions from second
and third reflections have increased significantly the amplitude
of the field.
In adding these various reflections, one includes
of course, the phase of the signal.

6

Perhaps now is the appropriate time to emphasize that in the
SEP experiment we use only amplitude. We would have liked to use
phase also but the practical difficulties of detecting, measuring,
and recording both amplitude and phase seemed too great--at least
within the constraints of a flight experiment.
The NEXT SLIDE l ets us compare the geometrical optics approximation with the exact solution obtained with Simpson ' s Rule . We
think that the "fit" is quite good.

7

A third way to evaluate the integrals is that of mode theory.
We identify the poles of the integrals on the comples plane and use
8
the theory of residues to evaluate the integrals. Th e NEXT SLIDE
shows a comparison of the result of GOA and mode analysis. We have
also included data from a glacier traverse and I will discuss the
glacier data later. For th i s model, at least,both GOA and the mode
formulation give comparable results.
In actual fact , there is considerable overlap in model conditions for which this occurs. However, for very thin layers, one must use the mode approach . For
thick layers, the computation time for the mode approach is prohibitive and the GOA gives adequate solutions. So that we find in
working with ''r eal" data that we generally make a choice between the
two met hods on the basis of practicality when the layers are optically
thick, but for thin layers use the mode formulation.
And finally a fourth method that we have just begun using is
based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithm. With suitable
manipulation s of the integral, we can get it in a form to use the
FFT to solve the integral.
In order to keep credits straight, let
me mention that Ray Brown and Leang Tsang were mainly responsible
for the FFT method . The results obtained with FFT are identical
with those obtained with our other methods. Let me show some slides
for comparison . In the NEXT SLIDE, we show FFT, Mode, and GOA for
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a two layer model. Then, quickly, the NEXT SLIDE
Simpson's Rule for a three layer model. And then
we compare FFT and Simpson's Rule for a six layer
is especially useful for models with many layers.
disadvantage though that the source of individual
the solution is not identifiable.

shows FFT and
in the NEXT SLIDE
model. The FFT
It has the
contributions to

8-2
8-3a
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Given that the concept of the experiment might work, and given
that we have a mathematical formulation that appears to give reasonable looking results, we had to convince ourselves that (1) the
experiment really would work, and (2) we had a correct formulation
of theory before going to the Moon. After all, one would be rather
fool-hardy to go to the Moon to test an experiment only to discover
that he had chosen the wrong sign for a square root!
TESTING THE EXPERIMENT
We field-tested both the experiment concept and the mathematical
formulations on several glaciers. Why choose glaciers? In order for
the subsurface waves to propagate sufficiently far to obtain interference patterns, we needed a geologic material in which the attenuation
was low.
Everyone knows that ordinary rocks at the surface of the
earth are much too conductive because they contain water. We knew
of two such geologic materials that occurred in sufficient quantity
to provide useful tests--glacial ice and salt.
Both have quite low
conductivity. The geometry of glaciers seemed better for our purposes and so, early on, we decided to use glaciers. We have tried
the SEP technique on the Garnier Glacier in Switzerland, the Athabasca
Glacier in Alberta, Canada, and several glaciers and icefields near
Juneau, Alaska.
But let me describe the results for the Athabasca
Glacier only.
We chose the Athabasca for several reasons.
It is easy to
get there. One can drive to the foot of the glacier. One can even
drive tracked vehicles out onto the glacier.
In addition, several
other workiers had previously determined rather well the geometry of
Athabasca Glacier by several independent techniques including gravity,
DC electrical sounding, some EM sounding, seismic work, and the most
definitive of all, actual drilling.
Shown in the NEXT SLIDE is a
9
contour map of the Athabasca Glacier. On this slide, the dots indicate the location of drill holes. The heavy line indicates the
location of a SEP profile. Along this profile we were able to
match the depths to about 5 meters. The NEXT SLIDE is an example of
the data obtained on the Athabasca and the quality of the "fits" obtained. Quite frankly, not all field data could be matched equally
well with our theoretical curves.
Perhaps Dave Strangway will show
you some of the misfits. In addition to the gross features shown in
this slide--and often matched well--there were also quite a few other
features in the glacier data probably caused by scattering of the
EM waves off such features as crevasses, holes in the ice, boulders,
and bottom topography. Even though we had not identified the cause
of such features before the Apollo 17 flight, we were very comforted
to find that we could indeed match actual field data with our experiment with the theoretical curves.

7~

Incidentally, I should add that an unstated reason for choosing
the Athabasca Glacier is the excellent working conditions shown in
this NEXT SLIDE. Also our field assistants, shown in the NEXT SLIDE
resting up, rat her liked the Athabasca.
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A second method o f testinq our mathematical formulation was
that of model tanks.
We scale~ wave lengths and used three centimeter radar equipment, modified somewhat, to obtain interference
patterns with various dielectric oils and aluminum plates for reflectors.
Shown in thes NEXT SLIDE are the results for one exper13
iment.
I show this slide for two purposes--to illustrate tank results
and to indicate that for very thin layers the GOA is inadequate.
Notice that we match extremely well the experimental data with the
mode results. Note that we use the E-Field, rather than H.
In
scale models, at least as we construct them, we were unable to make
electrically small loops in order to measure the magnetic field and
have contented ourselves with measuring the electric fi eld at the
receiver. One of the distinct advantages of using tank models
for this kind of work is that one can vary the thickness of individual
layers over a large range and can see experimentally the conditions
under which the various solutions are satisfactory.
Thus, we had essentially three different techniques for verifying that the mathematical formulations for our theory of layered
media were e~tially correct. One, we could compare with the exact
calculations obtained with Simpson's Rule; two, we could match
experimentally-observed data on glaciers and could calculate thickness quite accurately; and three, we could match experimentallyobserved data from scaled models.
From these tests, we were quite
sure that our experiment could provide useful data from the Moons
LUNAR EQUIPMENT
Let's discuss briefly the equipment that was used in the experiment on the Moon.
In the NEXT SLIDE, we show the transmitter as it
was deployed on the surface of the Moon. Note the solar cell panels,
the sole power source for the transmitter. At 1 MHz, we used a power
input to the antenna of 4 watts. At the other frequencies, 2, 4,
8, 16, and 32 MHz, the power input to the antenna was 2 watts.
The
transmitter box was about 1 foot on each side.
The transmitting
antennas were carried on reels to the Moon and then deployed by
the astronauts.
The antennas were electric wires with traps placed
at the appropriate distances to provide tuned half-wave dipoles at
each frequency.
Total length of the transmitter antenna, tip to
tip, was 70 meters.
In the NEXT SLIDE, we see the antenna laid out
on the surface.
The Rover track was used as a reference for laying
the antenna.
The NEXT SLIDE shows the receiver and receiving antenna
mounted on the Lunar Rover. We were always concerned about parasitic
resonances in the Rover and the various tools nearby . As you can
see, the SEP receiving antennas were uncomfortably close to various
potentially disturbing materials. Apparently, and I use the word
with careful consideration, apparently the parasitic resonances did
not develop, at least with respect to the horizontal loop.
To date,
we have mainly analyzed the Hz component.
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The NEXT SLIDE shows the reciever in an opened condition and
17
the tape recorder being removed. Note the optical surface reflectors
used for cooling the receiver and the thermometer used to monitor
the temperature of the receiver. The whole tape recorder was returned
to earth by the astronauts. Let's now look briefly at what we've
learned from the data.
THE LUNAR DATA
First, the location of the lunar experiment. NEXT SLIDE, please .
The location of the Apollo 17 landing site is here. Previous missions
were here, here and so on. The Apollo 17 landing site is in the
mountains adjacent to the sourtheast corner of Mare Serenatatis.
The NEXT SLIDE shows an artist's sketch of the general region and
the NEXT SLIDE shows the immediate vicinity of the landing site,
including the valley, the prominent cliff that is 80 meters high,
and the majestic mountains. The planned and actual touchdown spot
is shown here. Note the route of the traverses. The location of
the SEP transmitter was just south of the LM, about here . We obtained data along the traverse from the SEP site towards Station 2.
We also obtained, but have not yet reduced, data from Station 4,
back towards the LM. We had planned to obtain data from the SEP
site towards Station 6 and beyond. However, a combination of
events prevented us. On reaching Station 6, the astronauts found
that the switch on the receiver was in the "Standby" position.
Subsequently, we were unable to obtain data because of overheating of
the receiver. We finally removed the tape recorder about halfway
along this traverse in order to prevent the loss of data that had
already been recorded.
So the data that we have from the Moon consists of the profile from the SEP site towards Station 2, plus
some data from Station 4, towards the SEP, Y7hich have not yet
been reduced. Let's now examine some of the data, and our interpretation of them, from the SEP site towards Station 2.
In the lunar equipment, we used two transmitter antenna
orientations, six frequencies, three othogonal receiving antennas.
So, 2 X 6 X 3 is 36 individual profiles for each traverse.
In
this NEXT SLIDE, I show you one such profile, namely the Hz component for the north-south antenna and for the 16 MHz frequency.
For comparison, I show the theoretical profile calculated for a
half space with dielectric constant of 3.2. Note how well we
match the locations of the peaks and troughs and the falloff with
distance. Thus, we are confident that we have the correct values
for dielectric constant and for loss tangent. We match equally well
the data for the other frequencies.
In this NEXT SLIDE, I show
the match for the 1 MHz Hz data. With a simple half-space model,
we match the data quite well with values of permittivity given in the
NEXT SLIDE. Note that the model used for each frequency is a halfspace. Because the skin depth varies with frequency, we inferred
that these data implied a continuous variation of permittivity with
depth.
So we drew a model with smoothly varying E with depth and
proceeded to calculate the interference pattern. NEXT SLIDE, please.
We used a 20 layer model and the FFT program.
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Much to our surprise the pattern showed no peaks and troughs.
It varied smoothly with distance. We therefore reject the model of
a smoothly varying £ with depth.
Our current approach is to restrict the models to a few
layers and to include finite discontinuities in £. We use the
"half-space" values of E as a function of frequency as a guide .
We have calculated 2 dozen models with this approach. None fits
perfectly.
I think, though, that several features have emerged:
First, the loss t a ngent is quite low--at least as low as 0.003 and
perhaps as low as 0.001. Second, £ near the surface i s about 3.2,
attains a maximum within 100 to 200 m of the surface and then decreases slightly. Third, discrete layers are present . Fourth, £
does not change significantly from 5.6 over the next 2 - 2 1/2 km.
Fifth, free water is not present in the outer 2 1/2 km of the Moon,
at least at the Apollo 17 site.
In this NEXT SLIDE, I show our present best model. As you can 25
see, the match is not perfect and we clearly have not yet wrung out
all the information in even the Hz data.
Let me sununarize the status of the SEP experiment. We have
26
developed and fully tested the concepts that the field strength of
the radiati on from a dipole antenna can be used to estimate the
electrical propert ies of subsurface materials and to determine the
geologic structure. We have applied this technique to the study
of the Moon and several glaciers. We suggest that the same technique
with some modifications may very well be useful for prospecting for
subsu rface water in arid regions and for the study of salt domes and
salt deposits.
In connection with the lunar experiment, our analysis
is still in progress but we have found a "best" model that fits the
gross features.
In closing, let me say that we had great confidence
that our equipment would work properly on the Moon. On the other
hand, we did have backup equipment in case of failure, shown in the
NEXT SLIDE. For some reason, Jack Schmitt insisted on wearing a
27
disguise whenever he practiced.
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GEOPHYSICAL SUBSURFACE PROBING
WITH RADIO-FREQUENCY INTERFEROMETRY*
by

J. A. Kong + , L. Tsang + , and Gene Simmons ++
Abstract:

The radio-frequency

interf~metry

method can be used

to probe interiors of celestial bodies and terrestrial areas with
low conductivity.
technique.

Several glaciers have been studied with this

An experiment based on this method was designed for

Apollo 17 to examine the lunar subsurface.

In order to inter-

pret the interference patterns, we have studied theoretically the
electromagnetic fields due to a dipole antenna on the surface of
a horizontally stratified n-layered medium.
used to calculate the interference patterns:
integration

Three approaches are
1) direct numerical

2) asymptotic evaluation by the saddle point method

3) residue series approach.

The asymptotic approach leads to the

geometrical optics interpretation.
to modal analysis.

The residue approach leads

Validity of the formulation is checked by

comparisons with analogue model tank experiments and actual field
data obtained from glaciers.

* This work was supported in part by NASA Contract No. NAS9-11540
and in part by the Joint Services Electronics Program (Contract
DAAB07-71-C-0300). The paper was originally presented at the
URSI Symposium held at Williamsburg, Virginia, December 15, 1972.
+ Department of Electrical Engineering and Research Laboratory
of Electronics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
++ Department of Earth and Planetary Sciences, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The subsurface of planetary bodies, including the earth
and its moon, can be examined with electromagnetic waves.

In

1955, radio-frequency interference fringes were used for geophysical prospection of underground water in the Egyptian
deser t 1 - 2 • Recently the technique was developed for use during
the Apollo 17 mission to measure the subsurface electromagnetic
properties of the rnoon 3 •

In the experiment, a transmitting antenna

cons i sti nq of a pair of orthogonal dipoles is laid directly on
t he lunar surf ace.

The antenna radiates sequentially at frequen-

cies of 1, 2.1, 4 , 8.1, 16 and 32.1 MHz in a time window of 100
millisecond for each frequency.

The time window is sufficiently

long that the experiment is effectively a continucus wave experiment.

A receiving antenna consisting of three orthogonal loops

is mounted on the lunar roving vehicle.

As the vehicle traverses

the lunar surface, the strengths of the magnetic field components
are measured as a function of distance from the transmitting
antenna.

The data are recorded on magnetic tape and returned to

earth for analysis.

The interference patterns of the field-distance

plot contain information about the electromagnetic properties of
the lunar subsurface.

To test both equipment and theory, experimente have been performed on
glaciers 4 - 5 in SWitzerland,
Canada, and Alaska

and on a scale model tank in the laboratory.
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In this paper, we present the theoretical basis of the
experiment and compare the various methods of attack.
mathematical model is a stratified

n-layer medium.

The
Each

layer is bounded by plane boundaries and possesses different
electric permittivity, magnetic permeability, and thickness.
Although dipole radiation in the presence of stratified media
has been studied extensively6- 16 , a proper account for the
interference fringes method is still lacking.

The geometri-

cal optics approximation was the first approach used in calculating intereference patternsl,lS- 16 • With the use of
the reflection coefficient for.mulation 14 , all field components
can be expressed in integral forms with a single variable of
integration.

In order to obtain explicit expressions for

the six field components, the following three different approaches are used to evaluate the integrals:
optics approximation,
numerical integration.

2) modal approach, and

1) geometrical
3) direct

The direct numerical integration can

be made to yield accurate results and is useful in calculating
near field solutions.

The geometrical optics approximation

consumes very little computer time and permits a very simple
interpretation in terms of ray optics.

In the modal approach,

the solutions are expressed in terms of summations over normal modes pertaining to the structure of the stratified med-
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II.

1.

THEORY

General Formulation
Consider a stratified medium of

n

layers.

is homogeneous, isotropic, and horizontal.

The electric per-

mittivity and the magnetic permeability of the
and

are
space.

lJi'

Both layer

respectively.
0

and

t

Each layer
ith

layer

The zeroth layer is free

are semi-infinite half-spaces.

An infinitesimal dipole lies on the interface between regions

0

and

1.

We use cylindrical coordinates

p,

and

~

z.

The origin of the coordinate system is at the dipole.

The

z-axis is vertical and perpendicular to the interfaces.

The

angle

is

is measured with respect to the dipole and

~

the distance transverse to the

z-axis.

p

The electromagnetic

fields produced by a horizontal electric dipole, located at
the origin of coordinates and oriented in the

x-coordinate

direction in free space, can be written in terms of their
transverse electric (TE) and transverse magnetic
fields in the form of integrals.

(TM)

wave

The TE and TM solutions of

the fields are:
_....!_
k p
z
!TE

a

CIO

J
-CIO

dkp(

WlJI1
8w

) (l+RTE)e

ik z z

H(l)

1

(kpp) cos

kp {1) '
-H
(kpp) sin
k
1
z

4>

4>

(1)

0

( 1) '
(kpP)
ikp H1

-TE
H

00

=-cof dk p

( i I R, ) ( 1 + RTE) e i k z z

a;

i

'I ').

n ( 1)
1

~ Hl( J )
kz

(y

,,

sin

~

p)

r:oryq

'~

( k p {;)

a in

1>

(1)
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ik
-TM
E
=

00

!

-oo

dk

p

. rR. (1-R™) eikzz
87TW£

~--

z

k

p

-i kz H(1)(k p) sin
p 1
p
k2 H(l)
p 1

00
-TM
H
= f

-

00

dkp (IR.)
87T

(1-RTM) eikzz

H(1)' (k P) cos
1
p

(k p) cos
p

<P

~

(3)

~

1 ( 1)
(kPP) sin <j)
-p Hl
(1)•
-k p H
1 (kpp) cos <j)

(4)

0
In Eqs. (1) and (2), Ii is the antenna strength, w is the angular
frequency, kp
vector.

and kz are the p- and z-components of the wave

H(l)
(k p p) is the first order Hankel function of the
1

first kind, the prime on the Hankel function denotes differentation with respect to its argument.

In the column matrices, the

first element denotes the p-component, the second element the
<j)-component, and the third element the z-component.

The reflec-

tion coefficients RTE and R™ include all contributions due
to the stratified medium. They can be obtained by means of
propagation matrices 12 which relate wave amplitudes in different
layers.
In this paper, we illustrate the solutions of the above
formulation with the two layer case, where the reflection
coefficients are deduced from (3) and given by:

RTM

=

RTE

=

TM2
1- (Rol>
1 [ 1 - 1 +
TM TM
RTM
Rol
Rl2 exp (i2k 1 zd)
01
2
1-(RTE)
01
1
[ 1 RTE exp (i2k zd)
RTE
1 + RTE
1
01 12
01

(5)

(6)
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For simplicity, we use
face reflector.

d

to denote the depth of the subsur-

Note that the ten integrals in Eqs. (1) through

(4) all contain either

1 - RTM

or

1 + RTE

in the integrand.

we solve the integrals by the following three approaches.
2.

Geometrical Optics Approximation
·
In the geometrical optics approximat1on,
we expand

a nd

1 + RTE

1 - RTM

=

1 - RTM

in a series.

TM
(1 + R10 > [1 + (1 + RTM)
10m

00

00

1 + RTE = (1 + RTE) [1 + (1 + RTE)
01
10m

™m-1 (R12)
TM m

ei2kizmd]

(7a)

TErn
(R12) ei2kizmd]

(7b)

2 (RlO)
=1

TE m-1

2 (R10)
=1

Each term in the series can be evaluated by the saddle point
method and attributed to a particular image source 15 • The
wave that arrives at the receiver after oqe reflection from
the subsurface can be traced back to the first image and is
identified with the first term in the summation series in
Eq. (7).

Similarly, the plane wave that arrives at there-

ceiver after
by the

n

reflections from the subsurface is represented

nth image and corresponds to the

nth term in the sum-

mation series.
The wave that reaches the receiver without reflection
from the subsurface corresponds to the first term in both expressions.

Thus, the first term is the classic half space

solution.

If there is no subsurface reflector the spatial

wavelength of the interference pattern
the refraction index

=

nt

~int

is related to

of the half-space medium by
(8)
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where

Ao

is the free space wavelength corresponding to the

transmitting antenna frequency.

From measurements of

Aint

we can estimate the value of the index of refraction of the

half-space medium.
When there is a subsurface reflector, the energy per unit
anqle launched from the transmitting antenna into the first
layer in the broadside direction, is a maximum at the critical

angle

ec

=

. -1

s1n

( 1/nt)

(9a)

If the peak due to the first reflection occurs at a distance

Pc' then the thickness of the layer, d , is given by

=

(9b)

In the endfire direction, the energy per unit angle launched
from the transmitting antenna into layer •1

is a maximum at

the angle
=

(lOa)

If the peak due to the first reflection occurs at the distance
pd' then the layer thickness is given by

(lOb)
The complete interference pattern is obtained by summing all
the wave components with due regard given to both amplitude
and phase.

It is sometimes suggested that Eqs. (9b) and (lOb)

be used to predict the depth of the subsurface reflector.

In

practice, the peak positions due to the first reflections in
the actual experimental data are difficult to identify.
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3.

Mode Analysis
In the mode analysis, we first find all the poles of

1 + RTE and 1 - R™ in the complex plane of kp.
path of integration from -oo

to +oo

The original

is then deformed to the

steepest path passing through the saddle point.

In the case

of a receiver near the surface the saddle point occurs at k

p

a

k.

The value of the integral is then equal to the sum of the residues
of each pole lying between the original path and the steepest
descent path plus the saddle point contribution and any branch

cut contributions.

The poles of

1 + RTE

and

1 - R™

are

determined from
TE TE
R10 R12 exp (i2k 1 zd)

= exp

(i21n)

(11)
(12)

Setting

1 • 0, 1, 2, • • •

yields positions of the poles.

Each pole corresponds to a wave mode 11 •
vector components

The modes with wave

k < Re(k ) < k 1 , Im(k ) > 0, Re(kz) < 0
p
p are surface wave modes. They correspond to

waves that reach the receiver from the surface and decrease
in magnitude exponentially as they leave.

There are only a

finite number of surface wave modes being excited and they are
the significant ones when distance is large from the transmitter.
The other group of modes are the leaky wave modes.
wave vector vomponents
and

Im(kz) <

o.

Re (k ) < k,
p

The

Im (k ) > 0,

p

They correspond to waves that reach the re-

ceiver from beneath the surface and increase in magnitude
exponentially as they leave the surface.

There are an infinite
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number of leaky wave modes being excited and they decay very
rapidly with distance from the transmitting antenna.

They are

tmportant only in the near and intermediate ranges.
In evaluating the integrals, the original path of integrantion is deformed to the steepest descent path possing the
saddle point.

For the poles that lie between the original and

the new path of integration, the corresponding modes are excited.

For the poles that lie close to the saddle point,

their effect on the saddle point contribution must be taken
into account by using the modified saddle point method.

The

saddle point contribution corresponds to the direct wave from
the transmitter to the receiver.
The number of excited modes depends on the thickness of
the slab.

When the slab is thicker, there will be more surface

wave modes existing between the old and the new path of integration.
will be

If the slab is sufficiently thin,,no surface mode
generated~

In addition to the saddle point and the pole contributions,
there are two branch points at

and

the integrand is an even function of
at

k1

klz'

does not contribute to the integral.

bution due to the branch point

k2

Since
the branch point
The contri-

corresponds to an in-

homogeneous wave decaying away from the bottom surface with
2
2
exp (-2 vfk 2 - k 1 d). Thus the inhomogeneous wave is important only when the slab is sufficiently thin.
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4.

Numerical Evaluation
The integrals in Eqs. (1) through (4) can be readily evalu-

ated numerically provided they are we\\ defined and properly
convergent.

In the actual computation procedures, we change

the Hankel functions to Bessel functions and integrate from
to

~

instead of

-~

has a singularity at
ular at that point.

to

~.

kp • O,

0

Although the Hankel function
the integrand as a whole is reg-

For the integrands to be well defined, we

must avoid the branch point

k p • k.

When

Im(k)

~

0,

branch point does not lie on the path of integration.

the
If

lm(k) • 0, we choose the Sommerfeld path for the integration.
Simpson's rule is used in carrying out the numerical integration.

The amount of computer time needed to obtain a given

accuracy is reduced in two ways.
of the factor

exp(ikzz)

the larger the value of

First, because of the presence

in the integrand, we choose

z

~

o7

z, the faster is the rate of convergence.

Physically, this choice corresponds to having the receiving point
above the surface.
is about

2

meters above ground when mounted on the Lunar

Roving Vehicle.

Akp

In the lunar experiment, the receiving antenna

Secondly, we vary the integration increments

as a function of distance from the transmitter.

tude of

~kp

The magni-

depends mainly on the rate of oscillation of the

Bessel function which for large value of the argument kpP

is

proportional to cos (kpp).
For comparison with other techniques, we have evaluated
numerically the Hz -component of a two layer model with a
perfect reflector. The frequency is 8MHz which corresponds to
a free-space wavelength of

Ao=

37.5 meters.

The layer has
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dielectric constant 3.3t 0 , loss tangent 0.01, and a layer thickness of 4A 0 • The results are shown in Fig. 6. The receiving
antenna has a height of 3 meters.

We used 6kpP as small as

0.5 to determine the increment 6kp.
6kp

= O.S/14A 0 : 0.004.

With a distance of p~l4A ,

The computation is stopped when the

0

absolute magnitude of the integrand becomes smaller than 0.002
of the accumulative area.

About 5000 increments are used typical

typically for computation.

Computation time on the IBM 360-65

was about 2 minutes per point as shown in Figure 1.
The numerical method has both advantages and disadvantages.
If the technique is properly applied, the results can be made
quite accurate.

But the computation time is large and it

provides no physical insight.

However, as opposed to other

asymptotic methods, which are valid only when the distance is
far from the transmitter, the numerical method is valid for all
distances.

Thus the numerical method provides a useful check

for other techniques of computation.

Most useful of all, it

supplements the asymptotic methods for near field calculations.
Because the magnitude of the increment
tional

6k

P

is inversely propor-

to p, the computation time per point for small values

of pis also considerably less than that for large values of p.
5.

Comparison of Theoretical Solutions
In

Figure 1, we show

Hz

as a function of distance calculated

on the basis of the three different approaches for a single
model.
with

The model consists of a single layer, 4A
£

= 3.3£ 0

and

tano

a perfect conductor below.

= 0.01,

in thickness,

between free space above and

The fields are calculated for a
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receiver at a height of 3 meters above surface at 8 MHz.

Inspection

of the figure shows that the results from the mode analysis agree
well with those obtained from numerical integration.

Note in

particular that the positions of the first peaks in the geometrical
optics approximation and in the mode analysis occur at different
locations.

In the following sections, the theoretical calculations

are compared with the various experimental results.

III.

EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION

Both the concept of this experiment and the equipment have
been tested extensively on glaciers and with laboratory-sized
scale models.

Because of the variability of natural materials,

we used several different glaciers--the Gorner Glacier in Switzerland, the Athabasca Glacier in Alberta,Canada, and several glaciers
that drain the Juneau, Alaska icefields.

Each of these glaciers

had been studied previously.

Because the shape, depth, and
17-20
physical properties of each glacier were known already
, the
data obtained on the glaciers can be used to check our theoretical
expressions.

Although we have collected data on several profiles

on the Gorner, about 50 profiles on the Athabasca and about 120
profiles with lengths of 1 to 1~ km on the Juneau glaciers,
we shall cite results for only two profiles.

These results

are typical of the other profiles.
1.

The Gomer Glacier
The Gorner glacier, located in southern Switzerland,

has been studied for more than a century.

The rather extensive

set of data includes the results of gravity, seismic, and (D.C.)
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electrical resistivity surveys.
glacier were well-determined.

The thickness and shape of the
Our field gear was

quite simple

and included a General Radio 1330A bridge oscillator for the
transmitter, a Galaxy R530 communications receiver, and homemade
antennas.

The glacier was quite thick in our test area.

In

Fig. 1 we show the interference pattern of the vertival magnetic
component for the broadside transmitting antenna at 10 MHz.

The

observed peaks and troughs match very well the corresponding
features in the theoretical curve calculated for a one layer
medium with dielectric constant

3.2t 0 (1 + i0.03). For one layer

media, the summation terms in Eq. (7) do not contribute.
2.

The Athabasca Glacier

The Athabasca glacier, located about 75 miles south of Jasper,
Alberta, Canada, has been thoroughly studied 19-20 also by such other
methods as seismology, gravity, electrical resistivity measurements, and drill holes.

The ice thicknesses measured by seismic

reflections and by direct measurement in boreholes agree quite

well and we use the profiles reported by Paterson and Savage
as standards with which to compare the thicknesses determined
from our electrical sounding technique.

In figure 3, we show

typical results, the interference pattern of the vertical magnetic
component at 2 MHz.
tal

Note the excellent match between the experimen-

curve and the theoretical curves obtained with both the

geometrical optics approximation and the mode analysis.

Our

interfero~etry data in~icate a depth of 180 meters which is in

aood agreement with the results of drilling, seismic and gravity
surveys.
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3.

The Scaled Model Tank Experiment

scaled model tank, operating at

A

6

GHz, was used to obtain

interference patterns for a dielectric layer with dielectric
2.16t 0 (1 + i0.0022)

constant

over an aluminum reflector.

The

General features of the model tank were described by Rossiter
et a1 5 •

With the mode analysis, we are able to match the

experimental curves fran the model tank experiment.

e • e' + ie"

which modes are excited, we transform to a complex
~18~~

euch that

kp • k ein

we illustrate on the
by the modal approach.

klz

and

k 2z.

and

Re(k 2z> •

e,

and

~z

To show

• k coe e.

In Fiq. 4,

e-plane the solution of the

Hz-component

There are two double-valued functions

We choose the two branch cuts to be

o.

Re(klz) = 0

Of the four Riemann sheets, we are interested

in the poles on the sheet with

Re(klz) > 0

and

Re(k 2 z) >

o.

The excited modes marked with circles are surface wave modes.
The excited modes marked with crosses are the leaky wave modes.
All unexcited modes are denoted by triangular signs.

In Fig. 5,

we compare the experimental results for layer thicknesses of

lA,

2.SA,

and

SA.

Note specifically that for shallower depths

the geometrical optics approximation fails to account for even
the gross features whereas the mode approach fits the experimental
data excellently.
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IV.

CONCLUSIONS

The radiation fields due to a horizontal electric dipole
laid on the surface of a stratified medium have been calculated
with three different approaches and compared with the various
experimental results.
reflection

The solutions are obtained from the

coefficient formulation and written in integral forms.

In the near field of the transmitting antenna, analytical methods
involving asymptotic expansion are not applicable.

Direct numerical

integration of the integrals by a computer is the simplest and
the most useful.

The numerical method for near field calculations

also yields accurate results and uses less computer time than far
field calculations.

When the receiver is far away from the trans-

mitting antenna, the integrals can be evaluated asymptotically by
the method of steepest decants.

For lossy media and large layer

thickness,. the geometrical optics approach gives rather accurate
results.

The interference patterns calculated from this approach

can be easily interpreted in terms of ray optics.

When losses are

small and layers are thin, the mode approach is most attractive.
The results can be interpreted in terms
medium.

of normal modes of the layered

Although the calculations and illustrations presented

in this paper were done for the one layer and the two layer cases,
the calculations can be readily generalized to handle more layers.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1.

Comparison of theoretical results.

These interference

patterns are calculated for a dielectric layer with
dielectric constant
perfect conductor.
wavelength.

3.3£ 0 (1 + iO.Ol)

overlying a

The receiver has a height of 0.08

The amplitude is normalized with the factor

I1/4n~~

Pig. 2.

Comparison of Gorner glacier data with theoretical
results for the vertical magnetic field component Hz
at 10 MHz.
a

The theoretical curve is calculated for

one-layer medium with dielectric constant 3.2£ 0 (1 + i0 . 03)

with the amplitude normalized with the factor Ii/4n~ 2 •

The

experimental curve is shifted upward to show the match.

Fig. 3.

A set of Athabasca data taken at

2 MHz, site

3 compared

with the theoretical results obtained with mode approach
and geometircal optics approach.

The theoretical results

are calculated for a layer of ice with dielectric constant
3.3£

0

(

1 + iO.lS)

is 8 db/division.

a·.d depth

1.2A

= 180meters.

The scale

8-18

Fig. 4.

The comple

a-plane for mode

analysis.

is made for a layer of thickness
and dielectric constant
perfect reflector.
.kz • kpcose.

1

The calculation

free-space wavelength

2.16£ 0 (1 + i0.0022)

The transformation is

lying on a

k p = k p sine,

The excited surface wave modes and the leaky

modes lying between the original oath of integration
and the path of the steepest decent are shown by circles
and crosses, respectively.

Fig. 5.

Scaled model tank experimental data compared with theoretical results obtained with the mode approach and the
geometrical optics approximation.

~he

model consists of

a layer of oil with dielectric constant
(1 + !0.0022).
~a~.

£

= 2.16£

0

The subsurface reflector is an aluminum
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Abstract
Two numerical methods are used to evaluate the
integrals

which express the EM fields due to dipole

antennas radiating in the presence of a stratified medium.
The first method is a direct integration by means of Simpson's
rule .

The second method is indirect and approximates the

kernel of the integral by means of the Fast Fourier Transform
(FFT) •

In contrast to previous analytical methods which ap-

plied only to two layer cases, the numerical methods can be
used for any arbitrary number of layers with general properties.

I.

9-3

Introduction

In the Radio Frequency Interferometry technique described
by Rossiter et al.

(1973), propagating electromagnetic waves

are used to explore various geological features.

This techni-

que was the basis of an Apollo 17 flight experiment to probe
the subsurface features of the moon (Simmons et al., 1972,
1974).

It has been used also to study several terrestrial

glaciers (Strangway et al., 1974).
The theoretical basis of the technique has been described
by Annan (1973) and by Tsang et al.

(1973).

Briefly, the

electromagnetic fields due to dipole antennas radiating in the
presence of layered media are formulated in terms of reflection
coefficients (Kong, 1972) and the results written in integral
form for all field components.

The chief practical difficulties

arise in the evaluation of the integrals.

For some techniques,

the computation time on a large digital computer is prohibitive.
For others, the region of validity does not include any region
of interest.

These matters are discussed in detail by Tsang

et al.

and Kong et al.

(1973)

(1974) who described both analytical

and numerical methods for evaluating the integrals.

Due to the

complication introduced by the reflection coefficients, the
analytical methods apply only to a few simple cases.

Regions

of validity of such analytical methods are also limited.

The

geometrical optics approximation, mode analysis, and Simpson's
rule have been used to solve our problem for the case of a single
layer overlying a half space.

In this paper, the Simpson's rule

has been extended to multilayer cases.

In addition, we formulate

9-4

the expressions, so that the FFT can be used to calculate the
integrals .

The case of many layers and the case of continuous

variation with depth of the electrical properties can then be
readily handled.
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II. Formulation of the Problem
Consider the case of a transmitting dipole antenna which
is laid on the free surface of a horizontally stratified
medium with n layers.

For notation, we use a cartesian coor-

dinate system with the dipole coincident with the x-axis.
ith

layer is characterized by permeability

~·,
1.

The

permittivity

ci, and position of the boundaries z= -di-l and z= -di.

The

zeroth-layer is free space and the layer, denoted by i = t,
extends to infinity in the Z-direction.

Distance is always

scaled to the free space wavelength A0

The integral expres-

•

sions for the electromagnetic fields due to the radiation from
such an antenna have been obtained by Kong (1972).

In the

region above the stratified medium, all six components of the
electric and the magnetic field vectors take the form of an
integral which involves Hankel functions of the first kind,
reflection coefficients that contain all the information
necessary to characterize the medium, and an exponent exp(ik z),
z
where z is the distance above the free surface and k
wave vector component along the z-axis.

z is the

We shall develop the

details for a single field component as typical of the whole
set, the vertical component of magnetic field vector H .
z

We

now use a cylindrical coordinate system with the transmitting
antenna located at the origin; p denotes distance and ¢ denotes
the angle made with the direction of the horizontal dipole.
Then

(1)
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where
k

p

is the p-component of the propagation vector k

IR, is the current moment of the antenna

RTE is the reflection coefficient
H(l) (u) is the Hankel function of the first kind with
1

argument u,
the reflection coefficient RTE contains all of the information
on the physical properties of the medium that pertain to
Transverse Electric (TE) fields and is given by Kong (1972)
(2)

+ exp(i2k

1

z

(d

1

-d ))
0

11(+)2

1

11(-)2

11 <+ i 1 I 11 <- >
2

(1 -

nz

(d

n

- d

n- 1

>>

11(-)~

t
(+)n
11

2
2
- 11 <- > 1 /11 <~ > 1

11(+)2/11(-)2
1

1

+ ••. + exp(i2k

2

1

•••• )).

where

(+)~+1 =

11 -

1

11i+l
11·

+

1

(2a)

k(i+l)z
k.
l.Z

kiz is the z-component of the wave vector in the ith layer,

n is the number of layers, and t denotes the last region which is
semi-infinite. The properties of the ith layer are completely
general and are given as the complex permittivity
complex permeability 11··
1

£,
1

and the
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In the following sections we use the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to evaluate the integral for typical models.

We

then compare the results obtained by means of the FFT with
the results based on Simpson's rule, the geometrical optics
approximation and mode analysis.

First though, we note a

few preliminary observations with regard to the integral:

(a)

The singularity at kp = 0 in the Hankel function is a removable
singularity.

(b) The reflection coefficient is an even function

The Hankel function can be changed into a Bessel
function and the range of integration can also be changed to

0 -

00

(c) As k

The integral becomes

p

~

oo, RTE

+

0 and exp(ikzz) also tends to 0.

(d) The Bessel function oscillates rapidly for large arguments.

The integrand will converge rapidly if we choose

z

Physically, this choice corresponds to the observa-

~

0.

tion point being above the free surface of the stratified
medium.

(e) The integrand may possess branch points, poles,

and other singularities along the axis of integration.

One

can eliminate the mathematical difficulties caused by these
singularities by either of two devices--move these singularities away from the real axis by setting loss tangents of the
media not equal to zero or deform the path of integration a
small distance away from the real axis on the complex k -plane.
p
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III.

Integration by F.a st Fourier Transform Method

Separate the integral (1) into two parts r 1 and I 2 •
The first part corresponds to solutions in the absence of
any stratified medium, and the result is given by the identity

Il

= L~ikr}
ap

r

/p2

where r •

-i

2

00

r
-oo

k2

_£.

k

z

.
e·1kzZ

H (1)
1

(k p p) dk p

(4)

+ z2

The second part includes all effects due to the reflection
coefficient RTE and after changing to Bessel functions,
I

2

=

roo dk
o

iiR.k 2
P 4 7lkz

p RTE eikzZ J (kpp)sin¢
1

(5)

which is the integral that we want to solve with the FFT.
In applying the FFT, we use the formula

~radsheteyn

and Ryzhik,

19 65)

roo e -vkp Jl(k p)dk = 1
p
p
p
0

\) =

{1 -

\)

lv 2 + p2

{6)

'JR + ivi' Re {v + ip} > 0

The integral is written in the following form
00

Jl{k p p)dk p

{7)
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where

41T

= i

we

r

IR. k

2

(8)

z

can write (Cooley, 1967) for ~kp ~ l/2F where F is the

Nyquist frequency
N
--1

1

=

LN

2

e

a (f)

i21T fk

Pfor 0 <k

p

< (N- l)~k
2
p

n =--

2

(9)

where

a(f) =

f

00

g(kp)e- 2 1Tifkp dkp

-oo

f

= n/N~k

p

The proper choice of N, the number of samples, is essential
for the best performance of the FFT and should be some
2
3
integral power of two (i.e. 2 1 , 2 , 2 , etc.).
The factor -21Tf corresponds to v

1

in Equation (6).

The right

hand side of (9) is periodic and does not tend to zero at

oo.

We can multiply (9) by exp(-vRkp) so that the right hand side
of (9) is sufficiently small for the range of k

(~l)~k p and
2

oo.

of the identity (6)

p

between

Then the final solution becomes, in view
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(10)

N

2-1

I

n=-N/2

In choosing the increment

~kp,

we recall the two alternatives

suggested in Section II.

If we make the upper half space

slightly conductive, which corresponds to Im k
we choose

~kp

~

0, then

to be smaller than the distance of the branch
If we in-

point from the real axis on the complex k p-plane.
sist on a real k, then we choose

~k

such that one of the data

p

points coincides with the branch point and such that

~kp

is

smaller than the distance of the pole or branch point closest
to the real axis on the complex k -plane.
p

To calculate the expansion coefficient a in Equation (9) we
use the FFT algorithm in a subroutine which, for a given set of
data dk, returns the result

j

= 0, 1,

We first alias the function g(k ) with period
p

the aliased version by g (k ) •
p

(N-l)~k

p

gp(kpp) is equal to g(kp) between 0 and

and

-~k

(

p

N

2-l)~kp

and

(N-l)~kp

N~k

p

( 11)

and denote

The subroutine requires data

p

points of g (k p) between 0 and
p
p
between

••• N-1

• Note that the function
(N/2-l)~kp

but gp(kp)

is equal to g(kp) between

• In the subroutine we calculate

-(N/2)~kp

9-11
(12)

L
N-1

= 1\kp
a nd return

n

=

0, 1,

••• N-1

t=O

the aliased version of a(n/Nflk ) , ap(n/Nflk ) •
p

p

We must be careful in translating from a p (n/Nflk p ) to
1
1
a(n/Nflkp) within the limits - 2 /lkp to 2 flkp in order to use
the result (10).
We must choose

N~k

p

such that the function g(k )
p

is sufficiently near zero outside the limits -Nflk /2 to
p

N~kp/2.

Although mathematically, we could choose z to be

large, its value is predetermined by the experimental
arrangement.

vR must not be too small.

Note that

vR must

be greater than zero but cannot be larger than z or the exponent in (8) will cause g(kp) to diverge.
In Figures 1 and 2,

We

choose~=

z/2.

we show the interference pat-

terns for Hz calculated with FFT on the IBM 360/65 computer
for a three layer and a six layer case, respectively.

The

height of the observation point was taken to be 2 meters,
the height used in the lunar experiment.
time was about 2.5 minutes for each case.

The computation
These results are

to be compared with the results obtained with Simpson's rule
and shown also in Figures 1 and 2.
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IV.

Evaluation

Integration by Simpson's Rule

of the integral (1) by Simpson's rule was

discussed by Kong, Tsang, and Simmons (1974).

In

applying the Simpson's rule for integration, the
integration intervals are divided into small increments 8k p •
Th e criterion for the choice of the increment depends on the
r a te of oscillation of the Bessel function.
small as 0.1 radian.
32 MHz, we have

~kp ~

We choose

~k

p

p as

Thus when p = 20Ao and the frequency is
0. 0005.

We stop computation when the

absolute amplitudes of the integrand become less than 0.2 % of
the accumulative value for the integral.
Note that the error term in Simpson's rule is given by

n(~kp) 5 /90 times the fourth derivative of the integrand.
presence of the branch point due to k

z at k p

=

k will inval-

=

idate the integration even in the simple case of RTE
one integrates along the real axis.

The

0, if

We choose to keep k real

and to deform the path to the Sommerfeld path of integration.
Subroutines for Bessel functions of complex arguments are
constructed.

For small arguments, we use a power series

representation, and for large arguments, we use asymptotic
expansions for the Bessel functions.

The subroutines have

been checked against tables of Bessel functions.
The computation is very time consuming.

However, the

convergence of the integrand will be very fast if the observation point is far above ground, i.e., for a large positive value of z.

Note also that the magnitude of 8k

inversely proportional to p.

p

is

Thus the computation takes

9-13

less time for regions near the transmitting dipole, where,
in fact, most computational methods that use asymptotic
expansion are invalid.
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v.
The magnitude of

Discussion

Hz for the three layer case and for the

six layer case, calculated by FFT and by Simpsons rule are
shown in Figures 1 and 2 for comparison.

We conclude that

both techniques yield identical results.

Computation times

are very different though - Simpsons rule used 32 minutes for
the three layer case and about 40 minutes for the six layer
case on an IBM 360/65 computer which is to be compared with
2.5 minutes for each FFT calculation. Another possible consideration for some applications may be the fact that the FFT
consumes large amounts of storage space in the computer when
the Nyquist frequency and the number of sampling points are
large.

Also, the comparisons have been made for ranges that

are unfavorable to Simpson's rule.
Further substantiation that our FFT formulation is correct
can be obtained by comparison of FFT-results for a two layer
model with results obtained with both the geometrical optics
approximation and mode analysis.

See Figure 3.

Note that

the curves have been displaced 20db so they can be seen more
easily.

Because the features of the FFT-results are also

present in the results of both mode and geometric optics
approximation (within the range of validity), we conclude that
the FFT formulation is correct.

We note briefly though that

other factors are sometimes important in the choice of a computational technique.

The analytical methods consume very little

9-15

time, but they are applicable only in certain regions because
of the approximations involved.

The geometrical optics result

applies when the distance is far from the transmitting antenna
(ideally, greater than about 5-10 A0
thick and lossy.

)

and when the layer is

The mode method can be applied to general

cases, and is extremely useful for thin layers.

Tsang et al.

(1973) discussed the geometrical optics approximation in
greater detail.

See Kanget al. (1974) for a complete discussion

of mode analysis applied to electromagnetic wave propagation
in layered media.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1.

Comparison of the direct and FFT methods for
a three layer model in which
e;l = (3.3) (1 + iO.Ol)e: 0
e;2 = (5.0) (1 + i0.02)e:
0
=
(8.0)
(1
+
i0.04)e:
e;3
0

dl = 1A 0
d2 = 2A0

Vertical scale is 10 db per division.

The curves

have been displaced vertically 20 db for ease of
comparison.
Figure 2.

Comparison of the direct and FFT methods for
a six layer model in which
e:

1
e;2

=
=

(2.0) (1 + iO.Ol)e: 0
(3.0) (1 + i0.02)£0

e: 3 = (4.0) (1 + iO.o3)e: 0
e: 4 = (s.o) (1 + i0.04)e: 0

2A

0

e: 5 = (6.0) (1 + iO. OS) e: 0
e:t = (S.o) (1 + i0.06)e: 0
Vertical scale is 10 db per division.

The curves

have been displaced vertically 20 db for ease of
comparison.
Figure 3.

Comparison of the FFT, Geometrical Optics (GOA),
and Mode Theory (MODE) for a two layer model in
which
e: 1
e:t

=
=

3.3(1 + i0.02)e:

0
6.0(1 + i0.04)£0

Vertical scale is 10 db per division. The curves
have been displaced vertically 20 db for ease of
comparison.
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Abstract
This paper presents the results of a concentrated
theoretical and experimental study into the electromagnetic
response of a 2-layer dielectric earth.

The side by side

analysis of the theoretical response and the results of a
scale model experiment demonstrates the fundamental features
of electromagnetic wave propagation in such an environment.
For layers thick on a wavelength scale the response is
readily interpreted from a geometrical optics analysis.

For

thin layers, the response is best analysed from the normal
mode viewpoint.

The responses for both depth extremes as

well as intermediate depths are presented and interpretations
of the observations given.

The onset of mode propagation in

the model data is very distinctive.

Introduction
The radio interferometry method, previously summarized
by Annan (1973) and Rossiter et al (1973), is a useful geophysical method in geologic regions exhibiting extremely
high electrical resistivities.

In this context, high

resistivity implies that displacement currents in the media
must be considerably greater than the conduction currents.
In terrestrial materials, this situation is encountered in
ice-covered regions (glaciers, polar ice caps) for radio
frequencies of the order of lMhz. and higher.

Lunar materials
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also behave as low-loss dielectric materials in the Mhz.

e+ ;\

frequency range (OlhoeftA(l973), Katsube and Collett(l971)).
The original papers, mentioned above, presented much of
the preliminary work conducted to study the feasibility of
the radio interferometry method.

Subsequent to this work,

a lunar experiment was designed, constructed and carried on
Apollo 17 (Simmons et al (1972)).

In order to be able to

make a coherent interpretation of data from glaciers and the
Moon, a much more detailed understanding of the basic features
of the radio interferometry method was required.

An in-depth

computational analysis of the theoretical response of idealized models was made and these responses were simulated with
a scale model experiment to check their validity.

In addition,

full scale experiments were conducted on glaciers in Alberta
(Strangway et al

,... c•• p&\1\fOK

(197~'

and in Alaska (Rossiter et al

)•

In this paper, a subset of the theoretical and scale
model studies are analysed.

The purpose is to present a

detailed, documented study of the response of a 2-layer, lowloss dielectric earth for excitation by an electric dipole
antenna laid on the surface.

Some preliminary results of the

scale model and theoretical analysis are given by Rossiter
et al (1973).

In the course of this study, the theoretical

and experimental work were carried out together in order
that each could be used to confirm the other.

The end product

was an in-depth understanding of the intuitively simple, but
complex in detail, physical phenomena involved.

pa.pe~
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Idealized 2-Layer Earth
The idealized model studied is shown in Fig. 1.

The

2-layer earth is characterized by the dielectric constants
Ki and the loss tangents tan ¢i.

The cartesian coordinates

A
, e" ' , eA ) and
x , x , x ), the associated unit vectors (e
2
1
3
2
3
1
the cylindrical coordinates (f,~,z) are shown in the diagram.
(

For the computational analysis, the earth is excited by a
point electric dipole located at the origin of the coordinate
system with its moment

aligned with the

e1

axis.

In actual

experiments, the source is a half wavelength electric dipole
antenna.

The time variation of the dipole moment is of the

- "c.-)t

form e J

and in all subsequent mathematical expressions the

time dependence is suppressed.
The radio interferometry method measures the field
strength about the transmitter primarily along profiles which
run radially outward from the dipole.

The profiles commonly

used are denoted the broadside (B) and the endfire (E) profiles.

The B profile is run radially out from the dipole

normal to the direction of the dipole moment.

The E profile

runs radially away from the dipole along the direction of the
dipole moment.

In Fig. 1, the B profile is along the ~

while the E profile is along the ~l axis.

2

axis

The field strength

along these profiles exhibits maxima and minima at various
spatial positions due to interference of waves propagating
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with different horizontal phase velocities.

The position of

these maxima and minima and the rate of decay of the fields
with distance are indicators which can be used to infer the
electrical properties of the earth and the layer thickness.
I n the following discussions, all spatial dimensions
are normalized in terms of the free space wavelength w.
All propagation constants and wavenurnbers are normalized
in terms of the free space propagation constant k

0

= zn/w.

Mathematical Formalism
The mathematical formulation of the electromagnetic response
of a plane layered earth is well known since it is a standard
boundary value problem (Wait (1970), Brekhovskikh(l960)).

The

difficult part of the analysis occurs when actual numerical
computations of the response are required.

The fields are

expressed as Hankel transforms (or 2 dimensional Fourier
transforms) which cannot be evaluated analytically.

In all

but the simplest case of a whole-space, approximate methods
~0

of integration must be usedAextract useable results.

The

most straight forward method of obtaining numerical results
is to numerically integrate the Hankel transforms.

Other

methods involve limiting material properties to special values
and reducing the integrand

to a sufficiently simple form

that an analytical evaluation can be made.
~o

The other alternat-

ive isAlook at the physical nature of the response by
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approximate solutions which can be obtained by manipulation
of the integration contour in the complex plane.

a'

solutions in this class are known

+k•

Two

geometrical optics and

the normal mode solutions.
The details of the applications of these techniques to
low-loss dielectric earth models is discussed by Annan
(1970, 1973), Tsang et al (1973) for various dipolar excitations.

In the following discussions, the geometrical

optics and the normal mode solutions are used.

The reason

for this is that sufficiently accurate results can be obtained
in a very economical manner.

The computation cost of numeric-

al integration rules out this method for all but very particular
cases under consideration.

Of the two solutions obtained by

contour integration, the normal mode solution is the more
correct solution.

The only approximations involved here are

in the analysis of the branch line contributions which yield
lateral and inhomogeneous waves associated with the boundaries.
The actual "normal mode" part of the solution is exact within.
the computational error of evaluating its contribution.

The

\o\ 'A.~\ •"'

geometrical opticsAinvolves asymptotic expansions for each
multiple reflection and has built in approximations from the
first step of analysis.

The main advantage of the geometrical

optics solution is that the response has a simple physical
interpretation and is economically computed.

As pointed out

by Annan (1973), this solution can only be used when spatial
dimensions are on the order of the wavelengths or attenuation
lengths in the media involved.
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The electric and magnetic fields at the surface of the
2 l a yer e a rth shown in Fig. 1 are summarized in Table 1.

The

compl e x r a dial wavenumber plane and integration contours are
shown in Fig. 2.

For the expressions in Table 1, the

geometrical optics solution is obtained by expanding the
expression in the denominators
1

00

= L

(1)

1'\':0

whereas the mode solution is obtained by solving the transcendental equation

=

1

(2)

which yields the TE and TM normal mode wavenumbers of the
layered earth.

The contour of integration is deformed into

t1 s\-e~u ~ cl&,tt.~t C."'-~•"'•
.~~through

a saddle point for each term in the geometrical

optics expansion.

For the normal mode analysis, the contour

o~ -4-)\~ S1$-\C W\

is deformed to yield a sum over the

normal modesAplus

integrals along the branch lines.

Scale Model Description
For electromagnetic systems to be similar, the spatial
dimensions in free space wavelengths and the loss tangents
must be the same.

In order to simulate the radio inter-

ferometry method in a reasonably sized laboratory, wavelengths
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in the centimeter range are necessary; this corresponds to
radio frequencies in the GHz range.

The 2 layer earth model

and associated electronics are shown in Fig. 3 and 4.
The transmitting (TX) and receiving (RX) antennas are
tuned half-wavelength electric dipoles.

The excitation

frequency is 5.9 GHz. which corresponds to a free space wavelength w = 5.08 em.

The 2 layer earth is simulated by a tank

of dielectric oil with a plane reflector suspended at a depth d
in the oil.

The effects of the finite size of the tank

(30w long x lSw wide x 15w deep at 5.9 GHz) are minimized
by lining the inside with a microwave absorbing materials
(Eccosorb) •

This reduces undesired spurious reflections

from the walls of the tank.

The Tx and Rx antennas are

mounted on a track suspended over the tank; the Rx antenna

.~ ~\e.\d b+¥C~,~

is mounted on a mechanized carriage so that

profiles~versus

Tx-Rx separation can be made automatically.

The track and

associated supports are also covered with microwave absorbing
material.
Three sets of electrical properties of the 2-layer models
were used in the model.

The first set was an oil with

dielectric constant K = 2.16 and tan 6 = 0.0022 1 ~~d an
1
1
aluminum sheet 1 tan S
1 acting as a
perfectly reflecting
2
substratum. A second set of electrical properties were
=(K)

obtained .by doping the oil with benzonitrile to increase its
loss tangent.

The third layered

consisted of

oil
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(undoped) underlain by a dielectric slab K = 6.75 and tan
2

~2 = 0.11.

The slab was 2 w thick and h~d a sufficiently

high loss that it eliminated the possibility of spurious
reflections from the bottom of the slab returning to the
surface.

The thickness of the oil layer was varied from

0.2w up to lOw and profiles of log

10

l E¢

lversus Tx-Rx

separation along the B profile were measured in most instances.
The automatic traverse equipment and associated recording
apparatus are sketched in Fig. 4 (Waller (1973)). The field
\s
strength versus distanceAdisplayed on an X-Y recorder and
at the same can be recorded on a two channel analog tape
recorder.

The recorded data was later digitized in order

that data enhancement and automatic interpretation schemes
could be tested.

Theoretical and Experimental Results
(a) Half Space Earth:

Radiation Pattern Directionality

Before discussing the 2 layer earth in detail the halfspace response is briefly reviewed.

The interaction of the

dipole source with the air-earth interface drastically
modifies the directionality of the antenna.

This result is

important when analysing 2 layer models with the geometrical
optics solution.
et al (1973)

1

This effect has been discussed by Tsang

Annan (1970

1

1973)

1

Cooper (1971).

The pattern
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for
E~

E~

in the

x~

3 plane is sketched in Fig. 5; (a) shows

for the dipole in a whole-space while (b) shows the

response of the dipole when placed on a perfectly dielectric
half-space.

E~

in the

x2 -x 3

plane for the whole-space is

simply given by
( 3)

4tiRW

while for the half space,

E;

= TlO

( IRZ\)

as R__..
Idl

jw.A.-to

eo~

z70

4 RW

(4)

z <. 0

4 RW

where

Idl = electric dipole moment

Po =
n..
I J
T

free-space permeability

= ( K i /Kj)

•tz.

(«)= TE Fresnel transmission coefficient from region

ito region j.

=

2 o<.

tX + n j i ( 1-n i j

2

( 1- o<

2

) )

,,~

•
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The modified pattern is highly directional with a strong peak
into the earth at the critical angle of the interface.

Similar

analyses can be carried out for other field components; all
show highly directional patterns.
Experimental measurements of the radiation pattern
obtained with the scale model with no subsurface reflector
~" +"e. p••''-"ct. .~a" \~"'f'face.
confirm the
directionality of the sourc~ The
results of measurements of
pattern for

E~

fE~I

are shown in Fig. 6.

The

was measured at distances of 3 w, 4.5 w, and

6 w from the source.

The "theoretical" pattern for the air-

oil-dipole configuration computed by Cooper (1971) is shown
with the experimental results.

It should be noted that

the experimental results are not normalized and that the
shape of the patterns, not the magnitudes, should be considered.

The discrepancy between the theoretical response and
observed response are primarily explained by the fact that the
experimental measurements were made at a finite distance from
the source.

The theoretical pattern shown is valid only

infinitely far from the source by definition.

As the Tx-Rx

separation is increased, the experimental pattern changes
shape and becomes more like the theoretically predicted
pattern.
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The preceding solution for the theoretical response is
obtained from the first term in an asymptotic expansion for
the field .

At finite source-receiver distances higher order

terms in the expansion must become important.

At the peak of

the pattern, however, alternate solutions must be used since
the higher terms of the asymptotic expansion are infinite.
Brekhovskik~(l960)

has studied the fields in the region of

the peak of the pattern in detail and obtained a modified
5 4
expansion with the first correction term decreasing as (1/r) / •
A rough calculation shows that this term is significant out to
distances of te ns of wavelengths.

The physical rationale for the lobate pattern is quite
simple.

The explanation can be seen most easily if the waves

radiated by the antenna are examined from the ray theory
point of view.

In a whole space the source radiates uniformly

in all directions.

The presence of the half-space modifies

this, since rays which propagate horizontally are continually
refracted downward at the critical angle of the interface.
Combining the whole-space pattern of the antenna with the
directional selectivity of the interface yields a complex
radiation pattern with high directionality.
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To first order, the fields along the interface are zero.
If higher terms of the asymptotic expansions are retained,
the fields fall off as (l/r) 2 •

There are two components in

this second order effect; one which propagates with the phase
velocity of the earth and one which travels with the phase
velocity of the air.

As a result the fields at the surface

of the half-space exhibit a regular beating as a function of
spatial distance from the antenna.

This is discussed by

Annan (1970, 1973),

(b) 2 Layer Earth:

Perfectly Reflecting Substratum

The 2 layer earth can exhibit a wide variety of
responses depending upon the range of electrical properties and layer thickness.

In early analysis, the case

of a perfectly reflecting substratum was considered as a
starting point.

In order to demonstrate the general
oq
character of the 2 layer earth, a suiteAresponses for
various values of d and a perfectly reflecting substratum
obtained with the scale model and computed theoretically
using both the normal mode and geometrical optics solution
are shown in Fig. 7.
to 7.

The layer thickness ranges from O.Sw

The E¢ field strengths in decibels are plotted

versus transmitter receiver separation in free-space
wavelengths along the B profile.

The scale model response

w\~

is shown alongAthe mode and geometrical optics solution.
The geometrical optics curve is shifted upward from the
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experimental curve while the mode solution is shifted
downward.

This offset of the curves is used to minimize

the overlap of the various responses which tends to confuse
the visual presentation of the data.
The results in Fig. 7 span most of the important depth
ranges and demonstrate most of the features of the 2 layer
response.

For the shallow depthsof O.Sw, l.Ow, and l.Sw,

th e fields are expressible in terms of one, two, or three
guided modes plus the lateral and inhomogeneous waves given
by branch line contributions (see Appendix).
decay with distance as

The fields

(~) 1 / 2 and exhibit a regular

beating as the modes move in and out of phase.

For d = O.Sw,

only one mode is guided and the only interference occurs
near the source where the branchline and modal contributions
are comparable in magnitude.

The remainder of the infinite

sequence of modes are either not excited or are leaky modes
which decay exponentially with distance from the transmitter.
As the depth increases more and more modes move into the
guided regime and the field strength versus distance becomes
more complicated as the various modes move in and out of
phase.
Examination of the theoretical responses show that the
geometrical optics solution and the model response are in
good agreement for layer thicknesses greater than 3.0w.
For shallower depths, the experimental and theoretical
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responses diverge from one another.

The breakdown in the

geometrical optics solution is to be expected from its
asymptotic nature.

The normal mode solution, however, shows

excellent agreement at the shallow depths and becomes the
same as the geometrical optics solution at the largerdepths.
(c) Thin Layers and Critical Depths
The preceding discussion of the 2-layer earth with a
perfectly reflecting substratum illustrates the general
nature of the response.

At very shallow depths and at

various critical depths, the response changes quite
drastically with layer thickness.

A suite of curves for

depths d < 0.2w to d > o.aw at various depth increments ~~
'"' weue.l•"t~
show this behaviour clearly. The critical depths~for the
ft. M ~~"•clt-t)
•\4e.\~tt~ pv.,.,+\e.~
(TI£ --'•ci•J)
modelt\are given by
de.. = 0.23 (2n + l)Aand
de = 0.46n",
n

= 0,

1, 2

(see Appendix

).

For d <

o."' 1 ,

(E~

is

composed of TE modes only on B profile) , no normal modes
are excited since the layer is too thin.

As a result,

the fields versus distance are described totally by the
branchline integrals and fall off as <Yr) 2 • As d increases
past o.t 'S the first normal mode moves into the guided regime
and the field strength versus distance falls off as (Vr) 11 2 •
The field strength versus distance varies only slightly
with depth changes until

d~

0·'' .
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As d

~

0.69 , the field strength versus distance begins

to show a weak beating.

For d just greater than 0.69 , the

fields show very deep interference nulls at regular spacing.
Two guided modes (TE) are now propagating in the layer for
0.69 <d <1.16, the profiles exhibit the regular beating;
however, the maxima and minima locations are very sensitive
to the layer thickness.

As d

~

1.16, the same behaviour

as d + 0.69 is seen and a third normal mode moves from the
leaky to the guided regime.
The theoretical

(see Appendix.)

reponses computed by the normal mode

method are shown along with experimental results.

The mode

solutions match the experiment results very well except at
the critical depths.

a branch

At the critical depths, two poles and

point merge together in the mathematical solution.

The branchline contribution is evaluated approximately by
steepest descent integration; the approximate solution
fails at the critical dept~.

The results of evaluating

the branchline contribution by numerical integration are
also shown on the profiles.

The agreement between experi-

ment and theory is much better at the critical depths with
this improvement.

(d) 2 Layer Earth; Dielectric Substratum
The response of a dielecric substratum is not greatly
different from the previous responses for a perfectly
reflecting substratum.

The major difference is that there
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are no longer any unattended guided modes; all the modes are
leaky since energy can always leak out of the layer into the
substratum.

As a result, the field shows the same basic

behaviour but all responses have a strong attenuation with
distance from the Tx.
The data collected with the scale model experiment are
shown in Fig. 9.

The experimental results are presented

along with the theoretically (normal mode) computed responses.
The results compare extremely well.

(rt should be noted that

when the experimental field strength falls below the Rx
sensitivity the field strength levels off at a constant
value.

This is noticeable at large distances from the Tx

in all the dielectric bottom responses.) The normal modes
no longer have a sharp onset as they do for a perfectly
reflecting substratum.

The modes now move froro a. very leaky

regime to a much less leaky regime with no sharp dividing
line present.

This improves the accuracy of the theoretical

solution since there are no true critical depths and the
mathematical approximations in evaluating branchline contributions are greatly improved.

Summary and Conclusions

~·"'~

The results of theoretical and experiment•\•have led
to a clear understanding of the physical mechanisms of wave
propagation in a 2 layered dielectric earth.

This detailed
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understanding of the waves propagations in such a system is
necessary for the interpretation of radio interferometry
data from geologic environments which can be simulated by
a 2 layer model.
The practical

a~J

''"';+ a{~~~s

aspects~of

constructing scale model experi-

ments at GHz. frequencies are well understood and the reliability of
+~~

model makes it an ideal method of examining problems which
are not tractable

f~om

a theoretical point of view.

With

such excellent agreement between theory and experiments,
the model can be applied analysing more complex problems
with confidence.
The scale model has proved to be invaluable in checking
out the computer programs which generate the theoretical
responses.

The mathematical formalism is very complex and

's

its translation into a computational formatAdifficult;
particularly when approximations are made in certain parts
of the analysis.
The normal mode approach to analysing moderately to very
thin layers has greatly improved the ability to interpret
layered structures.

The initial analysis of responses was

made using the geometrical optics solutions which is invalid
for thin layers.

The model study confirming the mode

analysis has already le

to successful interpretation of

radio interferometry data obtained in thin layer environ~e c. "(Ae""''-" y 1-.' p •
ments (Rossiter et al. (
').

"v-
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Appendix
TE and TM Mode Critical Depths for a 2-Layer Earth
The radial wave numbers of the normal modes of a plane
stratified 2 layer earth are obtained by solving the transcendental equations
TE Mode

1 - RTE

TM Mode

1 - R~M

j2ndrL
- 0
. 2nd-r,
eJ
= 0

A-1

e

+

A-2

The R± are the Fresnel reflection coefficients indicated in
2
Fig. A(a) and ~l = (K -A 2 ) 1 1 is the vertical component of
1

the wave vector in the layer.

For the dielectric media

discussed here
~

~-

'<~~'

A-3

~

~
-r, + ""'"'
'lr-.ot ~. .
TE
Tt1
In general the Ap and Ap
no purJ:real solutions.

are complex and

Only totally real

~~1

A~E

and A-2 have
yield modes

which are unattenuated radially.
True guided modes exist only when I R+ \

= \ R-l = 1

which

physically occurs only when the media are lossfree and region
1 is a low velocity region (i.e. K1 > K and K2 ) and d is
0
greater than a minimum critical thickness. Analysis of

equations A-1 and A-2 in the complex A plane show that the
T.H.
TE
Ap must lie along a line which intertwines the various Riemann
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for
E~

E~

in the

x~

3 plane is sketched in Fig. 5; (a) shows

for the dipole in a whole-space while (b) shows the

response of the dipole when placed on a perfectly dielectric
half-space.

E~

in the

x2 -x 3

plane for the whole-space is

simply given by
( 3)

4tiRW

while for the half space,

E;

= TlO

( IRZ\)

as R__..
Idl

jw.A.-to

eo~

z70

4 RW

(4)

z <. 0

4 RW

where

Idl = electric dipole moment

Po =
n..
I J
T

free-space permeability

= ( K i /Kj)

•tz.

(«)= TE Fresnel transmission coefficient from region

ito region j.

=

2 o<.

tX + n j i ( 1-n i j

2

( 1- o<

2

) )

,,~

•
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The modified pattern is highly directional with a strong peak
into the earth at the critical angle of the interface.

Similar

analyses can be carried out for other field components; all
show highly directional patterns.
Experimental measurements of the radiation pattern
obtained with the scale model with no subsurface reflector
~" +"e. p••''-"ct. .~a" \~"'f'face.
confirm the
directionality of the sourc~ The
results of measurements of
pattern for

E~

fE~I

are shown in Fig. 6.

The

was measured at distances of 3 w, 4.5 w, and

6 w from the source.

The "theoretical" pattern for the air-

oil-dipole configuration computed by Cooper (1971) is shown
with the experimental results.

It should be noted that

the experimental results are not normalized and that the
shape of the patterns, not the magnitudes, should be considered.

The discrepancy between the theoretical response and
observed response are primarily explained by the fact that the
experimental measurements were made at a finite distance from
the source.

The theoretical pattern shown is valid only

infinitely far from the source by definition.

As the Tx-Rx

separation is increased, the experimental pattern changes
shape and becomes more like the theoretically predicted
pattern.
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The preceding solution for the theoretical response is
obtained from the first term in an asymptotic expansion for
the field .

At finite source-receiver distances higher order

terms in the expansion must become important.

At the peak of

the pattern, however, alternate solutions must be used since
the higher terms of the asymptotic expansion are infinite.
Brekhovskik~(l960)

has studied the fields in the region of

the peak of the pattern in detail and obtained a modified
5 4
expansion with the first correction term decreasing as (1/r) / •
A rough calculation shows that this term is significant out to
distances of te ns of wavelengths.

The physical rationale for the lobate pattern is quite
simple.

The explanation can be seen most easily if the waves

radiated by the antenna are examined from the ray theory
point of view.

In a whole space the source radiates uniformly

in all directions.

The presence of the half-space modifies

this, since rays which propagate horizontally are continually
refracted downward at the critical angle of the interface.
Combining the whole-space pattern of the antenna with the
directional selectivity of the interface yields a complex
radiation pattern with high directionality.
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To first order, the fields along the interface are zero.
If higher terms of the asymptotic expansions are retained,
the fields fall off as (l/r) 2 •

There are two components in

this second order effect; one which propagates with the phase
velocity of the earth and one which travels with the phase
velocity of the air.

As a result the fields at the surface

of the half-space exhibit a regular beating as a function of
spatial distance from the antenna.

This is discussed by

Annan (1970, 1973),

(b) 2 Layer Earth:

Perfectly Reflecting Substratum

The 2 layer earth can exhibit a wide variety of
responses depending upon the range of electrical properties and layer thickness.

In early analysis, the case

of a perfectly reflecting substratum was considered as a
starting point.

In order to demonstrate the general
oq
character of the 2 layer earth, a suiteAresponses for
various values of d and a perfectly reflecting substratum
obtained with the scale model and computed theoretically
using both the normal mode and geometrical optics solution
are shown in Fig. 7.
to 7.

The layer thickness ranges from O.Sw

The E¢ field strengths in decibels are plotted

versus transmitter receiver separation in free-space
wavelengths along the B profile.

The scale model response

w\~

is shown alongAthe mode and geometrical optics solution.
The geometrical optics curve is shifted upward from the
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experimental curve while the mode solution is shifted
downward.

This offset of the curves is used to minimize

the overlap of the various responses which tends to confuse
the visual presentation of the data.
The results in Fig. 7 span most of the important depth
ranges and demonstrate most of the features of the 2 layer
response.

For the shallow depthsof O.Sw, l.Ow, and l.Sw,

th e fields are expressible in terms of one, two, or three
guided modes plus the lateral and inhomogeneous waves given
by branch line contributions (see Appendix).
decay with distance as

The fields

(~) 1 / 2 and exhibit a regular

beating as the modes move in and out of phase.

For d = O.Sw,

only one mode is guided and the only interference occurs
near the source where the branchline and modal contributions
are comparable in magnitude.

The remainder of the infinite

sequence of modes are either not excited or are leaky modes
which decay exponentially with distance from the transmitter.
As the depth increases more and more modes move into the
guided regime and the field strength versus distance becomes
more complicated as the various modes move in and out of
phase.
Examination of the theoretical responses show that the
geometrical optics solution and the model response are in
good agreement for layer thicknesses greater than 3.0w.
For shallower depths, the experimental and theoretical
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responses diverge from one another.

The breakdown in the

geometrical optics solution is to be expected from its
asymptotic nature.

The normal mode solution, however, shows

excellent agreement at the shallow depths and becomes the
same as the geometrical optics solution at the largerdepths.
(c) Thin Layers and Critical Depths
The preceding discussion of the 2-layer earth with a
perfectly reflecting substratum illustrates the general
nature of the response.

At very shallow depths and at

various critical depths, the response changes quite
drastically with layer thickness.

A suite of curves for

depths d < 0.2w to d > o.aw at various depth increments ~~
'"' weue.l•"t~
show this behaviour clearly. The critical depths~for the
ft. M ~~"•clt-t)
•\4e.\~tt~ pv.,.,+\e.~
(TI£ --'•ci•J)
modelt\are given by
de.. = 0.23 (2n + l)Aand
de = 0.46n",
n

= 0,

1, 2

(see Appendix

).

For d <

o."' 1 ,

(E~

is

composed of TE modes only on B profile) , no normal modes
are excited since the layer is too thin.

As a result,

the fields versus distance are described totally by the
branchline integrals and fall off as <Yr) 2 • As d increases
past o.t 'S the first normal mode moves into the guided regime
and the field strength versus distance falls off as (Vr) 11 2 •
The field strength versus distance varies only slightly
with depth changes until

d~

0·'' .
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As d

~

0.69 , the field strength versus distance begins

to show a weak beating.

For d just greater than 0.69 , the

fields show very deep interference nulls at regular spacing.
Two guided modes (TE) are now propagating in the layer for
0.69 <d <1.16, the profiles exhibit the regular beating;
however, the maxima and minima locations are very sensitive
to the layer thickness.

As d

~

1.16, the same behaviour

as d + 0.69 is seen and a third normal mode moves from the
leaky to the guided regime.
The theoretical

(see Appendix.)

reponses computed by the normal mode

method are shown along with experimental results.

The mode

solutions match the experiment results very well except at
the critical depths.

a branch

At the critical depths, two poles and

point merge together in the mathematical solution.

The branchline contribution is evaluated approximately by
steepest descent integration; the approximate solution
fails at the critical dept~.

The results of evaluating

the branchline contribution by numerical integration are
also shown on the profiles.

The agreement between experi-

ment and theory is much better at the critical depths with
this improvement.

(d) 2 Layer Earth; Dielectric Substratum
The response of a dielecric substratum is not greatly
different from the previous responses for a perfectly
reflecting substratum.

The major difference is that there
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are no longer any unattended guided modes; all the modes are
leaky since energy can always leak out of the layer into the
substratum.

As a result, the field shows the same basic

behaviour but all responses have a strong attenuation with
distance from the Tx.
The data collected with the scale model experiment are
shown in Fig. 9.

The experimental results are presented

along with the theoretically (normal mode) computed responses.
The results compare extremely well.

(rt should be noted that

when the experimental field strength falls below the Rx
sensitivity the field strength levels off at a constant
value.

This is noticeable at large distances from the Tx

in all the dielectric bottom responses.) The normal modes
no longer have a sharp onset as they do for a perfectly
reflecting substratum.

The modes now move froro a. very leaky

regime to a much less leaky regime with no sharp dividing
line present.

This improves the accuracy of the theoretical

solution since there are no true critical depths and the
mathematical approximations in evaluating branchline contributions are greatly improved.

Summary and Conclusions

~·"'~

The results of theoretical and experiment•\•have led
to a clear understanding of the physical mechanisms of wave
propagation in a 2 layered dielectric earth.

This detailed
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understanding of the waves propagations in such a system is
necessary for the interpretation of radio interferometry
data from geologic environments which can be simulated by
a 2 layer model.
The practical

a~J

''"';+ a{~~~s

aspects~of

constructing scale model experi-

ments at GHz. frequencies are well understood and the reliability of
+~~

model makes it an ideal method of examining problems which
are not tractable

f~om

a theoretical point of view.

With

such excellent agreement between theory and experiments,
the model can be applied analysing more complex problems
with confidence.
The scale model has proved to be invaluable in checking
out the computer programs which generate the theoretical
responses.

The mathematical formalism is very complex and

's

its translation into a computational formatAdifficult;
particularly when approximations are made in certain parts
of the analysis.
The normal mode approach to analysing moderately to very
thin layers has greatly improved the ability to interpret
layered structures.

The initial analysis of responses was

made using the geometrical optics solutions which is invalid
for thin layers.

The model study confirming the mode

analysis has already le

to successful interpretation of

radio interferometry data obtained in thin layer environ~e c. "(Ae""''-" y 1-.' p •
ments (Rossiter et al. (
').

"v-
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Appendix
TE and TM Mode Critical Depths for a 2-Layer Earth
The radial wave numbers of the normal modes of a plane
stratified 2 layer earth are obtained by solving the transcendental equations
TE Mode

1 - RTE

TM Mode

1 - R~M

j2ndrL
- 0
. 2nd-r,
eJ
= 0

A-1

e

+

A-2

The R± are the Fresnel reflection coefficients indicated in
2
Fig. A(a) and ~l = (K -A 2 ) 1 1 is the vertical component of
1

the wave vector in the layer.

For the dielectric media

discussed here
~

~-

'<~~'

A-3

~

~
-r, + ""'"'
'lr-.ot ~. .
TE
Tt1
In general the Ap and Ap
no purJ:real solutions.

are complex and

Only totally real

~~1

A~E

and A-2 have
yield modes

which are unattenuated radially.
True guided modes exist only when I R+ \

= \ R-l = 1

which

physically occurs only when the media are lossfree and region
1 is a low velocity region (i.e. K1 > K and K2 ) and d is
0
greater than a minimum critical thickness. Analysis of

equations A-1 and A-2 in the complex A plane show that the
T.H.
TE
Ap must lie along a line which intertwines the various Riemann

10-20
surfaces defined by the branchlines of the

(If;-:\ 2 ) 112

functions.

The case of a perfectly dielectric slab (tan b 1 :. 0) overlying
a perfectly reflecting (tan s2 =cD ) substratum is sketched in
Fig. A(b).

''"c.

theA

The roots of the transcendental equation lie on

\'W\cl\ce~c-1 i W\ A ltct)

·

The solid circles denote roots on the upper
Riemann surface (+ (Kf-:\ 2 ) 1 / 2 for branchlines shown) which are
excited modes and the open circles indicate roots on the lower
Riemann surfaces (any combination of signs for (K(-:\) 11 2 other
than +).

The poles on the real axis between

~

and

J1<'i' are

guided unattenuated modes while the poles Ap < SK~' are leaky
modes and have a positive imaginary component.
TE

The behaviour of the ATM with variations in d is twofold;
TE
P
the poles A~M roove down the contours and are more closely packed
as d increases and the contour, on which the poles lie, swings
towards the imaginary axis.
poles coincide
spacings.

As the depth varies, a pair of the

with the JK~ branchpoint

at regular depth

These depths are the critical depths for the modes

and mark the depth where a mode moves from the leaky to the
unattenuated or guided regime.
The critical depths for the case of the perfectly
reflecting substratum are obtained by noting that
A-4
and that for A

= JK~,
A-5
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Substituting into A-1 and 2 yields.

"'~
\1"\

4(K, -1) ' 'Z1

o, '•

A-6

'Z., ••••••

w

For finite loss tangents, and a dielectric bottom, the
contours on which AP lie still pass through JK 1' but are
displaced away from the real A axis between

J K~

and

JI<'i

so that all modes have a finite imaginary component which
corresponds to attenuation with distance.
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Figure
Fig. 1.

Caption~

Sketch of 2-layer earth geometry and the associated
cartesian and cylindrical coordinate systems.

Fig. 2

Complex radial wavenumber plane illustrating integration
contours and location of singular points;
• branch points

o TE pole, lower Riemann surface
TE pole, upper Riemann Surface
TM pole,

lower Riemann surface

TM pole, upper Riemann surface

Fig. 3

Schematic drawing of scale model 2-layer earth.

Fig. 4

Schematic diagram of scale model electronics, display
and recording system.

Fig. 5

(a) sketch of radiation pattern for

tEJft

in x2-x3 plane

in a whole-space,
(b)

sketch of radiation pattern for 'E.0 I in x -x plane
2 3

for dipole on surface of a half-space.
Fig. 6

Scale model experimental measurements of

(E~)

pattern

in x -x plane compared with the theoretical pattern
2 3
computed by Cooper (1971).
Fig. 7

Suite of 2-layer earth responses where the substratum
is a perfect reflector; --scale model response,
------normal mode theoretical response,
optics theoretical response.

...... ·.··geometrical
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Fig. 8

Suite of 2-layer earth responses for a perfectly
reflecting substratum and shallow reflector depths.
--scale model response ----- normal mode theoretical
response.

Fig. 9

Suite of 2-layer earth responses for a dielectric
substratum.

Fig. A

(a) Sketch of multiple reflections in thin layer.
(b) Illustration of pole positionsin complex A plane
as a function of d.
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Table Captions
Table 1:

Cylindrical components of the E and H fields about
a Horizontal Electric Dipole (HED) on the surface
of a 2-layer earth in Hankel transform notation.
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Half-wave Electric Dipole
At Oil-Air Interface
Theoretical and Experimental
Patterns
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AND SCALE- MODEL RESULTS
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ABSTRACT

Recent theoretical work on the radio interferometry
technique for dielectric layers of less than one free space waveQ.

length thick, has indicated that there is thickness for which no
interference is observed.

~

and it lies between the thickness that allows one single mode to
propagate in the layer

<~

~!(*

i<.....i.

This thickness is about 0.2 wavelengths,

"

0.2) and a thickness (L 0.2) that is

essentially transparent to the wavelength being used.

Field work was done on the Juneau Icefield using frequencies
from 1 to 32 MHz.

At 1 and 2

~Iz,

an interference pattern typical of

a half space of ice (dielectric constant of 3.3) is observed, while at

4 MHz essentially no interference is seen.

At higher frequencies,

the

interference observed is typical of that of a layer overlying a half
space.

These results can be interpreted to be the result of a dielectric

layer of depth 15 to 20m (0.2 wavelengths at 4 MHz) with a dielectric
constant of 2.4.

The layer of snow overlies a half space of ice.

The technique is therefore of potential interest in interpreting the
nature of a snow layer overlying a glacier.
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INTRODUCTION

Radio frequency interferometry depth sounding was originally
developed to measure the dielectric properties and structure of highly
resistive geological regions (Annan, 1970, 1973).

It has been used

successfully for sounding glaciers (Rossiter et al., 1973; Strangway
~

al., 1974), and on the moon

(Simmons~

al., 1972; SEP Team, 1974).

The technique consists of setting a radio transmitter on the surface
to be sounded, and measuring the field strength as a function of distance
from the transmitter.

Several waves propagate from the transmitter

to the receiver, generating an interference pattern that is indicative
of both the dielectric properties and the structure of the medium.

Theoretical studies have determined the fields to be expected
over dielectric layers (Annan, 1973; Kong, 1972, Tsang et al.,l973).
Early work used geometrical optics approximations in order to evaluate
the integral expressions, but it can be shown that the method is highly
inaccurate for layers less than about 2 free space wavelengths (abbreviated "wl" throughout) thick.
approximation has been used

In more recent work, a normal model
that is particularly suitable for calcul-

ating the fields in the presence of a thin layer.

In a companion paper

(Annan et al.,l974), theoretical and experimental data from
scale model are compared.

an analogue

In the present paper, we will examine the

particular case of a thin dielectric layer (0 to 1 wl thick) overlying
a thick dielectric layer (see Fig.l), using mode theory and field data
collected on the Juneau Icefields, Alaska.
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THEORY OF TIIIN

~\YERS

Radio interferometry data show three distinct types of
behaviour as the upper layer increases from being very thin and
transparent, through a critical thickness, to being thick enough to
allow propagating modes.

We will examine each of these three cases.

(a) Very thin transparent upper layer
When the upper layer is very thin (less than about 0.2 wl
thick), it is essentially transparent.

Therefore, the observed inter-

ference pattern is independent of the properties of the upper layer,
and looks like that of a half space with the properties of the lower
layer (see Figures 2 and J).
(b) Transition thickness - decoupled layer
As the upper layer becomes approximately 0.2 wl thick
(depending on its dielectric constant), it effectively decouples any
signal from the lower layer.

llowever, if it is still too thin to allow

free propagation within itself, the observed patterns will show no
interference at all (see Figure 4).

Since this transition band is

very narrow (and may be non-existent for very low losses), it is
extremely diagnostic of upper layer thickness.
(c) Modal propagation in the upper layer
As the upper layer becomes thick enough to support freely
propagating modes, the interference patterns again show clear beating
{see Figures 5 and 6).

Since the interference is generated by modes

propagating along the thin layer guide, the spatial frequency of the
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beats is relatively low, and dependent on the properties of the
upper layer (although occasionally a higher spatial frequency ripple,
due to the lower layer, can be seen).
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JUNEAU ICEFIELD DATA
During the summer

or

1972, measurements were made at

various locations on the Juneau Icefields (see Figure 7).

We will

examine two runs - Run 36 made from Site 6 on the Taku Glacier, and
~~

Run 92 made from Site 25, in accumulation zone of the Matthes Glacier.
r

At Site 6, the thickness of ice has been determined seismically to
be approximately 350m. (Miller, 1950).

The thickness of the ice

at Site 25 is uncertain, but it is probably about 200 m.
Measurements were made at six frequencies - 1, 2, 4, 8, 16,
and 32 MHz, so that the free space wavelength varied from 300 m to about
10 m.

Six components of the magnetic field were measured - three from

each of two transmitting antenna orientations.

Of these components,

we presently have theoretical solutions for two of them - the vertical
(Hz) and radial (Hf ) magnetic fields from a broadside transmitting
antenna.

These two components were compared to suites of theoretical

curves and a best fit that gave consistent results for all frequencies
was found.
For both runs, the data at 32 MHz were so scattered that
interpretation was not possible.
16 and 8

~lHz,

The scattering is seen slightly at

and seems typical of glacier data (Strangway et al., 1974).

We attribute this scattering to random reflections from crevasses and
other irregularities in the ice with typical sizes of about 10 m.
The parameters deduced from each frequency for the two runs
are listed in Table 1, and the best fit is illustrated in Figures 8 and 9.
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In each case, the two components gave similar results.

From the 1 and

2 Milz data, the dielectric constant and loss tangent of the lower layer
can be estimated.

From the 4 MHz curves, very tight limits can be put

on the thickness of the upper layer.

From 8 and (to some extent) 16 1fi1z

data, the properties of the upper layer can be determined.
Runs 36 and 92 differ in two basic respects.

For Run 36, the

loss tangents are typical for ice - 0.2/f, where f is frequency in MHz
(Evans, 1965).

The values obtai.ned for the thickness of the upper layer

are very consistent from frequency to frequency.

For Run 92, it was not

possible to obtain a consistent thickness without letting the loss tangent
drop to at least 0.1/f.

Even then, the depths obtained for the lower

frequencies (especially 4

~Iz)

were less than 15m while for 8 and 16 MHz

a depth of about 20 m was required.

DISCUSSION
We interpret the thin upper layer at both sites as being snow
about 15 to 20 m thick,

with a dielectric constant of 2.4, overlying

thick glacial ice, with a dielectric constant of 3.3.

The loss tangent

at Site 6 (Run J6) is about 0.2/f, while at Site 25 (Run 92), it is 0.1/f.
These dielectric properties are typical for ice and snow
(Evans, 1965).

Since snow is a mixture of air and ice, its dielectric

constant is somewhat lower than that of ice, although its loss tangent is
not greatly different.

We attribute the lower loss tangent at Site 25

to the lower temperature of the ice and snow at the higher site.

It is

interesting that although the measurements were made in summer with
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runoff water abundant on the surface, the losses were not very high.
Presumably, the water is too thin or too well disseminated to be
noticeable at the frequencies used.
The inconsistency of the depth determinations between frequencies at Site 25 could possibly be due to a grading of the snow-ice
boundary at that altitude.

Since Site 25 is in the accumulation zone

of the glacier, snow may be compacting in that area.
CONCLUSION
Using radio-frequency interferometry,

~

thin layer can be

detected and estimates of the thickness of the layer to within a few
meters can be made.

By using a range of frequencies, the dielectric

parameters of both the upper and the lower layer can be obtained.
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TABLE 1:

INTERPRETATION OF JUNEAU RUNS

36 AND 92 BY COMPARISON TO

RUN 36

Frequency (

wl

(m.)

23 )

1

15-23)

2

(15-22)

4

16 (1)

-1.2

(17-22)

+

19 - 4 m.

tanc,

tan

k2

-

-

3.3 :: 0.1

-

-

3.3 - 0.1

-

-

-

+

8

Interpretation:

-

+

+

-

+

+

+

+

.02-01
+

0.010-0.005

o. 2~0 .1/r< 2 )

+

3.3 - 0.1

f( 2 )

2

RUN 92
+

3.3 - 0.1

1

+

3.3 - 0.1

(L.20)

2

4

.100-:175( 7-13)
.125~200( 9-15)

8

0.5 - 0.7(19-26)

2.4-0.1

1.2 ~ 0.1(22:!:2)?

2.4-0.2

16( 1 )
Interpretation:

+

18 - 8 m.

?

@2.4
+

+

.02-.01

+

L.02

+

0.10/f?(2)

2.4-0.2

1.

16 MHz data are fairly scattered (see text).

2.

f in

.o,

+

3.3 - 0.1

of its dielectric mechanism, the loss tangent of ice essentially
f- tan

2)

as
constant. (Evans, 1965) .
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Fig. 1.

Conflguration of a thin dielectric layer overlying nn
infinite dielectric half space.

By varyinG the frequency,

the thickness of the upper layer in wavelengths can be
changed.
Fig. 2

Theoretical curves for a very thin upper layer, with the
dielec·Gl·ic constant of the lower layer varying.

The spatial

frequency of the pattern increases with increasing k .
2
(a) HF broadside component, (b) Hz broadside component.
Fig.

Theoretical curves for a very thin upper layer with the loss
tangent of the lower layer varying.

The sharpness of the

interference drops off with increasing tan~~ •

2

(a)

H~

broadside component,
Fig. 4

(b) H broadside component.
z
Theoretical curves for the region of no interference showing
the transition from a transparent upper layer to an upper
layer that propagates freely.

Fig. 5

(a)

H~

broadside component,

(b) H broadside component.
z
Theoretical curves for a propagating upper layer, with the
dielectric constant of the upper layer varying.

(a)

~

broadside component,
Fig. 6

(b) H broadside component.
z
Theoretical curves for a propagating upper layer, with the

loss tangent of the upper layer varying.
component,

(b) H broadside component.
z

broadside
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Fig. 7 Map of the Juneau Icefield near Camp 10.

Radio inter-

ferometry was conducted at "R.F.I.Sites".
indicated where known.

Seismic depths are

Run 36 was made at Site 6.

Run 92

was made high on the Matthes Glacier (not on the map) near
Camp 18.
Fig. 8

Radio interferometry data,

Hf

and Hz broadside components,

1 to 16 MHz for Run 36, Site 6 (Solid lines).

The best fit

theoretical curves are also shown (dashed lines).
Fig. 9

Radio interferometry data,

l~,

and Hz broadside compoents,

1 to 16 MHz, for Run 92, Site 25 (solid lines).
fit

The best

theoretical curves are also shown (dashed lines).

d

1

Air

k

Thin layer

kl

Thick layer

k2 > kl

1

= 1

tan ~

0

0 < tan

=0
~

1

< .2

tan <S2 ~ tan ~1

0 < d

d

1

2

< 1 wl

+ co

d2

Fig. 1:

Configuration of a thin dielectric layer overlying an infinite
dielectric half-space.
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